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Preface

In today’s rapidly changing business environment, strong influence of globalization and in‐
formation technologies drives practitioners and researchers of modern supply chain man‐
agement interested in applying different contemporary management paradigms and
approaches into supply chain process. In order to foster their performance and sustainabili‐
ty, business practitioners and academic researchers seek ways to consolidate new ideas and
experiences. Hence, the field of supply chain management has evolved from inventory,
warehouse, and transportation management to a more complex and holistic structure by in‐
tegrating current trends, theories, models and practices in the management science field
throughout supply chains. However, although application of different management ap‐
proaches extends the opportunities, it also brings challenges for management of supply
chains from first to last step.

This book intends to provide a guide for researchers, graduate students, and practitioners
on incorporating every aspect of contemporary management paradigms into overall supply
chain functions such as procurement, warehousing, manufacturing/production, logistics/
transportation and disposal. With this book, graduate students will comprehend how to in‐
tegrate different organizational theories and management approaches into a supply chain;
researchers will be able to explore the individual and combined influences of specific organ‐
izational theories, trends and methodologies on the supply chains; and practitioners will be
able to see their supply chains from a more holistic perspective and thus fathom how to in‐
corporate modern management applications into their supply network.

By examining state-of-the-art organization and management theories, trends and issues, this
book shall serve to capture the contemporary applications in the field of supply chain man‐
agement. Hence, we hope that the readers of this book will gain a broader perspective of the
supply chain management.

Hakan TOZAN
Turkish Naval Academy

Dept. of Industrial Engineering 
Chair of Naval Operations Research Program

Tuzla/Istanbul, TURKEY

Alper ERTÜRK
Turkish Naval Academy
Dept. of Social Sciences 

Tuzla/Istanbul, TURKEY
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Chapter 1

Corporate Social Responsibility in Supply Chains

Eser Kayhan Tekin, Alper Ertürk and Hakan Tozan

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

1. Introduction

In today’s business world, growing attention is being paid on the business concept; “Corporate
Social Responsibility” (hereafter, CSR), mostly because of environmental concerns, regulatory
impacts, commercial benefits and reputation in front of the society. Increasing number of
companies initiates and implements practices considered as CSR activities.

Concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been first introduced by Bowen (1952)
and states that while implementing strategies and making their decisions, organizations
should act taking into consideration society’s values [1]. At the end of 1970s, after development
and inclusion of Stakeholder Theory into the management literature, CSR has been defined as
covering all the relevant stakeholders. In this respect, Carroll (1979) defined CSR as sensitivity
of an organization about the stakeholders’ expectations on the management of social, envi‐
ronmental, economic, ethic and legal issues [2].

Towards the end of 1980s, concept of sustainable development has been introduced and has
focused on economic, social and environmental factors that organizations should consider.
Sustainable development emphasizes how today organizations can fulfill their needs without
jeopardizing the needs of the future generations [3]. Concepts of social responsibility and
sustainable development have been developed separately and social responsibility mainly
focuses on social issues as human rights while sustainable development mainly focuses on
environmental issues [4]. Nevertheless, in the recent management literature, those two
concepts are being used together.

Even though the term “CSR” includes the word “corporate”, CSR covers the issues related to
both social and environmental matters. On the other hand, CSR practices cannot be considered
distinct and even should be integrated to other organizational strategies or activities. Another
important issue is that CSR practices are mainly based on the principle of volunteering. That
is why those practices should be carried out by participation of relevant stakeholders.

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



During recent years, there have been several factors that force or stimulate organizations
concentrate on CSR and especially environmental applications [5]. Among those, laws and
regulations turning CSR applications into mandatory implementations are considered the
most important factors. Another important factor is possible negative financial consequences
that might be faced by the organizations ignoring or not complying with social or environ‐
mental responsibilities.

Companies have realized the crucial importance of environment, started to adapt several
strategies and changed their ways of doing business. From the environmental perspective,
those companies involve the environmental issues as an important part of social responsibility.
Especially when it comes to manage supply chains, it becomes also important to consider
whether all suppliers and other companies in the chain implement CSR activities and practices.
All companies including suppliers take responsibility to do no harm to the environment, to
reduce waste and pollution, to control gas emissions, and to comply with governmental
regulations whilst at the same time to reduce their cost and to increase their profit.

Increasing concerns about the environment stimulates governments and international
organizations, such as European Union, European Commission, to promulgate new laws and
regulations. Thus all actors, including suppliers and manufacturers, in the product life cycle
take their own responsibilities on environmental issues. Furthermore, companies are obliged
to meet the standards and criteria in force to stay competitive in the market and to keep their
sustainable growth.

In addition to the environmental issues and regulatory concerns, social issues keep its crucial
importance. Although CSR activities require a great amount of investment, companies need
to integrate CSR concept to their processes for higher customer satisfaction and loyalty, better
corporate image and reputation, higher productivity, lower costs and thus higher business
profitability.

Changes in the behaviors of consumers whose awareness and sensitivity on social and
environmental issues increase constitute another reason to implement CSR applications.
Research has yielded that consumers prefer the products of companies that attach more
importance to protecting environment and put emphasis on activities related to social
responsibility [6]. Research has also revealed that reputation and positive image of companies
that initiate CSR activities increase in front of society and enhanced reputation provides
advantage to those companies.

As a result, no matter in which field companies operate, in order to stay in the competition,
they should determine their CSR strategies and plan their relevant activities. Next section will
explain the different CSR areas which are considered important for supply chains.

2. Areas of social responsibility in supply chains

Supply Chain Management is a process comprised of several distinct but interconnected
functions and activities. Internal and external transportation management, warehousing,
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inventory management, acquisition management, logistics service providers management,
resource management, packaging and assembly, customer services are among the most
important ones. It is also possible to break down the supply chain management process into
two main flows; i.e. forward flow and reverse flow. Taking into consideration those processes,
main areas of social responsibility in supply chains are [7, 8]:

• Organizational practices

• Ethical practices

• Environmental practices

• Practices of human rights and working conditions

• Practices of occupational health and safety

• Practices to establish relationship with society

Table 1 summarizes activities and practices considered good examples for the CSR areas listed
above.

Relevant CSR Areas Sample Practices

Organizational Practices

• Determining CSR goals for purchasing function
• Determining and defining roles and responsibilities of human resources related to
CSR in logistics
• Providing relevant training in CSR to the suppliers
• Sharing of CSR activities and practices with all relevant stakeholders
• Implementing a mechanism to receive feedback from stakeholders regarding CSR
practices

Ethical Practices

• Not accepting gifts, free services, etc. from suppliers (especially during supplier
selection process)
• Not creating illegitimate pressures on suppliers
• Not sharing price and service information about suppliers with other irrelevant
stakeholders
• Not favoring any particular supplier just because of managers’ preferences and
assuring a fair selection process
• Assuring all departments meet ethical standards in independent purchasing
process
• Not creating illegitimate advantage in competition by using contract items
• Not giving out wrong information on purpose
• Not using specific items pointing out specific suppliers in contracts

Environmental Practices

• Purchasing and using recycled materials for packaging
• Supporting and encouraging suppliers on reducing waste (especially hazardous
waste)
• Putting special emphasis on producing recyclable and reversible materials in
production and design

Corporate Social Responsibility in Supply Chains 3



Relevant CSR Areas Sample Practices

• Meeting standards for protecting environment in the processes of lifecycle
management, production, packaging and storing
• Supporting suppliers to implement processes that are appropriate for sustainable
environmental protection

Practices of human rights and
working conditions

• Not keeping some suppliers out of cycle, just because they have managers from
different backgrounds
• Having procedures and also having mechanisms to monitor providing equal
opportunity for each employee working in all supplier companies
• Having appropriate procedures in place to assure that all employees can benefit
from all their legal rights, are working in accordance with rules, regulations and
national/ international standards
• Assuring that physical and psychological working conditions comply with all rules
and regulations in place

Practices of occupational health
and safety

• Having appropriate procedures in place to assure that working conditions do not
jeopardize human health and safety
• Assuring that all safety, security and protection measures are in place for all
activities
• Having procedures in place to assure that sensitive and delicate products are
stored under appropriate conditions

Practices to establish relationship
with society

• Developing and carrying out programs for training and development of local
suppliers
• Actively participating into and organizing non-for-profit social activities, such as
volunteer work, charities, public auctions, etc.
• Supporting sport activities and public education

Table 1. Examples of CSR Applications in Supply Chain Management (Adapted from [8])

Among those aforementioned activities, ensuring that all activities and functions comply with
national / international rules, regulations and standards and working with suppliers that fulfill
same requirements constitute the most important factors for CSR in supply chains. This issue
is also important to stay competitive in market and to have a sustainable growth in terms of
strategic perspective.

3. Green supply chain management

In general terms, Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM) can be defined as reflecting a
company’s consideration and sensitivity about environmental issues to all other supply chain
processes. GSCM also assures that companies consider not jeopardizing the environment in
all supply chain functions.

Companies usually perceive the GSCM practices as factors that increase the cost in general.
However, research has yielded that GSCM practices help companies to reduce general costs,

Applications of Contemporary Management Approaches in Supply Chains4
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increase productivity, foster innovation, save resources and increase competitive advantage
[9]. Besides those tangible benefits, GSCM practices also play important roles in increasing
employees’ job satisfaction and commitment, promoting customer loyalty and pleasure,
enhancing their reputation in the eyes of the society.

Main goal of GSCM is to assure that environmental practices are applied in the all phases of
the process from procurement of raw material to the delivery to the consumer; such as
purchasing, production, packaging, warehousing, distribution, assembly. Long-term goal of
GSCM is to keep under control all the processes, reduce the chemical waste, lessen the gas
emissions and eliminate all the activities that may be hazardous to the nature.

In the scope of GSCM, companies generally use three basic approaches [10]:

• Reactive approach

• Proactive approach

• Value seeking approach

Companies adapting reactive approach, usually apply procedures compliant with rules and
regulations in force, such as practices of human rights, minimum resource usage, supply
recycled products. Hence, reactive companies have a low level of GSCM.

On the other hand, companies adapting proactive approach, apply procedures to prevent
possible problems that may arise in the future, instead of struggling with past problems. Thus,
proactive companies develop programs and policies on how to implement and control green
supply chain applications.

Companies adapting value seeking approach systematically integrate their environmental
policies into their long-term business strategies, reflect those policies to their decisions and
share this with all their stakeholders. Besides, they establish a close communication with their
suppliers and stakeholders, and encourage them to integrate environmental policies to their
own business processes.

From the systems management approach, GSCM constitutes of a series of interconnected, not
independent, activities through a long process from the suppliers to the customers. Hence,
GSCM should be applied on the whole process in a holistic manner. Thus, to achieve a
successful GSCM, all activities and practices through the process should consider GSCM
principles.

During the last decade, research on GSCM has focused on the stages of the product life cycle
and emphasized the importance of greening approach in material selection and purchasing,
company’s supplier selection, waste management, packaging, manufacturing and production,
regulatory compliance [11].

In addition, some other important issues in GSCM include selection of environmental per‐
formance criteria and indicators, relationship between environmental and economic perform‐
ance. To measure achievement of GSCM, companies define success factors in accordance with
their areas of activity [5]. Determining and measuring those success factors help companies to

Corporate Social Responsibility in Supply Chains 5



understand the effectiveness of environmental policies and indicate how well those policies
are integrated into the business processes. In this framework, some success factors that can be
used to measure the effectiveness of environmental policies are as follows:

• Amount of energy and raw material spent

• Amount of waste produced and exposed to the nature

• Amount of hazardous material used in the production process of goods and products

• Amount of fuel usage and gas emission in the production, storage and transportation

• Amount of recycled material through the processes

• Number of partnerships with suppliers on the area of environmental awareness

• Level of reputation of the company in terms of environmental sensitivity in front of the
public eye

Companies adapting GSCM practices may evaluate the effectiveness of their activities and
processes in terms of environmental issues and may alter their plans and strategies if necessary.

4. Applications of social responsibility in the process of supply chains

As aforementioned in detail, socially responsible applications and practices should be placed
in all the phases and steps throughout the supply chain process from procurement of the raw
materials to the delivery of products to the customer. In this respect, this section will give
specific examples of socially responsible applications in each phase and function.

4.1. Social and environmental practices in procurement and purchasing

Social responsibility in procurement and purchasing can be defined as performing all pur‐
chasing activities in accordance with the CSR principles and taking into consideration CSR
principles in the decision-making process [6]. If a company complies with the relevant
standards on environmental issues and involves its applications in the processes, procurement
and purchasing processes can be important activities to spread the CSR concept to the
suppliers.

One of the first CSR practices that can be integrated into the procurement and purchasing is
to prefer recycled and/or recyclable materials [12]. In addition to the purchasing of recyclable
raw materials, giving precedence to the procurement of technologies that consume less energy
and produce less waste is another important practice [13].

Besides, from a holistic perspective, choosing right suppliers that also apply CSR concepts in
their own processes and also comply with relevant rules and regulations plays an important
role in procurement process. In this respect, before initiating the procurement processes with
suppliers, it should be verified that the suppliers also adapt CSR applications in their own
processes as required.

Applications of Contemporary Management Approaches in Supply Chains6
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4.2. Social and environmental practices in production

Social responsibility in production process take place both in forward and reverse supply chain
management activities. In general terms, CSR in production includes the design of the product
taking into consideration CSR principles and the production without giving any damage or
hazard to the environment [13].

Among the most important long-term goals in the environment-friendly production process,
to implement the systematic mechanism reducing the amount of waste and to dispose the
waste without giving any hazard to the nature are considered the key practices.

Another important goal of CSR in production is to assess each phases of the product life-cycle
in order to determine the possibilities of re-production, re-usage and re-cycling of the materials
used in the production process. If any possibility is determined, this should be integrated into
the production processes for the benefit of society [5].

4.3. Social and environmental practices in distribution and transportation

Social responsibility in distribution and transportation means developing required transpor‐
tation and distribution capability while maintaining and enhancing environmental, economic
and social sustainability [8].

CSR in transportation has been conceptualized during 1990s and has focused on environmental
and economic aspects of a sustainable transportation process [14]. Most important effects
towards the environment include emission of greenhouse gas, emission of gas which is
hazardous for the ozone layer, discharge of hazardous waste produced during transportation.

Socially responsible practices in transportation area include giving opportunities to local
transportation companies, carefully monitoring that the traffic rules and regulations are
followed all the time, implementing mechanisms increasing safety and security performance
in transportation.

4.4. Social and environmental practices in packaging

For more than 20 years, there is already a pressure on the companies to lessen the negative
effects of the packaging material on the environment. Laws and regulations that have been
put in effect lately increase the importance of CSR in packaging function. Recently, influence
of packaging process on the environment is considered in the framework of product life-cycle
from a more holistic approach.

Under the CSR concept in packaging process, there are several activities to be considered, such
as storage, warehousing, protection of the product against deterioration. Throughout those
processes, CSR in packaging requires the usage of recycled and non-hazardous material,
reduction of waste, reduction of energy consumption and design the process in such a way
that does not harm the ecosystem [15].

In packaging, size of the package is a usually neglected but an important factor, since the size
directly determines the amount of material used. By having well-designed packages, compa‐
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nies may increase the efficiency in resource usage. In addition, small size of a package helps
companies to formulate their loadings in the most optimum way and reduce their transpor‐
tation costs.

4.5. Social and environmental practices in warehousing

Social responsibility in warehousing is a relatively new concept. CSR in warehousing starts
with choosing the location of warehouses by taking into consideration all relevant environ‐
mental and social issues.

In addition, providing a healthy and safe storage for products is another important activity.
Even more importantly, warehouses used to store hazardous material without threatening the
environment constitute a vitally important issue in CSR. Offering spare or extra materials for
the benefit of the society is also an activity considered under the CSR concept. Finally, as in
the other supply chain functions, taking all safety precautions and safety measures for the
workers’ health and safety in warehousing is also an important activity [8].

5. Reverse supply chain management

In general terms, Reverse Supply Chain Management is defined as the series of activities or
the process used to retrieve a used product from a consumer and either dispose of it or reuse
it [16]. This concept also emphasizes activities in functions of transportation, warehousing,
inventory management and collaboration with partners [17].

From a business viewpoint, although implementation and controlling the reverse supply
chains require an important amount of investment, it brings economic and competitive
advantage, as well as strategic importance to the companies adapting them. First of all,
companies implementing reverse supply chains can reduce their costs by reducing the amount
of raw materials, and reselling products after being scrapped [18, 19, 20].

Reverse supply chain helps the company to generate its green image and enhance its reputation
in front of the society. It also gives the company an opportunity to build stronger relationships
with the customers.

Reverse supply chain management deals with all activities from the end-customer to the
suppliers. According to Vogt et al. (2002), waste treatment activities include reverse distribu‐
tion of products, return of unsold goods, product returns, product recalls and waste manage‐
ment [21]. Dyckhoff et al. (2004) prioritized the reverse supply chain activities as reuse of
product, remanufacturing, recycling and disposal of goods [22].

A majority of reverse supply chains start with the activity of product acquisition from the
customer [16]. During this phase, used products or materials are retrieved from the customer.
Product commercial returns and recalls, acquisition of defective or damaged goods, waste
stream are among the activities for product retrieval from the customer. Product acquisition
is the most important phase for a profitable reverse supply chain [16].
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Another important activity for reverse supply chains is inspection. Since customers return the
sold products for several different reasons, inspection plays an important role before going
further in the process. Inspection process include activities, such as disassembling, eye-
inspection, testing, sorting and rating of the product [16, 20]. Finally, to increase the value
obtained from the returned product, most appropriate disposition alternative should be
selected.

Prahinski and Kocabaşoğlu (2006) proposed four different product recovery strategies which
are direct reuse, product upgrade, materials recovery and waste management [17]. Recondi‐
tioning is conducted if it is decided to reuse or upgrade the product. As the returned product
is reconditioned, then the next phases of the process are re-distribution and re-sale of the
product. Anderson and Brodin (2005) also emphasized the role of the customer in this whole
process. Since the customer is the actor who uses and returns the product, he/she determines
the quality and the current state and condition of the product [23].

Finally, reverse supply chain management is a holistic and integrated approach to managing
waste and reduce the amount of hazardous material. In this respect, this process is very
effective in CSR concept and is being adapted by a lot of companies.

6. Discussion and conclusion

Under the strong influence of increasing competition, globalization, communication and
information technologies, companies trying to keep their positions in the market and to
maintain a sustainable growth are increasingly inclined to apply corporate social responsibility
activities and practices.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) can be defined as companies’ voluntary integration of
social and environmental concerns in their business processes and in their relationships with
other companies and stakeholders [8]. As companies successfully adapt social and environ‐
mental practices, they can achieve economic benefits by reducing costs, increasing productivity
and profits, enhancing corporate image and reputation. However, for supply chains to be
successful in terms of CSR, companies, including all suppliers and manufacturers in the chain,
need to increase their own awareness and act in a socially and environmentally responsible
manner. Moreover, they are obliged to comply with the environmental laws and regulations,
to meet national and international standards and to integrate CSR practices in their business
processes.

Supply chains are increasingly put under pressure mainly by customers and stakeholders to
implement CSR management systems across the chain. All companies throughout the chain
are obliged to implement practices and initiate activities on economic, environmental, and
social aspects to maintain their sustainability. To transfer and share the CSR responsibility
across the chain, companies adapt several practices, such as establishing written supplier
requirements, monitoring supplier performance if they meet the requirements and contribu‐
ting suppliers’ awareness on social and environmental issues [8].
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Since companies interact very closely and the success of the supply chain depends on the inter-
company relationships throughout the chain, it becomes more and more important that all
actors in the chain apply CSR principles in their own processes. Thus, collaboration on the CSR
matters among the members of the chain is a crucial factor.

In their recent study, Seuring and Muller (2008) proposed four key factors to increase the
success of CSR implementation across the supply chains, namely (1) Determining pressures
and incentives for CSR applications across supply chains, (2) Identifying and measuring the
impact of those applications, (3) Addressing and managing different issues at the supplier-
buyer interface, and (4) Managing, implementing, and integrating CSR applications into all
business processes of all actors, taking into consideration whole product life cycle [24].

In terms of forward supply chains, from the procurement of raw materials to the delivery of
the product to the end-user, companies systematically integrate CSR principles to their
business processes and functions, including purchasing, warehousing, storage, packaging,
transportation and distribution. In addition, in terms of reverse supply chains, companies also
integrate relevant practices from retrieving the product from the customer to the reusage,
remanufacturing, recycling and disposal.

As a reflection of successful CSR applications across the supply chains, all companies enhance
their reputations in front of the public. And thus, they should integrate social responsibility
into their business strategies to assist their customer relationship management. Supply chain
managers should adapt relevant CSR strategies to manage their supply chains in a more
socially responsible manner to be able to foster their companies’ relationship and interactions
with the customers and all stakeholders. Adapting CSR focused management strategies will
also help companies to develop future markets and customers. However, although the positive
financial consequences of CSR applications are proposed in several studies, CSR introduces
less quantifiable considerations relating to the natural environment and social issues.

As aforementioned in previous sections, trends towards integration of sustainability concepts
into legislations and promulgation of relevant rules, regulations and standards by national
and international organizations alter the nature of competition and the business environment
in which supply chains operate. These changes force companies across the chains not only
address and adapt new strategies, such as reverse supply chain practices, but also adapt their
existing processes and procedures and generate new design, production, management and
monitoring systems. These applications and modification will help companies to reduce the
uncertainty in the business environment.

In this chapter, we try to summarize and present a framework in a holistic approach for
addressing the issues, practices and activities for supply chains under the corporate social
responsibility concept. We believe that the information presented here will help supply chain
managers to better comprehend the importance of CSR applications and how they can
implement those in their own areas of responsibility.

However, there is still a certain limitation about the practical uncertainty on the success of CSR
applications across the supply chains in different business and cultural contexts. Thus, future
research should specifically focus on empirical studies to further contribute on how social
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responsibility can be more effectively and efficiently integrated into the functions and the
processes of the supply chains.
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Quantifying the Supply Chain Resilience
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Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

In the current economic environment, increasingly global, there is the general awareness that
companies are able to better compete if they act together, in supply chains, and thereby
competitiveness can be increased [1]. Therefore, supply chains are becoming vital to the
competitiveness of many companies and businesses.

The adoption of modern management paradigms, philosophies, strategies, policies and/or
practices to improve effectiveness and reduce operating costs, such as lean manufacturing,
Just-In-Time, strategic inventory, reduced product lifecycle and outsourcing, have created
highly efficient supply chains. Although these new ways of managing have yielded attractive
business benefits, they reduced the slack available to deal with uncertain events [2] and
promoted the business globalization, increasing complexity of the extended networks, which
amplifies the adverse impact of problems that can arise. In addition, the interconnection and
interdependence among companies in a global supply chain makes them more vulnerable to
a range of risks [3-6].

Supply chains are subjected to more risks than ever, which are numerous and constantly
evolving, and derive both from within and outside of the company. Avoiding such risks or
reducing their negative effects is a challenge for today management. Nevertheless, some risks
cannot be avoided [2] and with today’s complex global supply chains, fragmentary solutions
and specific initiatives are no longer enough to cope with the multifaceted nature of risks.

One way to deal with supply chain risk is to increase confidence in the supply chain [7], i.e.
confer to the supply chain the ability to be resilient. A resilient supply chain must develop
resilience capabilities [8] to react to the negative consequences of unexpected events and to
return quickly to its original state, the one before the risk occurrence, or to move to a new best
state after being affected by the risk [9-11], and continue business operations as efficiently as

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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possible. Increase resilience and reduce the likelihood of risk events occurring is the aim of
supply chain risk management [12].

Although some recent studies highlighted the importance of quantifying the ability of
companies and supply chains to overcome the negative effects of risks [13], the assessment of
the supply chain resilience has not been attempted so far [2]. The main goal of this chapter is
to fill this gap by proposing a quantitative index to measure the supply chain resilience to a
risk based on the resilience index of its companies.

The chapter begins by defining and discussing central concepts in the scope of supply chain
management, such as risk, sources of risk and supply chain risk. Since numerous risks that can
occur and their characteristics and possible adverse effects to both company and supply chain,
some strategies used to mitigate the negative effects of risk on a supply chain and make it more
resilient are discussed. Then, the resilience index of a company to a risk is presented based on
the concept of the resilience triangle. Finally, the resilience index of a supply chain to a risk is
determined by aggregating the resilience index of companies that constitute the supply chain.

To illustrate how the proposed resilience index in both the individual company and the supply
chain can be determined a case study is presented. The case study is the continuation of other
case study developed in a previous work and is a real sub-set of companies which belong to
a Portuguese automotive industry supply chain composed by one automaker, two 1st-tier
suppliers, two 2nd-tier suppliers, and one outsource entity, structured in three-echelons [14].
The supply chain is disrupted due to a transportation interruption of material between two
suppliers. To make resilient both the company and the supply chain, one strategy widely used
to mitigate the negative effects of risk on supply chains based on the creation of redundancy
is considered. Based on the results of the simulation of two scenarios developed in the previous
work, the resilience indexes of companies and supply chain are determined. The two scenarios
analysed consider the transportation interruption of material between two suppliers but in
one scenario no strategy mitigation is adopted, whereas in the other scenario a strategy is
adopted. In each scenario the resilience indexes of each company are determined based on the
order fulfilment that is one of the important criteria to judge the level of the customer service
of the company. This is the relative ability of the company to satisfy the customer. The
fulfilment rate is a performance measure of the order fulfilment, expressed as a percentage of
the total order. Finally, the resilience index of the supply chain is computed depending on the
aggregation method implemented and then analysed.

The chapter proposes a tool that allows to quantifying the resilience of a company and a supply
chain to a risk. The uncertainty of the future is usually modelled using scenarios [15]. So, by
the comparison of scenarios, this proposal allows to help managers improving the decision
making regarding the selection of mitigation strategies that promote greater supply chain
resilience to a risk.

2. Supply chain risk

The body of literature on risks and supply chain risks has increased since events such as 9/11
and Hurricane Katrina. Additionally, the susceptibility of supply chains to risk is increased by
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globalisation and certain management initiatives such as the increased use of outsourcing,
dependence on single suppliers, complexity and interdependency of supply base, increased
competition and customers more demanding and with higher expectations, tendency toward
increase regulation, and more unpredictable threats. Not all risk is negative if it provides a
competitive advantage, but companies should be aware how much risk they can handle.

2.1. Risk

Supply chains are subjected to more risks than ever, which are numerous and constantly
evolving, and derive both from within and outside of the company. They are also becoming
more costly. Avoiding such risks or reducing their negative effects is a challenge for today
management. Nevertheless, some risks cannot be avoided and with today’s complex global
supply chains, fragmentary solutions and specific initiatives are no longer enough to cope with
the multifaceted nature of risks.

Multiple definitions of risk exist in the literature. Reference [16] consider risk "in line with
common usage in the sense that it relates to supply chain vulnerability, as at risk: vulnerable;
likely to be lost or damaged” and propose a classification in three classes: i) Internal to the
organization, ii) External to the organization but internal to the supply chain, and iii) External
to the supply chain. However, there are some definitions of risk, most of which related to its
influence on business outcomes, as can be visualised in Table 1.

Reference Risk definition

[16]
Risk is used in line with common usage in the sense that it relates to supply chain vulnerability, as at
risk: vulnerable; likely to be lost or damaged

[17]
Risk is the negative deviation from the expected value of a certain performance measure, resulting in
undesirable consequences for the local company

[18]
Risk is the expected outcome of an uncertainty event, i.e. uncertain events lead to the existence of
risks

Table 1. Some risk definitions

2.2. Sources of risk

There is a consensus that the sources of risk become more important as the complexity of
modern supply chains increases. The adoption of more suitable actions for mitigating the
negative effect of risks depends on the risk source. Knowing its source, it may be possible to
act in order to avoid or reduce the probability of occurrence of the risk and consequently its
negative effect on business outcomes. There are a high number of sources of risk that have the
potential to adversely affect both revenue and cost, reducing the performance and competi‐
tiveness of the supply chain. Classification clarifies the relevant dimensions of potential
sources of risk in supply chain.

Quantifying the Supply Chain Resilience
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Based on literature review, two main categories of sources of supply chain risk are defined: i)
external and ii) internal to the supply chain. Each of them is, in turn, segmented by some
authors.

The external to the supply chain category encompasses the sources of risk arising from the
environment in which the supply chain is involved. It includes, on one hand, aspects that
influence demand at the level of the end customer and, on the other hand, events that, when
they materialize, have a severe impact on the area of their occurrence. Examples of these are
i) the natural catastrophes such as tsunamis, earthquakes, hurricanes, and floods [17]; ii) the
human-made catastrophes which are acts, intentional or not, caused by humans such as
computer viruses, destructive competitive acts, sabotage and terrorist attacks [19-21]; iii) the
implementation of laws and policies affecting the supply chain, such as trade and transporta‐
tion laws, as well as the degree and frequency of changes in these laws and policies [17, 22-23];
and iv) a significant increase in the product demand (volume) or an unforeseen change in the
specifications of the product considered [24-25]. However, this category relates to events which
are outside the sphere of influence of supply chain managers.

Sources of risk within supply chain can arise from within of each company's supply chain or
from the interaction between them. However, regardless of the place of origin, sources of risk
can be generated in: i) resources-human, financial, infrastructure, material, energy, and
equipment-such as vandalism, sabotage, labour strikes, industrial accidents [26-27], loss of a
supplier [28], information technology problems or breakdowns [26], breakdown in machinery,
equipment malfunctions and systemic failures [29]; and ii) management processes which
include all sources of risk resulting from the decision making at management process.

For a thorough review on supply chain risk and risk management literature we recommend
[5, 30-33].

3. Supply chain risk management

As the goal of risk management is ultimately to mitigate negative influences and ensure the
company’s success [34], supply chain risk management aims to identify the potential sources
of supply chain risk and implement appropriate actions or strategies through a coordinated
approach among supply chain members, to avoid or reduce supply chain vulnerability [18,
35-36].

3.1. Supply chain risk management process

The supply chain risk management process entails a systematic application of management
policies, procedures and practices in carrying out a sequence of activities of identifying,
analysing, evaluating, treating, monitoring and communicating risk. It is an iterative process
composed by four main activities, Risk Identification, Risk Assessment, Responding to Risk,
and Monitoring and Review. This process can be used to provide the supply chain with some
characteristics that make it more resilient to risk.
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After the Risk Identification activity the Risk Assessment activity is done, being critical in the
supply chain risk management process. In this activity is performed the analysis and the
evaluation of risk. In addition, is determined the degree of exposure of assessed risks,
expressed as likelihood and impact, and also the risks are ranked. Having identified and
assessed the relevant risks, management should determine how to respond (next activity in
the process).

According to reference [12] the aim of supply chain risk management is to increase resilience
and reduce the likelihood of risk events occurring, which is a different perspective of [18,
35-36]. Thus, the Responding to Risk activity of the supply chain risk management process
should identify and analyse the actions that minimize the adverse effects of risk, i.e. those that
allow mitigating the risk, and also select and implement the most appropriate regarding the
resilience of the supply chain.

3.2. Mitigation strategies to respond to risk

Generally, risk responses can include risk avoidance, acceptance, transference and mitigation.
When possible, risk avoidance option is appropriate if the risk has been evaluated as unac‐
ceptable or intolerable. Responding to risk can be made through risk mitigation, which requires
specific strategies to reduce or even eliminate the risk likelihood, or the risk impact, or both.
There is much literature that suggests strategies to deal with company and supply chain risks
[10, 29, 37-42].

There are many means available to control the negative effects in performance outcomes
caused by risks within supply chains. A fundamental strategy would be to try to maintain
supply chain performance measures of consistent fulfilment of orders, delivery reliability, and
customer satisfaction.

Supply chain companies may also take a proactive or reactive strategy to respond to risk. A
proactive strategy makes changes to its practices before the risk occurrence. Supply chain
entities that adopt this approach are often trying to avoid a potential future threat or to
capitalize on a potential future opportunity. When a supply chain entity makes changes in its
practices only after the risk has already occurred, it reacts to a risk and a reactive change occurs.

Reference [43] describes two general approaches for dealing with risks: contingency and
mitigation strategies. Contingency strategies are, in essence, more reactive in nature, whereas
mitigation strategies are more proactive [41, 44-45]. Mitigation strategies imply taking actions
before the risk occurs in order to reduce this event’s occurrence or to reduce its impact.
Therefore, the company or the supply chain incurs the cost of the mitigating action whether
or not an unanticipated event or outcome occurs [29].Conversely, contingency strategies
involve actions taken only after a disruptive event has happened. Reference [43] also highlights
that more than one strategy can be used to manage risks.

Multiple potential sources of risk produce varying effects on a supply chain and complicate
the selection of a risk mitigation strategy. There are eight risk mitigation strategies addressed
by reference [26], which can be classified into either redundancy or flexibility strategies and
utilized in practice [24, 43, 46-47]. Specifically, increase capacity, increase inventory and have
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redundant suppliers are redundancy strategies. Increase responsiveness, increase flexibility,
aggregate demand, increase capacity and have more clients are flexibility strategies. Reference
[26] developed a matrix that shows how each strategy acts in mitigation of the seven types of
risks (these risks do not include systems risk and intellectual property risks). An analysis of
the matrix proposed by these authors reveals that the implementation of some strategies
mitigate some types of risk, but increase the likelihood of other types.

As the lack of redundancy makes companies vulnerable to changes in business environment,
reference [48] posits redundancy as a good risk management strategy. However, some
strategies based on redundancy can get very costly and supply chains should re-examine the
trade-offs between efficiency and redundancy [16].

Reference [19] encourages companies to examine their risk levels and consider keeping
strategic inventory reserves to protect against catastrophic events. Reference [5] provides a
review of supply chain risk management and classifies strategies for supply chain robustness
in two categories: those that increase the supply chains efficiency, and those that increase its
resilience. Strategies which make the supply chain more efficient increase a facility’s opera‐
tional ability to handle a risk; business continuity planning within single sites tends to focus
on this approach. Resilience, however, focuses on the ability of the company to sustain
operation and recovery quickly in the face of a risk.

Reference [49] proposed similar strategies and expanded Tang’s list to include expansion of
capacity whereas reference [50] proposed risk insurance, information sharing, and relationship
development.

4. Supply chain resilience

One way to deal with supply chain risk is to increase confidence in the supply chain, i.e. confer
to the supply chain the ability to be resilient. Probably, in the long term, the key to supply
chain remaining competitive is to be resilient. A resilient supply chain must develop resilience
capabilities to react to the negative consequences of unexpected events and to return quickly
to its original state, the one before the risk occurrence, or to move to a new best state after being
affected by the risk, and continue business operations as efficiently as possible. Increase
resilience and reduce the likelihood of risk events occurring is the aim of supply chain risk
management [12].

The increase in the occurrence of risks that has been observed in the last few years at the global
level, and the need for the supply chain to be ever more competitive, has created the need, on
the part of managers, to take measures in order to make supply chains resilient to risk.

Supply chain resilience is receiving increased attention in the business, as well as in the
academic press. There seems to be widespread recognition that supply chain risks have the
potential to cause significant negative economic impacts [38, 51]. So, resilience helps to recover
system states after incidents take place rather than prevent incidents from occurring [52].
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In a supply chain company context, resilience is defined as the ability of a supply chain entity
to react to risk and return to its original state or a more desirable one [16, 53-54]. Multiple
definitions of supply chain resilience exist in the literature and some of these are presented in
Table 2.

Reference Supply chain resilience definition

[8]
The capacity for complex industrial systems to survive, adapt, and grow in the face of turbulent
change.

[16]
The ability of a system (supply chain) to return to its original state or move to a new, more desirable
state after being disturbed.

[53]
The ability to react to the negative effects caused by disturbances that occur at a given moment in
order to maintain the supply chain’s objectives.

[54]
“The adaptive capability of the supply chain to prepare for unexpected events, respond to disruptions,
and recover from them by maintaining continuity of operations at the desired level of connectedness
and control over structure and function.”

[55]
The ability to maintain control over performance variability in the face of disturbance and a property
of being adaptive and capable of sustained response to sudden and significant shifts in the
environment in the form of uncertain demands.

[56]
Supply chain resilience is the ability to maintain operations and connectedness under the loss of some
structures or functions

[57]
“The ability of a supply chain to both resist disruptions and recover operational capability after
disruptions occur.“

Table 2. Definitions of supply chain resilience

4.1. Supply chain resilience assessment

The question on “how to assess the supply chain resilience” still has no answer. Reference [58]
specify some resilience properties: i) amount of change the system can undergo and still retain
the same controls on function and structure; ii) degree to which the system is able of self-
organization; and iii) ability to build and increase the capacity for learning and adapting.
Reference [58] also argues that to understand the resilience of a system, it must be clearly
defined – resilience of “what to what”. It is vital to define what system state is being considered
and what failure modes are involved.

4.2. Resilience triangle

Reference [20] outlined a graph that illustrates how risks would affect companies’ performance
which can be measured by sales, production levels, profits and customer service. Additionally,
the graph shows different phases of the system’s performance response: after a risk the
performance decreases but as actions are taken the system’s performance will gradually be
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restored. Reference [20] characterizes companies’ response to risk in eight phases, including
i) eventual preparation to risk, ii) disruptive event occurrence, iii) first response, iv) initial
impact, v) full impact, vi) recovery preparation, vii) recovery and viii) long term impact. These
phases can be observed plotting the company response to risk along the time as can be
illustrated using the “resilience triangle” (Figure 1), which helps to visualize the magnitude
of the risk negative impact on system (company or supply chain) performance. The concept
of a “resilience triangle” emerges from disaster research and represents the loss of functionality
from damage and risk [59]. Therefore, the company’s performance evolution along the time
can be used to analyse supply chain resilience.

References [59-60] highlight the relation between a disruptive event and business indicators.
When deciding which supply chain performance should be analysed we consider the supply
chain’s objective, which is satisfying customers.

The depth of the triangle represents the disruption severity, i.e., the severity or magnitude of
loss damage, and the length of the triangle represents the recovery time, i.e., the damping time.
The smaller the triangle is, the more resilient the company or supply chain is. Therefore, the
“resilience triangle” should be minimised. Actions, behaviours, and properties of companies
and networks can contribute for reducing the area of the “resilience triangle” [59].

Recovery time

Disruption 
severity

Performance

Time

Figure 1. “Resilience triangle”

In this approach it is necessary to use proper performance measures which should be done
according to the supply chain type. To analyse different scenarios in an automotive supply
chain, the authors in prior simulation studies, see [14, 61], proposed the next performance
measures: i) lead time ratio (average value of the ratio between the actual and the promised
lead time for all the orders delivered by a company to its direct customers), ii) total cost (sum
of production, material, holding inventory and transportation cost), and iii) fulfilment rate.

4.3. Company resilience index

In two simulation studies covering a three echelon of an automotive supply chain, the authors
verified that when a supply chain is affected by a risk the performance of the supply chain
companies is jeopardized [14, 61]. Moreover, even when the risk affects only one company, its
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negative effects are propagated along the supply chain creating performance patterns analo‐
gous to the resilience triangle [59].

From a resilience perspective it is important to analyse the companies’ behaviour in a specific
time period, for example between t0 and t1, in which the performance was affected and also
recovered, Figure 2. Out of this range the company performance is no affected by the risk
negative effects. Therefore, the triangle area is proposed as a proxy to assess the individual
companies’ resilience.
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Figure 2. “Resilience triangle” pattern in simulation results (Adapted from reference [14])

Considering that company performance is measured at the end of each period t (between t0

and t1), a curve is generated with the performance along time (Pit). If there are no risks, the
performance level of each company i is given by Pi. When a company is affected by the risk, a
triangle pattern emerged showing the loss of company performance. However, some periods
after the company performance recovers to the initial state Pi. To compute the triangle area a
simple algorithm based on straight line approximations between the performance measure
values for consecutive time periods is used [62]. The resilience index for a company i is
computed using Equation 1:
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where,

Ri: is the resilience index of company i;

Pi: is the performance level of company i when it is not affected by the negative effects of a
risk;
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Pit: is the performance level of company i in time period t;

t0: is the lower limit of the time period based on which the company resilience index is
determined; usually prior to the time instant at which the performance level is affected by the
negative effects of the risk;

t1: is the upper limit of the time period based on which the company resilience index is
determined; generally corresponds to a time instant at which the performance level is already
recovered from the negative effects of the risk;

The resilience index of company i (Ri) is from 0 to 1. The value of Ri equal to 0 means that
company i is no resilient to the disruption, i.e., performance Pit of company i is null during the
period of time from t0 to t1. The value of Ri equal to 1 means that company i is resilient to the
disruption and is able to sustain its performance, i.e. performance Pit of company i is equal to
Pi during the period of time from t0 to t1.

4.4. Supply chain resilience index

Since the supply chain is a network of companies, the assessment of supply chain resilience to
risks needs to reflect the perspective of the network. In this line, reference [63] proposed a
hierarchical index to measure companies’ and supply chain level of greenness and resilience,
considering that the overall supply chain behaviour is affected by the aggregation of the supply
chain company behaviour. In this paper, the same hierarchical approach will be used; the
intention is to develop an index to assess the overall supply chain resilience (RSC) based on the
supply chain companies’ resilience indexes.

Aggregation is always a potential area of methodological controversy in the field of composite
index construction [64-65]. There are various linear methods for aggregation; the most common
are additive, multiplicative and additive weighting [64-66]. However, for modelling the supply
chain resilience based on a linear model is necessary to admit that there are no synergy and
conflict effects among the supply chain companies’ performance indicators [64], i.e. they
should be independent [66-67]. Moreover, linear additive aggregation only can be applied
when all indicators have the same measurement unit, and implies that poor performance in
some indicators can be compensated by sufficiently high values of other indicators [64]. The
multiplicative aggregation is appropriate when it entails partial (non-constant) compensabil‐
ity, i.e. compensability is lower when the composite indicator contains indicators with low
values [64].

The right selection of the components of composite indexes and their weights are also critical
for the aggregation process. Despite these concerns, reference [68] suggest that composite
indexes should remain relatively simple in terms of their construction and interpretation. The
choice of the most adequate aggregation method depends on the purpose of the composite
indicator, as well as the nature of the subject being measured [69].

In literature there are few attempts to develop an overall supply chain resilience index.
Reference [63] proposes an additive function of the individual companies’ indexes for the
supply chain resilience. According with reference [70] the reliability of a supply network is
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computed by multiplying the individual reliability of each company. To those authors the
reliability can be used as a measure of the ability of a supply network to withstand disruption
risks, which is a resilience property.

As we intend to propose an index for the overall supply chain resilience (RSC) based on the
resilience indexes of individual companies, the subsequent four approaches are considered.
Following the suggestion of reference [63], the additive model is used to compute the overall
supply chain resilience index (Equation 2). The resilience of each company has equal impor‐
tance in determining the supply chain resilience. In this approach the lower values of resilience
indexes of some supply chain companies are compensated by the higher values of other
companies.
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If a reliability perspective is considered, RSC should be computed by multiplying the resilience
indexes of supply chain companies (Equation 3). This approach assumes that a company with
a low resilience to risk implies low resilience of the supply chain in which it operates, i.e. if a
company is vulnerable to a risk the supply chain will be vulnerable too. Thus, from the
viewpoint of the supply chain, low resilience index value of a company promotes low resilience
of the remaining companies, leading to low supply chain resilience index value.
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A third approach to determine the RSC is considering a network perspective where the system
resilience is function of the lower value of company resilience (Equation 4). This approach
considers that the resilience of a supply chain is given by its weakest link. It does not take in
consideration possible interactions among companies to improve the overall resilience.

( )SCR Min Ri= (4)

The overall resilience index can be also constructed considering a constraint approach.
Companies of the supply chain that could interrupt the material flow to the customer are
critical. In this approach only the sub-set of these critical companies (designated by m) is
considered for calculating the resilience of supply chain (Equation 5). When one of these
companies is not able to sustain its performance the whole supply chain fails.
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5. Resilience index of an automotive supply chain: Case study

To illustrate the application of the proposed resilience index in both the individual company
and the supply chain, some results of the case study developed by [14] will be used. The case
is based on a simulation study that will be briefly described below.

The simulation study developed by [14] was conducted within a Portuguese automotive
supply chain characterized by a lean production environment. The pressures to reduce costs
and lead time, as well as the globalization and trend in consumer demand for highly custom‐
ized products, makes this type of supply chain extremely vulnerable to risks [71-72].

The supply chain under study, represented in Figure 3, incorporates six companies in three
echelons:

• One automaker;

• Two 1st-tier suppliers: Supplier 1 and Supplier 3, and one outsource company: Supplier 2;
and

• Two 2nd-tier suppliers: Supplier 4 and Supplier 5.
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Supplier 2

Daily 
orders

Orders: 
every 2 hours
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Figure 3. The automotive supply chain under study (Adapted from [14])
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The automaker is the supply chain final customer and pulls the material from suppliers. Every
two hours the automaker places an order of Sub-assembly_1 to Supplier 3 and an order of
Component_1 to Supplier 1. If it is not possible to deliver the complete order, these suppliers
supply the order partially. Due to lean production environment a risk occurrence, like a
delivery failure, can cause the halts of the automaker production line, which represents a high
cost to the supply chain. So, the supply of Component_1 and Sub-assembly_1 is critical.

To evaluate the performance of each supply chain company during a time period the fulfilment
rate is used (Equation 6). The fulfilment rate of a supplier i in a time period t is defined by the
ratio between the number of units delivered on-time from suppliers to their 1st-tier customers
and the total number of units ordered by 1st-tier customers.
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where,

Ji,t: is the total number of orders placed by 1st-tier customers to supplier i during time period t;

Qj: is the number of units of the order j;

QLTpromised,j: is the number of units of the order j delivered in the promised lead time LT;

t: is the analysed time period.

In the study of [14] is considered the disruption in the transportation of Material_6 from
Supplier 5 to Supplier 3. As Supplier 3 has inventory to satisfy Material_6 demand for only
three days and there are no alternative suppliers for this material, the interruption of the flow
of Material_6 between Supplier 5 and Supplier 3 occurs. So, the supply chain is highly
vulnerable to this particular risk.

To analyse the effects of the disruption occurrence on each company and also on the overall
supply chain performance, reference [14] designed four scenarios. The base case scenario
(scenario 1) corresponding to the representation of the current supply chain (without disrup‐
tion occurrence). Scenario 2 corresponds to the same supply chain nevertheless affected by the
disruption. Scenarios 3 and 4 were designed from scenario 2, based on the implementation of
redundancy and flexibility strategies, respectively.

5.1. Scenarios to analyse

The objective of this chapter is to measure the resilience of the supply chain to a risk based on
the company’s resilience index proposed. With this goal the daily fulfilment rates of the
different supply chain company resulted from scenarios 2 and 4 of reference [14] are used. In
scenario 2 the current supply chain is affected by a transportation disruption in day 15, which
causes an interruption in the flow of Material_6 from Supplier 5 to Supplier 3 during seven
days. In Scenario 4 the effects of a mitigation strategy, based on redundancy, on resilience of
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the supply chain are analysed. The redundancy strategy is defined by increasing from 3 to 7
days the inventory level of Material_6 in Supplier 2. The two scenarios have the same input
values, such as demand patterns, bill of materials, inventory data, resource data, transportation
time and cost data, and contemplate the occurrence of the same disruption.

The interruption of the material flow between two supply chain companies, not always all the
companies are affected the same way by its negative effects. In scenario 2 the performance of
Supplier 1 and Supplier 4 is not affected by the transportation disruption, as the two suppliers
are able to sustain the performance level even when the others lost performance after the
disruption occurrence. So, Figure 4 shows only the fulfilment rate simulation results of scenario
2, for the supply chain companies which are affected by the disruption occurrence (Suppliers
2, 3 and 5).
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From the analysis of Figure 4 it is possible to verify that the supply disruption of Material_6
affects the performance of supply chain companies in cascade; firstly Supplier 5, and then
Suppliers 3 and 2.
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The fulfilment rate results,  Figure 4,  show clearly the inability of  Supplier 5 to delivery
Material_6 on-time to Supplier 3. During the period that the disruption is active, from day
16 to day 22, Supplier 5 fulfilment rate decreases abruptly to zero, since it is impossible to
deliver the Material_6 to Supplier 3. When the risk fades away Supplier 5 is able to recover
to the initial state, delivering all the late orders at once and, consequently, increasing the
fulfilment rate.

To sustain the supply of Sub-assembly_1 to the Automaker, Supplier 3 uses its safety stock
of Material_6 to overcome the delivery failure of  Supplier  5;  the safety stock of  Materi‐
al_6 in the Supplier 3 is defined by the quantity which allows meeting demand for three
days.  Therefore,  after  three  days  without  deliveries  of  Material_6  from  Supplier  5,  the
Supplier 3 has a shortage of Material_6 and fails to satisfy the Automaker. When the risk
fades away Supplier 3 is unable to delivery all the late orders at once. It requires four days
to restore its normal behaviour.

Supplier 2 also uses its safety stock to maintain its production, but after three days without
deliveries from Supplier 3 the materials have all been used and it cannot fulfil the customer’s
orders  (Supplier  1  and Supplier  3).  The  low performance  of  downstream companies  of
Supplier 2 affects Supplier 2’s performance due to not being able to cope with the materi‐
al shortage. The fulfilment rate of the supply chain upstream companies affects fulfilment
rate of Supplier 2, since it is not able to cope with the material shortage. In the time period
under analysis the Supplier 2 suffers two waves of material shortage, the first one caused
by the disruption occurrence, and the second one when Supplier 3 delivers the first order
after the disruption, since Supplier 2 uses all the recently delivered material to produce the
late orders,  leading to another stockout situation.  As shown in Figure 4,  Supplier  2 has
daily fluctuations due to the daily uncertainties.

Considering  the  fulfilment  rate  performance  measure  and  a  time  window  of  30  days
(between t0=12 and t1=42, Figure 4) the supply chain company resilience index is comput‐
ed for each scenario using Equation 1.

Afterward, supply chain companies’ resilience indexes for scenarios 2 and 4 are analysed.

5.2. Companies’ resilience indexes for scenario 2

In scenario 2 Supplier 5 is enable to deliver on-time Material_6 to Supplier 3, between days 16
and 22 (Figure 4), consequently, it fulfilment rate decreases abruptly to zero in that time period,
Table 3. As Supplier 5’s performance behaviour based on fulfilment rate drops, it means that
it is not able to mitigate the overall disruption negative effects.

Period … 12 13 14 15 16 … 22 23 24 25 … 42

Fulfilment rate … 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 3. Supplier 5 fulfilment rate and respective resilience index for scenario 2
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Being Pi the performance level of company i when it is not affected by the disruption negative
effects, Pit the performance level of company i in time period t, and using Equation 1, the
resilience index of each supply chain company is determined, Table 4.

Considering Supplier 5, and it fulfilment rate performance measure during a time window of
30 days, a resilience index of 0.76 is obtained, Table 4, which translates the level of resilience
of Supplier 5 to the disruption.

Supply chain company Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3 Supplier 4 Supplier 5

Resilience index 1.00 0.78 0.90 1.00 0.76

Table 4. Supply chain companies’ resilience index for scenario 2

After the disruption Supplier 3 is able to deliver all the late orders at once, increasing the
fulfilment rate to the maximum value. However, Supplier 3’s performance is negatively
affected by the disruption and, consequently, its resilience index is equal to 0.90. Due to daily
fluctuations, resulting from the daily uncertainties, and the behaviour provoked by the
transportation disruption Supplier 2 has a low resilience index, 0.78. Not all supply chain
companies are affected by the disruption. Supplier 1 and Supplier 4 maintain their normal
behaviour, being maximum their resilience index.

Clearly, when there are no mitigation strategy implemented (scenario 2) by supply chain
companies and the transportation disruption occurs Supplier 5 is the less resilient supply chain
company (the one that is directly affected by the disruption), followed, respectively, by
Supplier 2 and Supplier 3, the ones that have greater dependencies of Supplier 5 regarding the
supply.

5.3. Companies’ resilience indexes for scenario 4

To analyse the effects of the transportation disruption on each supply chain company and on
the overall supply chain performance an alternative scenario is considered (scenario 4).
Scenario 4 is designed based on scenario 2 and the implementation of a strategy based on
redundancy in Supplier 2, corresponding to Supplier 3 demand of Component_3 (that results
of the transformation of Material_6 in the Supplier 2) for seven days. When the transportation
disruption occurs, the strategy based on redundancy is effective in overcoming the negative
disruption effects although Suppliers 5 and 2 continue to be affected their normal behaviour
due the disruption effects (Figure 5). So, although the strategy reduces the negative effects of
the disruption it continues to propagate its effects along the supply chain. These results are in
line with the ones obtained by reference [24] which state also that redundancies can promote
inefficiencies in the supply chain.

The resilient index of each supply chain company for each scenario is according to the ability
of each company to respond to the transportation disruption (Table 5). With the implementa‐
tion of redundancy strategy (scenario 4) all supply chain companies increased it resilient index.
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In scenario 4 the resilience index of Supplier 5 increased from 0.73 to 0.93 and the resilience
index of Supplier 2 increased from 0.78 to 0.96 (not being the maximum value due to its day-
to-day uncertainties). It was maximum the resilience index of the other supply chain compa‐
nies.

Supply chain company Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3 Supplier 4 Supplier 5

Scenario 2 1.00 0.78 0.90 1.00 0.76

Scenario 4 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.93

Table 5. Supply chain companies’ resilience index for scenarios 2 and 4
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5.4. Supply chain resilience indexes

The supply chain resilience index can be computed based on the supply chain company
indexes using different methods of company indexes aggregation such as proposed in
Equations 2 – 4. The supply chain resilience index for both each scenario and each aggregation
procedure is presented in Table 6.

Aggregation procedure Scenario 2 Scenario 4

Additive method 0.89 0.98

Multiplicative method 0.53 0.89

Network perspective 0.76 0.93

Constraint approach 0.90 1.00

Table 6. Supply chain resilience indexes by scenario and aggregation procedure

Regardless the aggregation method used to determine the supply chain resilience index, from
Table 6 it can be verified that:

• When the disruption occurs and there are no resilient strategies available to avoid and/or
overcome the negative effects caused by it (scenario 2) supply chain companies lose
performance, therefore, the supply chain resilience index is low;

• The implementation of a strategy based on redundancy (scenario 4) allows achieving high
values for supply chain resilience indexes supporting the development of resilience in
supply chain to the disruption.

From the resilience indexes computed for the case study we note that:

• Different scenarios result in different resilience indexes for each supply chain company;

• Different scenarios result in different supply chain resilience indexes for the same aggrega‐
tion method of supply chain company resilience indexes;

• Different aggregation methods of supply chain company resilience indexes result in
different supply chain resilience indexes for the same scenario;

• Supply chain resilience indexes are higher for the scenario where is applied a strategy to
mitigate the disruption negative effects.

6. Conclusions

Supply chain risks are increasing in number and frequency, affecting the normal operation
and stability of the supply chain and hence the ability of supply chains to fulfil commitments.
Therefore, supply chains must be resilient to risks to overcome their vulnerabilities and to react
effectively to its negative effects.
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The resilience of a supply chain company to risks may be obtained by reducing the probability
of occurrence of the disturbance and/or reducing its negative effects on the supply chain entity.
Thus, managers must take measures in order to mitigate the potentially negative effects of
risks, whether on the directly affected company, or on other supply chain companies that may
be affected, due to the relationship of dependency between supply chain companies. So, the
strategies adopted should mitigate the negative impact of determined risks, the ones that have
high negative impact and likelihood. However, it is not possible to implement strategies to
mitigate any negative effects of risks because the supply chain becomes inefficient. Thus, the
strategies adopted should mitigate the negative impact of specific risks, for example, the ones
that have high negative impact and the ones that have high probability of occurring. Therefore,
to adopt the most suitable mitigation strategies, whether proactive or reactive, it is necessary
to identify in advance the risks that can potentially occur and to estimate their potential
negative effect(s). Subsequently, it is essential to identify not only the risks that may affect a
supply chain, and thus their companies, but the risk sources as well.

It is common sense that is need to measure for improving. To develop suitable supply chain
strategies to mitigate risks it is crucial to assess the supply chain resilience to risks. To measure
the resilience of a supply chain to a risk based on the company’s resilience index, two resilience
indexes are proposed, the company resilience index and the supply chain resilience index. The
company resilience index is determined based on a performance indicator measured during
a time period that entails both the risk occurrence and the recovering from the risk. The
resilience index of a supply chain is determined by aggregating its company’s resilience index.

Considering that the overall supply chain performance behaviour is affected by the supply
chain company performance behaviour, the supply chain resilience should be measure based
on the companies’ resilience index. In this paper a supply chain resilience index is proposed
which follows a hierarchical approach based on the aggregation of supply chain companies'
resilience index. As the aggregation is a potential area of methodological controversy in the
field of index construction, in this chapter four approaches are proposed.

The resilience index of a supply chain company is determined based on the concept of the
resilience triangle. Generally, a key performance measure associated to the customer service
level worsens due to the negative effect of the risk and needs some periods of time to recover
the value it had before the risk materializes. The behaviour of the key performance measure
over time depicts a triangle which area represents the loss of supply chain company perform‐
ance, i.e. the negative effects of the risk. To achieve the supply chain resilience index the
companies’ resilience indexes of the supply chain are aggregated using an additive model, a
multiplicative model, a network perspective and a constraint approach.

To test and operationalize the supply chain resilience index, the results of a supply chain case
study developed previously are used. The case study is related to the Portuguese automotive
upstream supply chain in which four scenarios were simulated, the transportation disruption
between two companies was considered, and a mitigation strategy based on redundancy was
implemented. Scenario 2 corresponds to the current supply chain case study with disruption
occurrence. Scenario 4 corresponds to the current supply chain case study with the disruption
occurrence under the mitigation strategy. The results of the simulation study allowed to
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obtaining the supply chain companies’ fulfilment rate along time for each supply chain
company and each scenario.

For every company and every scenario, the proposed resilience index based on the company
fulfilment rate is computed and its value allows capturing the resilience of company to the
disruption considered.

Generally, in the presence of the disruption is expectable that most companies' resilience index
are higher when resilience strategies are implemented (case of scenario 4) showing the
company's ability to reduce the negative effects of risk. As the scenario 4 shows, implementing
a mitigation strategy only one company suffers the negative effects of disruption and only for
a short period of time. The companies which depend on it have not been greatly affected by
this behaviour.

When a resilience strategy is deployed the supply chain resilience indexes are higher reflecting
the system ability in reducing the risk negative effects.

The resilience indexes proposed in this chapter offer a holistic perspective on the supply chain
resilience improvement which the decision makers could consider the implementation of
mitigation strategies. The resilience indexes also provides managers with a way to assess the
resilience of different supply chain redesign scenarios, to improving the decision making
process. Moreover, it gives them a dash-board to identify improvement opportunities within
the company as well as with their supply chain partners.

There are a number of issues that arise when attempting to create supply chain indexes such
as subjectivity, bias, weighting, mathematical combinations, selection of key performance
indicators, and source of the data. Future research should focus on these issues and may be
carried out to test the proposed index using in-depth longitudinal case studies. It is also
necessary a deep study on how to combine the various key performance measures into a supply
chain company resilience index.
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Chapter 3

Modeling the Production and Replenishment Decisions
in a Supply Chain when the Vendor Has Limited Space

Sheng-Pen Wang

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/59612

1. Introduction

This research was motivated by the problems encountered by Chang Gung Memorial Hospital
(CGMH), a medical center in Taiwan affiliated with the author’s university. Started since 1976,
there are now up to 8 CGMHs in Taiwan, including three medical centers and one children’s
hospital. CGMH is the biggest hospital chain in Asia, with around 10,576 beds and more than
26,000 outpatient visits every day in 2011. Currently, the main supplier of beds and stretchers
to all the group hospitals is Chang Gung Medical Technology Co. Ltd. This subsidiary
company of CGMH, established in 2009, is a small specialist manufacturer with little storage
space available. Managers in the hospital’s supply chain department are asked to investigate
a better cooperation and coordination mechanism with suppliers. In particular, as both the
hospital (buyer) and the manufacturer (vendor, or supplier) are in the same organization,
therefore they can be seen as two parties in a vertically integrated supply chain or members
working towards the common goal. The department general manager may act as a central
decision maker and, in a hope, to find a win-win paradigm for both parties and for the
associated medical group.

Maximizing customer value and profit for each supply chain member requires effective and
efficient management of product and service flows through information sharing and coordi‐
nated decision making. In most of the studies in production and distribution coordination,
researchers consider no limit for the capacity of a warehouse. This however, can be one of the
most important issues in a real-world problem. A new business on high street where space is
very expensive can be one example. Though the main goal of supply chain and inventory
management in a hospital is to reduce the cost of healthcare without sacrificing customer
service, a limited warehouse capacity at the side of any party in a supply chain can differentiate
the production and inventory decisions. Most recently, Priyan and Uthayakumar (2014)
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proposed an integrated inventory model for pharmaceutical products in a two-layer supply
chain consisting of a pharmaceutical company and a hospital; Gebicki et al. (2014) investigated
different management approaches for a medication inventory system and found that policies
that incorporate drug characteristics in ordering decisions can address the tradeoff between
patient safety and cost. However, they did not address the important issue of space constraints.

In any joint economic lot sizing (JELS) model, there is a central decision maker and those
involved parties follow the centralized decisions in implementing inventory management.
Literature has shown that if both the manufacturer and the buyer are willing to cooperate and
jointly plan their inventory control decisions, the resulted system cost can be less than that of
planning separately. An extensive review on JELS model and its variants up to 1989 can be
found in Goyal and Gupta (1989). Ben-Daya et al. (2008) presented another comprehensive
review on JELS and provided some extensions of this important problem. Glock (2012)
included the most updated review of existing works on JELS models while focusing on
coordinated inventory replenishment decisions between buyer and vendor and their impact
on the performance of the supply chain. Goyal (1977) started analyzing the single buyer single
vendor integrated production-inventory problem under the assumption of having infinite
production rate for the vendor and lot-for-lot policy for the shipments. If n stands for the
number of transportation batches in a production cycle, the lot-for-lot policy means n=1. In
this policy, each production lot is sent to the buyer as a single shipment; this implies that the
entire production lot should be ready before shipment. Banerjee (1986) generalized Goyal’s
model by incorporating a finite production rate for the vendor while retaining the lot-for-lot
policy. This study is actually the one that coined the term JELS. Goyal (1988) further general‐
ized Banerjee’s model by relaxing the lot-for-lot policy. He assumed the vendor delivers an
integral number (n > 1) of equal-sized shipments to the buyer, but only after the entire lot has
been produced.

In the models discussed so far, it was assumed that shipments are delayed until the whole
production cycle is completed. In contrast, the non-delayed shipments policy means the
production processes exist where partial shipments to the buyer can be made. Lu (1995) first
admitted the non-delayed equal-sized shipments in the JELS problems; it allows the vendor
to deliver shipments during production, which is the relaxation of the assumption made by
Goyal (1988) about completing a lot before starting shipments. A similar treatment of partial
shipments to integrated inventory-production problems can be found in Agrawal and Raju
(1996), Kim and Ha (2003), Wee and Chung (2006), and Teng (2009). Partial shipment obviously
helps the inventory holding costs decrease in n (n >1) since shipping batches to the buyer leads
to an earlier depletion of inventory at the vendor.

On the other hand, it is clear that space constraints could have some major effects on inventory
operations and decisions in a supply chain, restrictions have to be considered when deter‐
mining order and production quantity. However, because the addition of capacity constraints
dramatically increases the difficulty in solving integrated production distribution models, the
advancement of capacity-limited inventory research has been surprisingly slow. Hoque and
Goyal (2000) developed an optimal solution procedure for an integrated production inventory
system with unequal shipments from the vendor to the buyer, and under the capacity
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constraint of transport equipment. Lee and Wang (2008) studied the impact of buyer’s available
warehouse capacity on the inventory decisions under a consignment stock agreement. In such
a scenario, the buyer pays for items only when they are used and further has the guarantee
that the inventory never drops below a predetermined level. Wang and Lee (2013) proposed
a general JELS model in determining the production and shipment policy for a two-layer
supply chain, and attained a specific threshold value which defines those existing JELS
problems as a special case of the proposed model, while the supplier’s warehouse capacity
exceeds it. Most recently, Hariga et al. (2014) considered a supply chain where the single
vendor manages its multiple retailers’ inventory under a contract that specifies maximum
stock levels allowed by the retailers. They proposed a heuristic and found a near optimal
delivery schedule with unequal shipments in an iterative approach.

Since an equal-shipment policy is attractive and easy to implement, we assume a non-delayed
equal-sized shipment policy in the studied vertically integrated supply chain where the
hospital (buyer) observes a deterministic demand of a certain type of medical items and order
lots from the manufacturer (vendor also the supplier). The vendor manufacturers the request‐
ed products in lots and delivers shipments during production to the buyer in batches with
equal-size and partial shipment policy. While taking the vendor’s limited warehouse capacity
into account, this research models the case as a generic JELS problem and finds the optimal
number of shipments and the production lot and delivery batch size such that the joint vendor-
buyer cost is minimized. The present study then extends Wang and Lee’s (2013) and specifies
the closed-form expressions of capacity thresholds, which define those existing JELS problems
are just special cases of the proposed model once the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity
exceeds either the lower bound or the upper limit.

Our main contribution lies in the development of inventory replenishment decisions for the
members of a hospital supply chain working together towards a reduction of total system costs;
the proposed general JELS model can be applied to accommodate the warehouse capacity
restriction of any supplier in manufacturing or service industry. The remainder of this chapter
is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the assumptions and notations, and develop
the general JELS model. In the third section we characterize the optimal lot sizing decisions
subject to the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity limit. In the fourth section a numerical
example is used to observe how the vendor’s warehouse capacity influences replenishment
policies such as the manufacturer’s production lot sizes. Finally, conclusions are given in
Section 5.

2. The capacitated JELS model

In this chapter, as the single vendor and the single buyer are in the same organization, a JELS
model with non-delayed equal-shipments is formulated to study the inventory decisions
under vendor’s warehouse capacity constraints. For easy tractability with Wang and Lee
(2013), we use the same assumptions and notations defined as follows.

D demand rate seen by the buyer, units/year
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P supplier (the manufacturer) production rate, units/year

Sb buyer order processing cost per replenishment, $/order

Ss supplier production setup cost, $/setup

hb buyer’s annual holding cost per item, $/unit-year

hs supplier’s annual holding cost per unit of finished goods, $/ unit-year

W the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity, units

Imax,m maximum manufacturer inventory level, units

Imax,b maximum buyer inventory level, units

TC total relevant costs of the system per time unit, $/year

Q quantity transported per delivery to the buyer, units/order

n number of transport operations per production batch, a positive integer

u number of shipments delivered in each cycle before manufacturer’s inventory level reaches
Imax,m, an non-negative integer

v number of shipments delivered in each cycle after manufacturer’s inventory level hits W till
production run stops, an non-negative integer

The following assumptions are made in deriving the proposed JELS models.

a. The demand rate is constant, as the case hospital is a medical center which observes large
and stable demand for a particular medical supply.

b. P>D or the utilization rate ρ=D/P<1; which ensures the problem is not trivial.

c. The just-in-time delivery in the same organization justifies the assumption of zero lead
time for replenishments delivered from the supplier to the buyer.

d. No shortages and backorders are allowed to sustain high healthcare quality.

e. As in Hill (1999), this study assmes hb > hs, which is reasonable, as stock value usually
increases as a product moves down the supply chain and the associated holding costs
increase accordingly. This implies that, before completing production and turning to
utilize buyer’s space, the manufacturer has the incentive to store products in his own
warehouse as much as possible.

The decision variables are Q >0, and non-negative integers n, u, and v. Figure 1 illustrates the
trend of both parties’ inventory levels where the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is given
at W. Specifically, in each production cycle a vendor incurs a setup cost Ss and manufacturers
a product in lots at a rate P; each production lot (Qs, units/batch) is delivered to the designated
buyer in n shipments ( Qs =nQ). The buyer’s order cost is Sb per shipment. The vendor and the
buyer incur inventory holding costs hb and hs, respectively. Note that once the manufacturer’s
maximal inventory level ( Imax,m) reaches the ceiling ( W ) after u replenishments in a cycle, the
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W the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity, units

Imax,m maximum manufacturer inventory level, units

Imax,b maximum buyer inventory level, units

TC total relevant costs of the system per time unit, $/year

Q quantity transported per delivery to the buyer, units/order

n number of transport operations per production batch, a positive integer

u number of shipments delivered in each cycle before manufacturer’s inventory level reaches
Imax,m, an non-negative integer

v number of shipments delivered in each cycle after manufacturer’s inventory level hits W till
production run stops, an non-negative integer

The following assumptions are made in deriving the proposed JELS models.

a. The demand rate is constant, as the case hospital is a medical center which observes large
and stable demand for a particular medical supply.

b. P>D or the utilization rate ρ=D/P<1; which ensures the problem is not trivial.

c. The just-in-time delivery in the same organization justifies the assumption of zero lead
time for replenishments delivered from the supplier to the buyer.

d. No shortages and backorders are allowed to sustain high healthcare quality.

e. As in Hill (1999), this study assmes hb > hs, which is reasonable, as stock value usually
increases as a product moves down the supply chain and the associated holding costs
increase accordingly. This implies that, before completing production and turning to
utilize buyer’s space, the manufacturer has the incentive to store products in his own
warehouse as much as possible.

The decision variables are Q >0, and non-negative integers n, u, and v. Figure 1 illustrates the
trend of both parties’ inventory levels where the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is given
at W. Specifically, in each production cycle a vendor incurs a setup cost Ss and manufacturers
a product in lots at a rate P; each production lot (Qs, units/batch) is delivered to the designated
buyer in n shipments ( Qs =nQ). The buyer’s order cost is Sb per shipment. The vendor and the
buyer incur inventory holding costs hb and hs, respectively. Note that once the manufacturer’s
maximal inventory level ( Imax,m) reaches the ceiling ( W ) after u replenishments in a cycle, the
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replenished interval might be no longer confined to Q/D due to the manufacturer’s limited
space.
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Figure 1. Trend of inventory levels of two parties when the manufacturer warehouse capacity is not “big enough,”
where u =2,  ν =6,  and n =11.

The objective in the proposed generic JELS model is to view the system as an integrated whole
and determine the production lot size and shipments schedule that minimizes TC, the annual
total relevant cost in the supply chain. The annual total relevant cost consists of four compo‐
nents, and three among them are on the supplier’s side. First, as there is D / Qs production batch

in a year, and it costs Ss per setup, the manufacturer production setup cost is D
nQ Ss. Secondly,

since the quantity transported per delivery is Q, the manufacturer can fulfill the buyer’s annual
demand by D / Q replenishments; given that each order processing costs Sb, the replenishment

cost thus is D
Q Sb. The third component on the supplier’s side is the manufacturer’s finished

goods inventory holding cost, which depends on both the number of shipments before
reaching the maximum inventory level ( u) and the number of delivery since the manufactur‐
er’s warehouse is full ( v) and can be expressed as

r r r- - - + - - - +
2

max,2 2{ [(1 )( 1) ( 1) ] } ,
2

m
s

IQ v uv v vn v h
n n n n n

(1)
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where the term inside the bracket and before h s is the manufacturer’s time-weighted inventory
over a cycle. Finally, the only one component accounted for the buyer is the inventory holding
cost incurred on the buyer’s side, which is

r r r- + - + + + -
2

max,2 2{ [(1 )( 1) ( 1) ] } .
2

m
b

IQ v uv v v v h
n n n n n

(2)

Readers are referred to Wang and Lee (2013) for the detailed proofs of (1) and (2), where
mathematical derivations are analogous to Joglekar’s (1988, p. 1395). By adding up three cost
components in the supplier’s side and the only buyer’s cost (2), the total annual relevant cost,
TC, can be expressed as

( ) r+ - -= + Y max,( ) (, , , , , ) ( ),
2

 ms
b b s

ISD QS n u v vTC n u v Q h h
Q n n

(3)

where

rr r r+ -
Y = - + + - + - + +

( 2 1) 2( , , ) [(1 )( 1) ]( ) (1 ) ( ).b s s b s
v v u vn u v h h nh h h

n n
(4)

The proposed JELS model with manufacturer’s warehouse capacity limits thus is a constrained
optimization problem as to minimize (3) subject to the following three constraints:

£max, ,mI W (5)

Q ≤ Imax,m, and

+ < .u v n (6)

The manufacturer’s maximal inventory level, Imax,m, is naturally at least as much as the quantity
transported per delivery to the buyer (Q), and not greater than the given limited space in (5).
Instead, constraint (6) specifies that, once the manufacturer’s inventory level reaches Imax,m after
u replenishments, there will be at most (n −1) shipments delivered until the production run
stops in each cycle. Lemma 1 spells out u in terms of Imax,m and Q as follows.

Lemma 1: The nonnegative integer u equals 

Imax,m
Q −1

1
ρ −1

, where x  denotes the largest integer

not greater than x.
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Proof of Lemma 1: Since u is the number of shipments delivered in each cycle before manufac‐
turer’s inventory level reaches Imax,m, and during this period the replenishment interval is
confined to Q/D, the manufacturer’s maximal inventory level thus satisfies both inequalities

(i) (u −1)
Q
D P − (u −2)Q < Imax,m, and (ii) (u)

Q
D P − (u −1)Q ≥ Imax,m. These hold both

(u −1)(
1
ρ −1)<

Imax,m
Q −1, and u(

1
ρ −1)≥

Imax,m
Q −1. It concludes the proof that the nonnegative

integer u satisfies 

Imax,m
Q −1

1
ρ −1

≤u <

Imax,m
Q −1

1
ρ −1

+ 1. □

Intuitively, the total relevant cost decreases as the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity
increases. This observation is justified as the following Lemma 2, and whose proof can be found
in Wang and Lee (2013).

Lemma 2: TC in (3) is non-increasing with respect to W .

Lemma2 states the annual total relevant cost decreases as the manufacturer’s warehouse space
becomes bigger until it is “big enough.” If the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is not “big
enough,” the resulting JELS policy will raise the system cost to keep up the inflexibilities on the
buyer’s  always  constant  replenishment  interval  and  maximal  inventory  level.  From the
definition of v, the fact that v ≠0 happens only in the case the manufacturer’s limited ware‐
house is not “big enough.” By complementarities in constrained optimization, the constraint
(5) will be binding, or equivalently, Imax,m =W . This is also justified by the assumption that h b >h s

because lower unit holding cost on the supplier side will drive more utilization in manufactur‐
er’s warehouse. The total annual cost of the proposed model in (3) will be modified as

TC(n, u, v, Q)=
D
Q (

Ss
n + Sb) +

Q
2 Ψ(n, u, v ≠0)−

W
n vρ(h b −h s)

And the resulting ∂TC
∂W = −

1
n vρ(h b −h s)<0, which justifies Lemma 2 that the total cost is strictly

decreasing when the vendor’s warehouse capacity is not “big enough.”

3. Characteristics of the proposed model

The vendor’s warehouse capacity is definitely a key factor to the objective of the capacitated
JELS model. Figure 2 depicts the trends of the vendor’s and buyer’s inventory levels where the
manufacturer’s warehouse space imposes no constraints on the JELS model. The is the basic
counterpart presented in Goyal (1988), Lu (1995) and Pibernik et al. (2011), to mention just a
few. Note that in this JELS model without warehouse capacity constraints, the maximum buyer’s
inventory level is always constant at Q, and the replenishment intervals are always constant
with length Q/D, and total cost function for the uncapacitated JELS model is known as
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{ }r= + + - - - × +( ,  ) ( ) [( 1) ( 2) ] .
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time
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Figure 2. Trend of inventory levels of two parties when the manufacturer warehouse capacity is “big enough” or un‐
limited, where u =3,  ν =0,  and n =9.

Readers can refer to Kim and Ha (2003) and Wang and Lee (2013) about the proofs for the
following facts: total cost (7) in the uncapacitated JELS model is a convex function of (n, Q),
and its minimum is uniquely attained at
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We then state in Lemma 3 the vendor’s maximum inventory levels while the manufacturer’s
warehouse capacity is “big enough” as shown in Figures 2. Proof of Lemma 3 can be, again,
referred to Wang and Lee (2013).

Lemma 3: In the JELS model without warehouse capacity constraints, the manufacturer’s
maximum inventory levels, Imax,m, is

r r
r

ê ú ê ú- - - - - +ë û ë û
* * * * *1{[ 1 ( 1) ] ,   [ ( 1) ( 1) 1] },U U U U UMax n n Q n Q (10)

where (nU
* , QU

* ) are explicitly expressed in (8) and (9), respectively.

As in Lemma 3, the vendor’s maximum inventory level helps to identify whether or not the
given supplier’s warehouse capacity is “big enough,” or if the constraint Imax,m≤W  is active.
For simplicity, we denote (10) as the upper bound of capacity threshold, UB, that is,

UB =Max{ nU
∗−1− (nU

∗−1)ρ QU
∗, (nU

∗−1)ρ (
1
ρ −1) + 1 QU

∗}.
Case 1:W ≥UB

In this case the given manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is “big enough,” constraint (5) is not
binding and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier will be zero, or v =0. Furthermore, from
(4), Ψ(n, u, v)can be simplified as

Ψ(n, u, v =0)= n −1− (n −2)ρ ⋅h +s h b,

which is independent of u and v. Accordingly, the cost function (3) can be rewritten as

r= = + + - - - +
Q( , , 0, ) ( ) {[ 1 ( 2) ] }.
2

s
b s b

SDTC n u v Q S n n h h
Q n

(11)

Note that (11) is exactly the counterpart presented in (7), which depends only on n and Q. Once
W >UB, any more space of the manufacturer’s warehouse does not reduce the total cost in (11);
similarly, the maximal inventory levels of both parties are kept constant. We summarize the
results in Theorem 1 and, again, the proof can be referred to Wang and Lee (2013).

Theorem 1: If the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is “big enough,” as shown in Figure 2,
or if W >UB, then the vendor’s and buyer’s maximal inventory levels are Imax,m =

Max{ nU
* −1− (nU

* −1)ρ QU
* , (nU

* −1)ρ (
1
ρ −1) + 1 QU

* }, and Imax,b =QU
∗, respectively, and

(nU
* , QU

* ) are in (8) and (9).
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However, if the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is not “big enough,” in this case, constraint
(5) is active and the decision variables (nU

∗, QU
∗) as (8) and (9) will no longer be necessarily

optimal to the capacitated JELS problems. In fact, lower unit holding cost in the supplier side
drives full utilization in manufacturer’s warehouse under the assumption of hb > hs. In the
following, we turn to the situation that the vendor’s warehouse capacity is “too small.”
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Figure 3. Trend of inventory levels of two parties when the manufacturer warehouse capacity is “too small” or
Q = Imax,m =W , where u =0,  ν =6,  and n =7.

Case 2:W ≤ LB

In case the supplier’s warehouse capacity is “too small” as illustrated in Figure 3, where, except
for the last replenishment, the manufacturer delivers a lot size consecutively to the buyer as
soon as the manufacturer’s warehouse is full of inventory. Under this circumstance, either
quantity transported per delivery or the vendor’s maximum inventory level is as small as the
warehouse capacity, or Q =W  and Imax,m =W . This implies that u =0 and v =n −1, the largest
integer satisfying (6) on the number of replenishments in each cycle. Expression (4) can be
represented in terms of the only variable n as the follows.

Ψ(n, u =0, v =n −1)= (2−
2
n )− (3−

4
n )ρ ⋅h +s (n −2 +

2
n )− (n −5 +

4
n )ρ ⋅h b.

In this case that vendor’s warehouse capacity is “too small,” the annual cost function (3) for
the proposed capacitated JELS model can be accordingly rewritten as
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(12)

Note that (12) is independent of u and v, and is close to the cost function in Braglia and
Zavanella’s (2003, p. 3798) consignment contract model. Using the same argument as showing
the convexity of T CU (n,  Q) in (7), it is straightforward to prove that T CL (n,  Q) in (12) is also
a convex function of (n, Q), and there exists an unique optimal solution, denoted as
(nL

* , QL
* ). Let

Ω(n)=
Ss
n + Sb ,

and

H (n)= 2−
2
n − (1−

2
n )ρ h s + n −2 +

2
n − (n −3 +

2
n )ρ h b,

then (12) can be rewritten as

= W +( , ) ( ) ( ).
2L

D QTC n Q n H n
Q

(13)

Taking the first derivative of (13) with Q and setting it equal zero, as that in Grubbstrom and
Erdem (1999), then

W
=* 2 ( ) .

( )L
D nQ
H n

(14)

Inputting (14) to (13), we obtain T CL (n, Q)= 2DΩ(n)H (n), which is without variable Q. Thus,
the optimal solution nL

*  is an integer that minimizes Ω(n)H (n). As detailed in Lemma 4, solving
for nL

*  involves with solving a cubic polynomial function; additional assumptions have to make
to guarantee the existence of exactly one positive root.

Lemma 4: Total cost (12) is a convex function of (n, Q), and its minimum is uniquely attained
at (nL

* , QL
* ) under some conditions.

Proof of Lemma 4: We first treat n as a continuous variable and take the partial derivative of

Z (n)=Ω(n)H (n) : Z '(n)=
1

n 3 (An 3 + Bn 2 + Cn + D). Let f (n)= An 3 + Bn 2 + Cn + D, and the coeffi‐

cients are A= (1−ρ)Sbh b, B=0, C= (2−3ρ)Ss −2(1−ρ)Sb h b − (2−ρ)Ss −2(1−ρ)Sb h s, and
D = −4Ss(1−ρ)(h b −h s). If the following three assumptions are made:
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i. 0 < ρ < 2
3 , ⇒ (2−3ρ)>0;

ii. Ss >
2(1−ρ)
2−3ρ Sb ⇒ (2−3ρ)Ss −2(1−ρ)Sb >0 ; and

iii.
h b > 1 +

2ρSs
(2−3ρ)Ss −2(1−ρ)Sb

h s,

then the signs for these coefficients are: A>0, B =0, C >0, and D <0.

Since Z '(n →0+)= lim
n→0+

1
n 3 ⋅ D <0, and Z '(n → + ∞)= A + lim

n→+∞
( C

n 2 +
D
n 3 )>0, the intermediate value

theorem implies that there exists at least a positive n * such that Z '(n *) =0. But the determinant
for f (n) is Δ = −4B 3D + B 2C 2 −4AC 3 + 18ABCD −27A 2D 2 = −4AC 3 −27A 2D 2, which is negative
and it implies that cubic equation f (n)=0 has exactly one real root n * and a pair of complex
conjugate roots.

Let Q =
C

3A >0, and R =
− D
2A >0, then the unique real root of f (n)=0 can be expressed as

n * = R + Q 3 + R 23
+ R − Q 3 + R 23

. The optimal solution nL
*  minimizing Z (n)=Ω(n)H (n) is either

n *  or n * + 1. □

Note that the integral solution nL
*  cannot be formulated in a closed form as nU

*  shown in (8).

Therefore, the complexity makes it impossible to express QL
*  in terms of the given parameters.

For the two-layer supply chain where the vendor’s warehouse capacity is “too small,” we
denote QL

*  as the lower bound of capacity threshold, LB, that is, LB= QL
* . Note that, unlike the

definition of UB, here LB is independent of nL
* .

Theorem 2:  If  W ≤ LB,  or the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is “too small,” then the
maximal  inventory  levels  of  the  two  parties  are  Imax,m =W =Q *,  and

Imax,b ={W , if n * =1
(n * −1)− (n * −2)ρ ⋅W , if n * ≥2

, respectively, where n* is optimal to minimize TCL(n,

Q=W) in (12).

Proof of Theorem 2: Referring to Figure 3, the manufacturer will ship a lot size Q =W  to the
buyer once the accumulative product reaches full warehouse, that is, Imax,m =W . When n =1, the
manufacturer adopts the lot-for-lot policy and the buyer’s maximal inventory level is the same
as that of the manufacturer, which is W. If n ≥2, it takes the manufacturer Q/P to make one
batch of Q, while during the same time the buyer’s inventory level reduces by (Q/P) D.
Consequently, the buyer’s inventory level increases (Q-DQ/P) each time a new batch Q arrives.
Since there are (n-2) shipments before the last delivery, the buyer’s maximum inventory level
is (n −2)(Q − DQ / P) + Q, which equals
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as that of the manufacturer, which is W. If n ≥2, it takes the manufacturer Q/P to make one
batch of Q, while during the same time the buyer’s inventory level reduces by (Q/P) D.
Consequently, the buyer’s inventory level increases (Q-DQ/P) each time a new batch Q arrives.
Since there are (n-2) shipments before the last delivery, the buyer’s maximum inventory level
is (n −2)(Q − DQ / P) + Q, which equals
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r- - -[( 1) ( 2) ] .n n Q (15)

We complete the proof by replacing in (15) the optimal Q with the vendor’s warehouse capacity
W, while the optimal n * is attained from minimizing TCL(n, Q=W) by Lemma 4. □

Case 3:LB <W <UB

If the vendor’s warehouse capacity is smaller than the ceiling threshold (UB), then constraint
(5) will be binding by complementarities in constrained optimization, or equivalently,
Imax,m =W , and thus the auxiliary integral variable v ≥1. In addition, if the vendor’s warehouse
capacity is greater than the floor threshold (LB), then u ≥1 as well. The total annual cost of the
proposed model in (3) will be modified as

r= + + Y ¹ - -( , , , ) ( ) ( , , 0) ( ),
2

s
b b s

SD Q WTC n u v Q S n u v v h h
Q n n

(16)

where it is obvious to see both the variables u and v influence the replenishment decisions in
the capacitated JELS model. Readers are referred to Wang and Lee (2013) for the note that
TC(n, u, v, Q) in (16) is not a convex function of W  since the marginal costs are not monotonic,
and for the detailed proof of the following Theorem 3 on how the supplier’s limited warehouse
capacity affects the maximum inventory levels of two parties while achieving the optimal
replenishment policy.

Theorem 3: If LB <W <UB, or the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is neither “big enough”
nor “too small,” then the maximal inventory levels of two parties are Imax,m =W , and
Imax,b =Q ∗ (u ∗ + ν ∗)(1−ρ) + 2ρ −ρW , respectively, where (Q ∗, u ∗, ν ∗) are optimal to minimize
cost function (16).

4. Numerical illustration

For illustration, this chapter considers a similar example used by Banerjee (1986), Goyal
(1988), Lee (2005), and Wang and Lee (2013), in which the parameters are Ss=3000, Sb=25, hs=4,
hb=5, P=3200, and D=1000. When there is no manufacturer’s warehouse capacity constraint
imposed in the traditional model, then nU

* =12 from (8). Input nU
*  to (9) to obtain the optimal

replenishment lot size QU
* =122.75 units/order. Consequently, the manufacturer’s production

batch size, Qs =nQ, is 1,473.05 units/batch, and the annual system cost for the uncapacitated
JELS model, T CU (nU

∗, QU
∗)in (7), is $4,480.51 per year. From (10) in Lemma 3, the manufacturer’s

maximal inventory level, Imax,m, will be 982.03 units, which also defines the upper bound of
capacity threshold UB =982.03. It means that in the proposed general JELS model, a manufac‐
turer’s warehouse space is called “big enough” only if it exceeds 982.03 units, and in this case,
v =0. The total annual cost for this two-party supply chain cannot be reduced further even when
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the manufacturer possesses a larger warehouse capacity than the threshold UB. This is similar
to the influence of warehouse capacity to the profitability of the steel firm in Italy (Zanoni and
Zavanella, 2005).

On the other hand, if the vendor’s warehouse capacity fails to be “big enough,” the capacity
constraint Imax,m≤W  is binding, and the annual total cost strictly increases as the manufacturer’s
warehouse capacity decreases. The facts that u ≥1,  v ≥1, and hence Q * <W  remain true until the
vendor’s warehouse capacity is “too small.” As depicted in Figure 3, the lot-for-lot delivery
policy is adopted while the vendor’s warehouse capacity is “too small,” we proceed to define
the lower bound of capacity threshold LB =122.75 units. It means that in the proposed general
JELS model, a manufacturer’s warehouse space is called “too small” only if W < LB, and in this
case, u =0and Imax,m =Q * =W  ; that is, the vendor’s maximal inventory level is bounded by the
warehouse capacity, which also defines the optimal quantity transported per delivery to the
buyer.
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Figure 4. Impact of W on the optimal Q, Imax,m, nQ =Qs, and Imax,b, respectively.

While achieving the optimal production and distribution decisions for the proposed general
JELS model, Figure 4 shows the impact of W on the manufacturer’s product batch size and
each replenishment lot size, as well as on the buyer’s maximum inventory levels of two parties,
respectively. As the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity increases to be “big enough,” some
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interesting findings against our intuition are: (i) neither the manufacturer’s production batch
size (Qs) nor the buyer’s replenishment lot size (Q) is increasing monotonically; (ii) while the
buyer’s maximum inventory level ( Imax,b) is not decreasing monotonically, it comes down with
the same size of one replenishment (Q) when the manufacturer’s warehouse capacity is greater
than 982.03 units; and (iii) instead the vendor’s maximal inventory level is increasing monot‐
onically and with the same size of warehouse capacity ( Imax,m =W ), while it equals the
replenishment lot size ( Imax,m =Q) when the vendor’s warehouse capacity is less than 122.75
units.
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Figure 5. Impact of W on the integral decision variables n, u, and v, respectively.

In addition, Figure 5 depicts the impact of W on the integral decision variables, n, u, and v, and
justifies the facts that v =0 when W ≥UB =982.03, and u =0 when W ≤ LB =122.75 units, respec‐
tively. Note that the number of transport operations per production batch, n, does not show
any monotonic property with respect to the vendor’s warehouse capacity. As shown in the
figure, u, the number of shipments delivered in each cycle before manufacturer’s inventory
level reaches Imax,m, has one tilt down from u =4 to u =3 somewhere as takes the test value at
920 units. This phenomenon might be due to multiple solutions for u and v, since the integral
decision variables are discrete and not continuous. Though we conjecture that the auxiliary
variable u might increase monotonically as W increases from LB to UB, investigation on the
mathematical properties is too complex to be completed in the present study and we leave it
as future research.

5. Conclusions

This chapter intends to extend the study in Wang and Lee (2013). Specifically, this chapter
proposes a general JELS model for a supply chain with one buyer and one vendor, both
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belonging to the same organization. The vendor is also the manufacturer and has limited
warehouse capacity, which greatly influences the production and distribution decisions. By
taking into account the vendor’s warehouse capacity constraints, this research aims to
minimize the annual total costs in the two-layer supply chain, which consist of the production
setup, replenishment cost, and the inventory holding cost of finished goods on both the
manufacturer’s and buyer’s sides. This study specifies the upper and lower capacity threshold
values, UB and LB, for classifying the manufacturer’s warehouse space as “big enough” or “too
small,” respectively. In particular, the traditional basic JELS problems, where no capacity
constraints are imposed, are just special cases of the proposed model with inactive capacity
constraint.

The proposed model characterizes the maximal inventory levels of both parties in three distinct
situations whether the supplier’s given warehouse space is either “big enough,” or “too small,”
or “medium in between.” Impact of the vendor’s warehouse capacity constraint on the
inventory control policy is also investigated. Smaller space available on the supplier side drives
higher total cost in the supply chain; however, neither the manufacturer’s production lot nor
the replenishment lot size is monotonically increasing as the manufacturer’s available space
increases. If the vendor’s warehouse capacity is “too small,” the supplier’s optimal replenish‐
ment lot size equals her warehouse capacity. Once the supplier has “big enough” warehouse
space, the total cost is kept flat and both the manufacturer’s optimal production and replen‐
ishment lot sizes are kept constant as well. This chapter can offer an insight for the supply-
chain managers seeking for better coordination and cooperation, in particular, when the
supplier’s warehouse capacity is scarce. This chapter can also provide a guideline for planners
regarding whether their companies should expand or reduce their current warehouse capacity
to maintain the supply chain system economically.
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1. Introduction

The increased competition in the global market has obliged firms to maintain high customer
service levels while at the same time, to reduce cost and maintain profit margins [1]. The
paradigm shift in business practices-going from the “product-driven orientation” of the past
to today’s “customer-driven orientation” – is characterized by increased demand variability,
product variety, amounts of customer-specific products, and shortening product life cycles [2].
In this context, firms need to be able to produce and deliver a variety of customized products
at low cost, high quality and short lead time [3], while possessing high reliability and flexibility
to ever-changing requirements [4]. On the other hand, the competitiveness of a company is
continuously tested and determined by its participation in networks of customers, distributors,
partners and suppliers [5]. This trend of globalization has forced individual firms to compete
as part of supply chain (SC) links, that is, the SC of the enterprise versus the SC of its compet‐
itors [6], [7]. Therefore, the ultimate success of a company depends on its managerial capability
to make strategic alliances with other reliable partners, to efficiently handle the flow of
products up to the end consumers [8]. From here the idea that that the ultimate success of any
enterprise is coupled with the destiny of its SC [9], [10], [11]. This changes the focus of
competitiveness from the local manufacturing company to the international SC [12], [13].
Improving the overall performance of this scenario requires taking a holistic perspective [14],
because at the end, the SC performance improvement depends on the individual SC partners
performance, and their willingness and ability to inter-coordinate their activities [15]: by
proceeding in this way, sub-optimal SC decisions-i.e. the cost saving of an individual firm

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



could mean increased costs to the supply chain as a whole-can be avoided [16]. This degree of
SC integration can be achieved through SC management [1], [17].

1.1. A supply chain management formulation

In his published work of 1999, [18] stated that the competitiveness level of the current industrial
scenarios (at that time) made of SC management (SCM) a topic of interest. Since that day,
several books and articles have been written about it and even today there is a diversity of
interpretations and understandings of SCM, as there is a lack of agreement on the precise
definition of it [7]. However, a random sample of the work of various authors in the SC arena
– i.e. [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], and [31]-allows the identifi‐
cation of a set of basic SCM concepts:

• Achievement of overall value-adding performance.

• Coordination of geographically-distributed independent companies.

• Operation as a whole unit.

• Synchronization of interrelated business processes.

• Suppliers’ supplier to customers’ customer scope.

• Strategic, tactical, and operational scale.

• Materials, information, and cash flows context.

• Set of objectives and constraints.

In this paper we summarize these concepts in the following SCM formulation:SC value creation = f {BP synchronization, S&D elements realignment, C&O fulfillment}
where :

1. SC value creation; the primary goal of SCM is the creation of value…

2. BP synchronization; result of synchronizing the geographically-distributed Ss-Cc inter‐
related business processes of the independent companies (so they work as a whole unit)
…

3. S&D elements realignment; based on the realignment of the SC partners’ static and
dynamic elements (i.e. network structure and decision-making processes) affecting the
material, information, and cash flows…

4. C&O fulfilment; in the face of internal/external constraints and local/global objectives.

1.2. SC design & modeling

In general terms, a SC can be considered as 1) composed by inbound logistics, component
suppliers, final assembly plants, and outbound logistics echelons [32], [33], [34], [35], where
the relevance of the physical functions (i.e. transportation and storage) to the efficient supply,
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are prior to the market mediation functions, i.e. supply and demand matching [36]; and 2)
these echelons can have convergent and divergent interactions [37], and are characterized by
a value-adding process, information inputs, disturbances, and a decision-making process [27].
As SCs are multi-layer dynamic systems, where linear flows are uncommon [38], each SC
member has its own information sources [5], and decisions are made to optimize their own
interest [39], SC management (SCM) becomes highly complex. A discipline that can aid in the
overcoming of these issues is SC design: according to [1], the optimal platform provided by a
proper SC design can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the SCM practice. Within this
context, the SC design problem consist of making the strategic (i.e. plants/warehouses
location), tactical (i.e. supplier/distribution channel/transportation mode selection), and
operational (raw material/semi-finished/finished product flows) decisions to satisfy customer
demands while minimizing the total costs [40], taking into account that some of the critical
design parameters-such as customer demands, prices and resource capacities-are generally
uncertain [41]. Moreover: SC design has a strong impact on overall profitability and success
[40], therefore, there is a need of SC models that provide a better understanding of the SC
complexity [42], and insight of the consequences of managerial decision making rather than
to predict future quantitative behavior [43]. SC modeling involves identifying the SC elements-
i.e. the structure of the network, the hierarchy of decisions, the randomness of the various
inputs and operations, and the dynamic nature of interactions among SC elements [44]-and
translate them into the elements of the model, i.e. goals, constraints, and decision variables [6].
For this reason it has been suggested that in order to be efficient, SCM requires the modeling
of the SC [45]: if the effect of operational decisions taken at each echelon need to be checked
against their consequences on the SC as a whole [46], then a SC model can be built and used
for this purpose [47].

1.3. Current challenges

1.3.1. The SCM formulation challenge

The implementation of the previous SCM formulation proves to be a challenge: authors like
[1], [13], [15], [17], [38], [39], [48], [49], [50], [51], and [52] recognize the fact that SC partners
operate independently, with their own objectives which are often conflicting. [22], and [39] go
further and states that the promises of mutual benefits are rarely realized as SC members tend
to seek their own profit, by working on an opportunistic local perspective. [39], [53], and [54]
attribute this to the fact each SC member seeks to maximize their own objective (i.e. to maximize
throughput and lower costs) rather than that of the entire system. Overcoming these problems
require the entire SC to have a level of information sharing and collaboration that is uncommon
to most businesses [55], mostly because each SC member operates as an independent, decen‐
tralized decision-maker that may not be willing to share necessary sensitive information (for
fear of information leak or fear of a weak negotiation position) to plan and control the supply
chain in a proper way [52], [56], [57]. In this context, making consumer demand data available
to every echelon of the SC is often naïve: if the retailer informs that he is facing an inventory
shortage, the supplier gains a strong negotiation position; if the supplier declares that he is
overstocked, then it is the retailer who has an advantage. Now, even if a dominant SC member
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controls segments of the SC, in general, no SC member can control the entire SC [39], [58].
Moreover, trying to find the best set of trade-offs for any one entity often leads to sub optimize
the SC performance, and independently managing entities in SC can result in very poor overall
behavior [7]. In fact, in a dominance relationship, one SC partner is satisfied while the rest are
not, where in an interdependent relationship, all SC partners are satisfied [5]. Also, within each
partners’ site, the story is repeated as the marketing, distribution, planning, manufacturing,
and purchasing functions are still operated independently [1], [50], i.e. purchasing and selling
contracts are often negotiated with very little information regarding capability and/or
inventory levels.

1.3.2. The SC design & modeling challenge

Even though the discipline of SC design has been gaining importance due to the increasing
competitiveness introduced by the market globalization [59], it presents a big challenge. With
an increasing SC complexity due to the need of a quick response to market opportunity
windows [60], and the fact that the structure and operation of the SC is influenced by market
and product characteristics [58], it becomes essential for the businesses-in order to retain its
competitive edge (and deliver products to customers in an efficient and effective way)-the
dynamic reconfiguration of the SC from time-to-time [61]. This dynamic SC reconfiguration
calls for serious research attention [15], as it presents several challenges:

• In the ideal world, SCs are designed focused upon customer efficiency [16], with an
integration of the decisions and operational activities of the business partners [39]; in real
life, SC are designed focused upon factory effectiveness [16], as traditionally, managers
focus on the management of their internal operations to improve profitability [39].

• It involves the re-establishment of the sophisticated real-time cooperation in operation and
decision-making (across different tasks, functional areas, and organizational boundaries),
in order to deal with the uncertainties proper of a mass customization, quick response, and
high-quality service environment [15].

• Most of the published research (in the area of SC design), focus on high level strategic issues
(i.e. generic guidelines for business executives) rather than specific tools for plant managers
[62].

1.4. Research objective and structure of the paper

In view of the previous sections, the main objective of this paper is to present a literature review
of the concepts relevant to the modeling of value creation in a SCM context: Section 2 reviews
the concept of SCM value and its governance mechanisms; Section 3 reviews the current SC
modeling practices and their shortcomings; Section 4 establishes the conditions and abilities
necessary for a successful SCM value creation, the modeling requirements of a SC model to be
used for SCM purposes, and futures research venues; Section 5 presents the concluding
remarks.
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2. SCM value creation

As the focus of SCM has shifted from production efficiency to customer-driven and partnership
synchronization approaches [15], its objective is to optimize the order fulfillment process [63],
which is basically driven by customer issues [64], and influenced by the profitability of all the
SC members [65]. [31] states that the objective of SCM is to synchronize supply with demand
in order to drive down costs whilst increasing customer satisfaction. [1], and [4] claim that the
ultimate goal of a SC is to meet the specified high customers’ service levels while at the same
time maintaining overall profit margins, while [36] points out that it is important that the SC
maximizes the overall value generated, because sticking to a portion of the chain not only
makes no commitment to maximizing overall chain profit but also reduces the whole supply
chain profitability. In other words, creating and delivering value to the customer and in turn
creating sustainable value for all its stakeholders. For these reasons, the demand for achieve‐
ment of ‘overall value-adding performance’ requires putting special attention to the concept
of ‘value’ within the SC: as the SC is formed around a value stream or set of linked activities
directly contributing to the customer-perceived value of the product or service [58], authors
like [6], [13], [66], and [67] agree that the main goal of a SC is the creation of internal and external
value.

2.1. Internal and external value

The objective of a business is to make a profit by delivering more value to a customer at a
similar cost to the competition, or the same value as the competition at a lower cost [68]. As
organizations form part of supply chains, value becomes a more complex and multidimen‐
sional characteristic [69]. In this context, two perspectives of value are [70]:

• Internal value (or shareholder perspective, i.e. wealth) refers to the increase of profits that
supports the business financial objectives and continuous grow of the SC partners. Accord‐
ing to [71], when the strategic priorities of each SC partner are translated into SC objectives,
they can be implemented as SC operations. When this translation-implementation process
is successful, then a proper alignment between each SC partner strategy and the SC strategy
is achieved. [72] highlights the importance of this translation-implementation process, when
he states that the SC strategy must allow the rapid alignment of the SC operations in response
to the business environment dynamics. [73] suggests that, in order to smooth these SC
operations (and act according to the chosen SC strategy), it must be decided where the right
capacities and inventories should be positioned. [74] claims that these capacities and
inventories (in the form of facilities and stocking locations, production policies, distribution
resources, etc.) form the supply chain structure, which needs to be optimized in order to
achieve a high level of supply chain performance. [72] relates the creation of internal value
to the SC design, which focuses on the design of the supply chain’s strategy, structure,
processes, operations, and management elements to achieve the market objectives. Finally,
in order to remain competitive and profitable, each SC partner needs to realign properly
their structural elements [75].
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• External value (or customer perspective, i.e. satisfaction) refers to providing high quality
products that meet the customer needs of price, service, and image. Both [9], and [76] claim
that the success or failure of the SC is ultimately determined in the marketplace by the end
consumer. [77] points out that the service provided to the end customer is determined by
the effectiveness and efficiency of the cooperation of all the companies in the supply chain-
or in the words of [78]-supply chain competitiveness is something holistic. Therefore, in this
customer/market-oriented context [79], the SC as a whole must focus on providing end users
(the right customer) with what they want (the right product), how (the right amount/price),
where (the right place), and when (the right time) they want it [62], [80]. In this context, [72]
relates the creation of external value to the design for SC, which focuses on the design of the
product that fits the designed supply chain to fulfill the market requirements. Within this
design for SC context, in order to be effective and efficient at the SC level, it is required to
simultaneously take into account the SC, product, process, and resource domains [81].

2.2. Governance mechanisms: The SC C4 concept

According to [82] there are some governance mechanisms that are necessary precursors to SC
value creation: structural mechanisms, i.e. SC partners selection; and behavioral mechanisms,
i.e. the sharing of key information, the match of SC partners capabilities, the establishment of
mutual trust, and the support of strategic commitments. These behavioral mechanisms
resemble the set of “social abilities” exhibited by intelligent software agents [83]: communi‐
cation (to allow information integration), coordination (to allow the integration of all the
involved partners), collaboration (to allow the over-ruling of the involved partners’ usual
behavior), and cooperation (to allow the detection of feasible common goals). As we are
interested in identifying the abilities the SC partners need to exhibit (in order to support the
creation of value), the rest of this section analyzes more into detail the SC C4 concept (com‐
munication, coordination, collaboration, and cooperation). Table 1 shows the similarities
between concepts coming from different research disciplines.

2.2.1. SC integration

According to [6], and [7], the success of each SC partner depends on the managerial ability to
integrate themselves with the rest of the SC. This integration can be achieved through the
implementation SCM practices [1], [17]. SC integration can be defined as the process by which
the SC partners collaboratively plan, implement, and manage the raw material/information/
cash flows along the SC, so all the players think and act as one-the ideal seamless supply chain
[84]-in order to improve individual and collective business operations in terms of speed,
agility, real time control, and/or customer response [85]. This requires many decisions relating
to the flow of information, product, and funds [40], an inter-organizational, and cross-
functional synergy [8]. In the case of this last, [3] mentions shared goals, communication, a
reward system, and conflict resolution as elements that impact its effectiveness. According to
[86], a number of studies have found that supply chain integration does not necessarily result
in benefits for both suppliers and buyers. [39] attributes this last to the fact that a completely
integrated solution – that may result in optimal system performance-is not always in the best
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interest of every individual member in the system, as they are more interested in optimizing
their individual objectives rather than that of the entire system. In any case, essential elements
of SC integration are:

• The SC infrastructure [87].

• The level of SC communication/information sharing [88].

• The degree of SC coordination [89], [90].

2.2.2. SC communication (information sharing)

As the level of SC integration needed depends largely on the amount of uncertainty within the
SC [91]-an issue that has to be properly dealt with in order to define an effective supply chain
policy [8]-the development of an integrated SC requires the management and coordination at
different levels of abstraction, i.e. operational and tactical, of material flow [92] and information
flow [54], [93]. This in turn depend on the interoperability between business processes, via
their standardization, mutual adjustment of practices, or synchronization of the decision
centers [94]. As the majority of business processes deal primarily with information-based
inputs and outputs, the key to business process integration is improving the accessibility,
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Table 1. Relationship between the SC C4 concept and different disciplines
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accuracy, availability, granularity, timeliness, and transparency of information flows between
activities in a process, [95]. SC information sharing is a key ingredient for SC coordination [63],
SC collaboration [56], and SC cooperation [96]. This SC information sharing can be upstream
or downstream, partial or complete [96], and must contribute to flexibility rather than add
complexity [89]. Therefore, different types of SC may require different SC information sharing
strategies [63]. In any case, the deeper the SC information sharing level is, the more benefit
and risk is associated [96], as information becomes more uncertain due to transformations,
delays and losses throughout the SC [89]. Also, this information sharing needs to be preceded
by the necessary incentives for collaboration, mutual trust, and openness [31], as the better-
informed party will have no incentive to share the information with the uninformed party if
there is no benefit for them in doing so [97]. At the end, the idea behind information sharing
is to minimize the coordination efforts between activities of a process [95]: the fewer steps and
handoffs of information in a process, and the less effort is involved with each handoff, the
greater the integration of the process.

2.2.3. SC coordination

Distributed work requires coordination to manage the interdependencies of the process
activities, even though it has no direct impact on the process output [95]. As the SC partners
become closer, the more important the coordination of the entire SC becomes [98]. For [18], the
coordination is about solving conflicts (among members) via clarification of viewpoints (and
their grouping in accordance with different inclinations) in a way that everyone can get to
know what other members are thinking. On the other hand, [99] understands SC coordination
as the distribution of the right raw materials, production of goods, and services on the right
time to the right customers. SC coordination-also called interface management [27]-refers to
the act of harmonizing actions, decisions, and objectives among the SC partners for the
achievement of the SC goal [22], i.e. the objective of SC operations planning is to coordinate
order release decisions (release of materials and resources) in an optimal way (customer service
constraints are met at minimal costs) when more than one company (decision authorities) are
involved [52]. Therefore, SC members should develop a common mission, goals, and objectives
for the group as a whole, while pursuing independent policies at individual members’ level
[7]. Only if the SC operates in a coordinated manner-from the customer order through the
delivery [17] – the SC performance can be optimized [19]. This requires the development of
mechanisms that can align the objectives of independent supply chain members and coordi‐
nate their decisions and activities so as to optimize system performance [39]. The objective of
these mechanisms, called ‘coordination mechanisms’, is to align the objectives of individual
supply chain members, in order to allocate the benefits from coordination among the individ‐
ual supply chain members [38]: at the core of a coordination mechanism there is an incentive
scheme based on the supply chain decision structure and nature of demand, which highlights
the behavioral aspects and information need in the coordination of a supply chain. This can
be accomplished in two ways [11]: by having less need for information processing or by having
more capacity for information processing. However, the dynamics of each SC partner and the
market makes SC coordination difficult [17]. For this reason, it is needed that SC collaboration
and SC cooperation are in place [28].
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2.2.4. SC collaboration and cooperation

SCs are one of many different forms of inter-enterprise practices [25]. The ideal business model
for achieving inter-organization integration is “collaboration”, as limited visibility into
supplier contracts and performance exposes enterprises to inflated costs, diminished negotia‐
tion leverage, missed rebates and saving opportunities, overcharging by suppliers, low-
compliance rates, greater risk of supply, policy and regulatory violations [93]. In the case of
SC collaboration, it is often defined as two or more chain members working together to
establish a functioning alliance [100] that creates a competitive advantage through a unified
approach to value creation [70], which in turn requires considering several points of view [14].
It is achieved by jointed decision making and benefits/risks sharing [22]. Effective collaboration
within each SC partner (cross-functional) and between SC partners (cross-enterprise) is
essential to achieve supply chain goals, individually and collectively [73]. To implement the
strategic SCM shift, from production efficiency to customer-driven, requires high-level
collaboration between supply chain partners [15]. However, when getting into a collaborative
practice, the closer the relationship, the higher the possibility that the transaction comes true,
but also, the higher the uncertainty and risk of being stuck-in and being caught with a single
partner [101]. On the other hand, cooperation is necessary for achieving common benefit or
win-win situations [30], and maximize profits [15]. A cooperative SC is only possible when
goals, policies, and objectives are aligned with the strategic, tactical, and operational decisions
of each SC partner [56]: using effective incentive systems such as accounting methods, transfer
pricing schemes, quantity discounts, etc., the objective of each partner can be aligned to that
of the supply chain as a whole [8]. Cooperation, therefore, is achieved through negotiation
rather than central management and control [5].

3. SC modeling: Current work

3.1. Approaches, elements, perspectives, and purposes

Even though the discipline of SC design has been gaining importance due to the increasing
competitiveness introduced by the market globalization [59], it presents a big challenge. With
an increasing SC complexity due to the need of a quick response to market opportunity
windows [60], and the fact that the structure and operation of the SC is influenced by market
and product characteristics [58], it becomes essential for the businesses-in order to retain its
competitive edge (and deliver products to customers in an efficient and effective way)-the
dynamic reconfiguration of the SC from time-to-time [61]. This dynamic SC reconfiguration
calls for serious research attention [15], as it presents several challenges:

• In the ideal world, SCs are designed focused upon customer efficiency [16], with an
integration of the decisions and operational activities of the business partners [39]; in real
life, SC are designed focused upon factory effectiveness [16], as traditionally, managers
focus on the management of their internal operations to improve profitability [39].
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• It involves the re-establishment of the sophisticated real-time cooperation in operation and
decision-making (across different tasks, functional areas, and organizational boundaries),
in order to deal with the uncertainties proper of a mass customization, quick response, and
high-quality service environment [15].

• Most of the published research (in the area of SC design), focus on high level strategic issues
(i.e. generic guidelines for business executives) rather than specific tools for plant managers
[62].

In response to the challenges presented in section 1.3.2., a great deal of work has been done in
the area SC design & modeling-i.e. [59] presents an extensive literature review with examples
– so is not the intention of this paper to go through it again, but to present the topic divided
into four aspects: approaches, elements, perspectives, and purposes.

Regarding the SC modeling approaches; [44], [77], [102], and [103] classify the different
approaches for SC modeling, as analytical or simulation models. [42] offers a similar classifi‐
cation: deterministic, stochastic, or hybrid models. [104] divides the approaches in determin‐
istic (where all the parameters are known), stochastic (at least one parameter is unknown but
follows a probabilistic distribution), economic game-theoretic, and simulation-based (to
evaluate the performance of various supply chain strategies). [105] Zhang suggests combining
simulation models with Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches-i.e. case-based reasoning (CBR),
multi-agent systems, and neural networks – to evaluate not only the traditional cost and lead-
time decision variables but other qualitative attributes (via interaction and logical protocols).
According to [10], traditional supply chain modeling approaches involve the application of
optimization, mathematical, simulation, and system dynamics models. Within the analytical
(or mathematical) approach, [104] mentions the use of continuous-time differential equation
models, discrete-time difference models, discrete event models and classical operational
research methods. While these models allow the maximization of certain aspects, simulation
models allow a more realistic capture of the SC characteristics and provide a means to evaluate
the impact of policy changes [106]. More recently, [107] states that deterministic mathematical
models are widely employed and are useful to evaluate the impact of various types of
uncertainty on operational performance, while simulation models are employed to incorporate
uncertainty in various system parameters, and are useful for evaluating the operational
performance of only a particular scenario. Because of this last, simulation models have gained
importance in the area of supply chain decision making [42] as powerful tools for analyzing/
designing the whole supply chain in the view of managing its stochastic behavior [108].

Regarding the SC modeling elements; [109] classifies the SC modeling elements into structural
(production, transportation) and control (flow, inventory, demand, supply, information)
elements. [6] establishes three structures that need to be taken into account before any SC
modeling effort: type of SC partnership, structural dimensions of the SC, and process links
among the SC partners. [110] states that some requirements of the modeling phase are the
modeling of interdependencies, the various levels of abstraction, the modeling of splits and
joins, and the modeling of simple and conditional transitions. Regarding the level of abstrac‐
tion issue, [10] points out that if the focus of the SC model is more on planning and studying
behavior at an aggregated level, then a certain level of aggregation must be resorted, as too
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tion issue, [10] points out that if the focus of the SC model is more on planning and studying
behavior at an aggregated level, then a certain level of aggregation must be resorted, as too
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many organizations in the model might lead to such a complex network that making sense of
its collective behavior could become virtually impossible.

Regarding the SC modeling perspectives; [32] proposes the SCOPE paradigm, a three dimen‐
sional model that includes a discrete breadth perspective (work, business process, SC, and
holistic networks elements), the interlinked width perspective (material, information, cash,
and capacity elements), and the integrated depth perspective (organization, people, technol‐
ogy, and controls elements). [111] proposes a causal model which contains stakeholders,
business, strategy, processes and enabling technology perspectives. [45] proposes the network
structure, coordination relationships, coordination mechanisms, and process requirements
perspectives. [14] presents a model which contains stakeholders, topology, enabling technol‐
ogy, levels of collaboration, business strategy, and processes perspectives. [105] talks about
process, system, and enterprise perspectives. [72] suggests the physical alignment (of the SC
with the market requirements), the reconfiguration of production processes (within the SC),
and the behavioral and relationship (between the SC members) perspectives.

Regarding the SC modeling purposes; [112] suggests that there is a relationship between the
type of model and the use of the model, i.e. optimization models fit the needs of continuous
improvement and re-engineering projects while simulation models fit the needs of design for
logistics and breakthrough projects. On the other hand, [26] suggests that SC models are either
coordination-oriented (de-centralized decision making) or logistics-oriented (centralized
decision making).

3.2. Shortcomings

Last section can be summarized as follows: traditional SC modeling is quite suitable for
modeling SC decisions within a single enterprise, as it employs a centralized decision-making
treatment, typically involves a single comprehensive model, and is based on the assumption
of information symmetry, that is, every bit of information is known to everyone else or at least
available to the model builder/decision maker [10]. In this section we review the issues related
to the modeling approaches, analytical models derived, and the use of simulation models.

Regarding the approaches; [43] states that most approaches to SC modeling pay little attention
to 1) multiple relationships, and focus on single supply chain; 2) the effects of competition and
strategy, do not incorporate price competition and/or changing order allocation; and 3)
exchanges other than inventory and orders. According to [113], even though in the real world
most SC consist of firms that manage both backlogs and inventories simultaneously, most of
the recent work considers only pure inventory SC. [65] states that traditional SC models focus
solely on determining the profit or revenue-maximizing, or cost-minimizing production
schedule. [4] mentions that most of the SC modeling studies deal with the production,
distribution and logistics exclusively and ignore the benefits of the integrated approach when
in fact, one of the most important issues in multi-plant SC modeling is the integrated process
planning and scheduling [8]. Finally, it is the opinion of [15] that due to the highly complex
nature of large SCs, the use of formal and quantitative approaches are very difficult.
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Regarding the use of analytical models; are fairly complex and time-consuming to solve [17];
are too simplistic to be of practical use for complex SCs [7], [105], [106], [114]; are limited to
address two or three factors at a time that rarely answers both ‘what if?’ and ‘what’s best?’
questions [53]; the obtained near-optimal models are easily compromised due to unstable
market environments [115]; do not capture the truly dynamic behavior of most real-world SC
[61]; are high abstraction models for business processes under simplifying assumptions [42],
[114]; are not able to handle all the dynamically changing supply chain variables [108]; are
either oversimplified, or just qualitatively described, and difficult to be applied for evaluating
real SC with quantitative analysis and decisions [15]; ignore the impact of uncertainty on the
chain performance, the environment and SC members dynamics, and the complex material
relationships that occur if upstream installations fail to serve downstream installations [7],
[114]. In the case of uncertainty, in real life, SCs operate within an uncertain demand–supply
environment-uncertainty in customer demand/quantity in supply/lead time [36], and uncer‐
tainties associated with the estimates of various operating costs and product prices [8]-which
have negative effects on operational performance (i.e. cost, profitability, quality, and customer
service), so the inclusion of them makes pure mathematical modeling intractable [107].

Regarding the use of simulation models; they strongly focus on the representation of physical
interactions between SC partners, and entities related to SC coordination are often implicitly
modeled [116]. The majority of these models are steady-state models based on average
performance or steady-state conditions, static models which are insufficient when dealing with
the dynamic characteristics of the supply chain system, i.e. demand fluctuations, lead-time
delays, sales forecasting [104].

4. Conditions and abilities for SCM value creation: Modeling requirements

4.1. Conditions

The SCM formulation introduced in section 1.1 synthesizes the recurrent basic SCM concepts,
present in the work of several different authors through the years. As this formulation
considers the goal of SCM to be a function of three elements, in this paper we propose to
consider them as the necessary conditions to achieve a SCM value creation. An example of
some of the work already validated and reported in the literature, is the following:

• BP synchronization; [117], [44] states that business-process (BP) synchronization is achieved
when a properly timing is achieved via a lead time variability reduction. For [94], on the
other hand, BP synchronization takes place at the decision level, when two (or more) BPs
have a common decision center. [118] mentions that within the workflow management field,
an activity can be understood as a sequence of states, and two activities (or BPs, for that
matter) can be synchronized through synchronization constraints dependent of their
activity states. Finally, the GRAI modeling formalism [119], [120] seems to summarize the
last positions, as it considers a decision center (located at the GRAI grids) as the cross
between a function and a decision, where there is a time-driven part and an event-driven
part: the time-driven part synchronizes the different functions based on the intervals of time
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over which a decision extends and after which a decision needs to be reconsidered; the event-
driven part represents the change of states that triggers a new function-decision interaction
(represented by GRAI nets).

• S&D elements realignment; [121] states that alignment can be defined as the extent to which
the two related variables (independent of any performance anchor) meet the theoretical
norms of mutual coherence (match/fit): if a SC partner lacks the capabilities required to meet
the needs of the SC, there is an inherent inefficiency in the system. He proposes a matrix
that provides the means to align the individual capabilities with the overall SC strategy and
practices, in order to achieve the efficient SCM: the closer a firm is to the matrix’s diagonal,
the more aligned. [122] extends further the concept: SC alignment means making/taking the
appropriate SC decisions to match SC objectives with the competitive objectives, making an
emphasis on a holistic value creation maximization, so operating policies can be imple‐
mented through OW/OQ capabilities (i.e. volume & mix flexibility, service, dependability
& speed delivery, cost, quality, innovativeness, etc.). With this idea on mind, he develops a
five classification criteria to find the SC that best fits the marketplace demand and/or
customer needs: forecast uncertainty, demand variability, demand volume, product variety,
and delivery time window.

• C&O fulfillment; [41] mentions that the multi-site, geographically dispersed nature of the SC
entails the coordination of SC, product, and process decisions, which in turn presents
diverse constraints that need to be satisfied. For this purposes, he proposes to formulate a
constraint satisfaction problem by 1) incorporating the interdependencies among markets,
products’ characteristics, production capacities, and multi-site structure; and 2) represent‐
ing them it as a triple <V, D, C >, where V is a set of variables, D contains all the possible
values that can be assumed by V, and C is a set of constraints on variables in V. The solution
space that is free of constraints is expressed as a constraint graph and the solution is found
beginning from the root to the leaves.

4.2. Abilities

The review of the SC C4 concept (made in Section 2.2.) shows how the behavioral mechanisms
for SC value creation can be directly related to the elements composing an integrated SC, and
for this reason, in this paper we propose to consider them as the necessary abilities to achieve
a SCM value creation. Within this context, we identify four abilities necessary for SCM value
creation:

• Communication; ability to share key information by providing an environment of free flow
& access to correct, easy to use & understand, timely, accurate, and complete information.
In this way, communication is possible when the means are in place and the shared
information is relevant to each SC partner.

• Coordination; ability to match the SC partners capabilities by harmonizing the individual
actions/decisions with the common mission, objectives, and goals. In this way, coordination
is possible when each SC partner’s actions and decisions are driven by a common goal.
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• Collaboration; ability to establish mutual trust by adjusting the individual behavior in
accordance to a jointed decision-making and benefits & risks sharing. In this way, collabo‐
ration is possible when each SC partner’s behavior is ruled by decisions taken in agreement
and because each SC partner accepts the consequences of those jointed decisions.

• Cooperation; ability to support strategic commitments by aligning the individual strategic,
tactical, and operational decisions with the common objectives, goals, and policies. In this
way, cooperation is possible when each SC partner’s decisions are driven by a common
benefit.

It must be noted that the definitions offered differ from the traditional concepts present in the
SCM literature, as we consider them to be part of a continuum-in the sense of the types of SC
configurations presented by [123], Table 2-of enablers to advance through the stages of the SC
management maturity model proposed by [124], as shown in Figure 1.

SC configurations [123]

Type
Goal

congruence
Trust level Information sharing Decision making

communicative absence reliability nearest-neighbor basis
Myopic (parity-

based)

coordinated
weak to

moderate
reliability (deterrence-based) supply chain-wide

Myopic
(asymmetric)

collaborative moderate
reliability, competency, goodwill

(openness)
supply chain-wide for focal

function
Dyadic

(centralized)

cooperative true reliability, competency, goodwill web of relationships
Dyadic (parity-

based)

Table 2. Types of SC configurations, adapted from [123]

4.3. Modeling requirements

Traditional SC modeling approaches are quite limited and indeed unrealistic, considering the
fact that most of the SCs involve enterprises with independent ownerships, and that the ability
to model information asymmetry and distributed/decentralized mode of controls is required
[10]. From this last, we identify three SC modeling needs: 1) to represent many realistic features,
i.e. different supply chain structures/configurations and production/inventory parameters, in
order to validate the concepts of cooperation and collaboration (imbedded in SCM), and to
optimize the existing business processes [42]; 2) to represent the dynamic system nature of the
SC by using concepts of state variables, flows, and feedback processes [7]; and 3) to be flexible
and parametric for evaluating different scenarios [108]. From here our proposal: SC modeling
faces issues dealing with the number and nature of the variables used (scale-related issues),
and with the assumptions and extension of the analysis (scope-related issues). The scale-
related issues refer to the characteristics of real-life SCs-i.e. multiple end products, facilities,
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and capacities [49] – that make difficult the modeling effort, as there are a large number of
tangible/intangible, dynamically changing variables [103], [125]. The scope-related issues refer
to the existing SC models, that are limited by a number of assumptions, focus only on one
certain part of the SC, or are not flexible enough to allow easy exploration of innovative policies
[106], [126]. We claim that these scale and scope related issues will be overcome when SC
modeling becomes comprehensive, dynamic, detailed, and realistic:

• Comprehensive, including all the members of the SC [17]; and dynamic, accommodating
the upstream and downstream flows [127]. This calls for a multi-view model, as it is
impossible to describe the SC from a single standpoint [45], [115], [126], [128].

• Detailed, including all the strategic, tactical, and operational levels [106]. This calls for a
multi-level model, as in practice a SC face more problems concerned with quantitative issues
at the operational level than with qualitative issues at the strategic level [48], [129].

• Realistic, based on real-life assumptions [126]. This calls for a multi-stage model, as the goal
of SCM is the creation of value, and there is a set of conditions and abilities necessary for
this creation to take place.

4.4. Directions for future research

As the focus of SCM has shifted from production efficiency to customer-driven and partnership
synchronization approaches, its objective is to optimize the order fulfillment process, which
is basically driven by customer issues, and influenced by the profitability of all the SC
members. For these reasons, the demand for achievement of ‘overall value-adding perform‐
ance’ requires putting special attention to the concept of ‘value’ within the SC: as the SC is

9

Figure 1. SCM value creation abilities, in the context of [124] SC maturity model 

The supply chain is unstructured and ill-
defined; customer satisfaction is low. Basic processes can be defined; customer 

satisfaction can be slightly improved

Communication 
When the means are in 
place and the shared 
information is relevant 
to each SC partner, 
then…

Coordination 
When each SC 
partner’s actions and 
decisions are driven by 
a common goal, then... 

Collaboration
When each SC 
partner’s behavior is 
ruled by decisions 
taken in agreement and 
each SC partner accepts 
the consequences of 
those jointed decisions, 
then…

Cooperation 
When each SC 
partner’s decisions are 
driven by a common 
benefit, then…

Relationships between company, suppliers, 
and customers can be established; 

customer satisfaction can be highly 
improved

The company, its suppliers and customers 
can operate under common management 
systems; shared accepted practices take 

place among all the members (i.e. 
forecasting) 

Competition among companies takes place 
through their respective supply chains; 

shared accepted processes and goals are in 
place among all the members

Figure 1. SCM value creation abilities, in the context of [124] SC maturity model
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formed around a value stream or set of linked activities directly contributing to the customer-
perceived value of the product or service, it is agreed that the main goal of a SC is the creation
of internal and external value. If we take into account that:

1. The main goal of a SC is the creation of internal and external value, and that there are
some governance mechanisms necessary precursors to SC value creation, i.e. communi‐
cation, coordination, collaboration, and cooperation (SC C4).

2. An efficient SCM requires the modeling of the SC, and in order for these models to be
useful and realistic, these models need to follow a multi-view, multi-level, multi-stage
approach,

then the research challenge becomes then how to represent – for modeling purposes – the set
of actions, decisions, goals, objectives, benefits, risks, etc. (discrete value creation conditions),
within the SC C4 (continuum value creation abilities) context, and from a multi-view, multi-
level, multi-stage perspective. Future research will address this issue.

5. Concluding remarks

In order to remain competitive within a global economy context, companies need to compete
through their SCs. This demands that companies focus in create value for their customers and
shareholders, act in a synchronized way when conducting their business practices, think in
terms of strategic and operational impacts, and fulfill constraints and objectives in the process.
A way to address this challenge is through the use of SCM practices. There are several issues
related to the implementation of a successful SCM practice, which-it has been suggested – can
be overcome with the help of SC design. In this paper we reviewed the issues related to the
creation of value in a SCM context, as well as the approaches, elements, perspectives, and
purposes of SC modeling. The contribution of this paper to the SCM literature is a set of SCM
value creation conditions and abilities that need to be taken into account in a multi-view, multi-
level, multi-stage context, in order to develop a real-life useful SCM model. It must be noticed
the exploratory nature of this research, which does not pretend to be neither comprehensive
nor final but instead, the starting point for establishing the basis of the novel discipline of SCM
modeling.
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1. Introduction

Supply chain management is the integration of the activities that procure materials, transform
them into intermediate goods and final products, and deliver them to customers [1]. New
product development (NPD) processes include design and development along with sourcing
through the company’s development chain. In order to remain competitive, supply chains
must continuously develop and deliver new products and services to the marketplace (e.g.
[2-7]). Carefully matching the product characteristics to the appropriate supply chain strategy
is critical to being competitive [8] and to aligning appropriate order winners and order
qualifiers with customer requirements [9].

Sustainability is a new trend in Supply Chain Management and is a conceptual framework for
aligning the ‘triple bottom line’-environmental, social and economic dimensions [10]. Envi‐
ronmental sustainability is the most recognized dimension as corporations seek to reduce the
natural resource consumption below the natural reproduction in both the processes and
products its produces. Environmental considerations include global warming, which can be
attributed to 6 greenhouse gases (like carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide), and
pollution. In the United States, since industrial activities account for about a third of carbon
dioxide emissions and 40% occur due to transportation, supply chain activities are a primary
factor in environmental sustainability [11]. Economic sustainability refers to the profitability
of the sustainable efforts. Without economic sustainability, businesses will cease to exist, and
this aspect becomes an order qualifier for any product. Social sustainability can be divided
into both internal and external dimensions. Internal social sustainability refers to the motiva‐
tion, skills and loyalty of employees and business partners in the supply chain, while external
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social sustainability refers to the value that is added to the community that the company
operates in. Social sustainability is the least researched and developed dimension in NPD
[12-14]. In fact, the social aspect is the least research and developed dimension in sustainability
as a whole, and the social and ethical dimensions have not been given the same attention by
businesses since the measurable results are less tangible [15]. Many business theories view
these three dimensions as trade-offs and not necessarily ‘win-win’ situations. For example,
environmental regulations provide social benefits; however, private costs for prevention and
clean-up increase, which reduces competitiveness [16]. However, proactively, pollution
prevention through product and process design is viewed as superior and more economical
to pollution control through waste management [16].

Why sustainability  now?  Business  leaders  are  confronting resource  depletion,  recognizing
new roles  for  businesses in economic and social  change,  and responding to stakeholder
demands (e.g.  Government,  employees,  shareholders,  environmental  groups,  nongovern‐
mental organizations (NGOs), and citizens) for information and accountability [17]. Going
green can save money and open new revenue streams [18]. Growing pressures exist from
government and society to deal with factors contributing to global warming, raw materi‐
al scarcity, and deterioration of human rights [19]. Other motivations come from consum‐
er’s concerns, intrinsic motivations of the companies or legal requirements [14]. Government
policy and regulations as well as Corporate Sustainability policy may be the initial drivers
for sustainability [20].

Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM) can be defined as “the strategic, transparent
integration and achievement of an organisation’s social, environmental and economic goals in
the systemic coordination of key inter-organisational business processes for improving the
long term economic performance of the individual company and its supply chains” [21 p.368].
Sustainable development is grounded in the Brundtland Commission’s definition as “a
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” [22 p. 43]. SSCM allows companies to maintain control
over their supply chain and potentially achieve competitive advantages through enhancing
track and traceability from raw materials through to the customer [14]. SSCM can be defined
as the management of material, information and capital flows as well as cooperation among
companies along the supply chain while addressing goals from all three dimensions of
sustainable development (economic, environmental and social) which are derived from
customer and stakeholder requirements [23]. Companies can gain competitive advantage
through sustainability [24], which in turn affects the whole supply chain [25]. SSCM includes
evaluation of the environmental impact, a multi-disciplinary perspective of the entire product
life-cycle, and considerations for all stages across the entire value chain for each product [11].

SCM research rarely  investigates  the  social  aspects  of  sustainable  development,  such as
labor practices, gender equity, wealth distribution and fair wage [26].There are a wide range
of issues in sustainability development including public policies, political systems, corpo‐
rate citizenship, international trade, social equity/justice, and economic growth / develop‐
ment. With respect to supply chain strength and environmental performance, one expects
that  as  supply  chain  strength  increases,  manufacturing  performance  (measured through
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costs,  quality,  delivery  and  flexibility)  are  expected  to  improve.  For  example,  green
partnerships are positively associated with quality, delivery and flexibility performance as
well  as improving environmental performance [26].  Strong competition among suppliers
and  more  demanding  customers  promotes  fair  wages  and  human  rights  within  the
corporation  and  motivates  companies  to  contribute  more  to  the  well-being  of  society
through local community involvement.

Firms are increasingly required to offer high quality, innovative products at competitive prices,
and to develop supply chains that are sustainable in the long run [11]. NPD is the overall
process through which an idea is transformed into a commercial product [27] and includes the
idea generation, market research, product design, and detail engineering phases. In order to
remain competitive in today’s marketplace, SCM must address sustainability issues in NPD.
Sustainable product development is the process of developing an improved sustainable
product or service for the market [28]. Sustainability integration into NPD is still evolving and
is increasing the product design complexity [12]. External factors that encourage sustainable
NPD include competitors, governmental agencies, regulatory bodies, while internal factors
include top management vision and strategy, and employees [29]. Product designers can
significantly influence the product’s sustainability over its entire life. Sustainable products
addresses fulfilling the users’ needs with the purpose of reducing environmental and social
impacts of products while providing economic value to the company during the whole
product’s life cycle [30]. Green NPD, which focuses on the environment and economic
sustainability aspects, is fundamentally the same as traditional NPD; however, green NPD
increases the complexity [31]. A 2009 Forrester study indicated that 84% of companies
surveyed had green or socially responsible products in NPD or on the market [32]. However,
as recently as 2010, there was little knowledge on why and how companies integrate environ‐
mental sustainability into NPD [33].

Therefore, there is a need in today’s society to address how to integrate sustainability – all
three dimensions of ecological, environmental and social – into NPD and SCM. We continue
by reviewing key managerial recommendations to address this. Then, since managers use
metrics and frameworks to evaluate the system, we review some sustainability metrics and
frameworks. We conclude with a summarization of our recommendations.

2. Managerial recommendations

Current literature reviews provide limited overviews of difficulties and challenges – such as
cost implications, inadequate knowledge and skills, ambiguous laws and regulations, and
communication and coordination complexity-in managing sustainability in NPD [31, 34].
While current efforts appear to focus on industry and policy levels, the managerial level lacks
direction and attention to integrate sustainability into NPD practices. Previous research in New
Product Development (NPD) within Supply Chain Management (SCM) over the past 15 years
revealed critical managerial recommendations: top management support and development of
an integrated NPD-SCM strategy, resource allocation, financial support, and support for a
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common, shared information system; a focus on marketing demands; supplier/customer
integration; integrated networks; a coordinated, cross-functional team; and a clear product
vision [35-37]. Based upon experience and a literature review of the cases, empirical reviews,
and other available literature, these recommendations are still relevant to NPD in SSCM. As
summarized in Table 1, we continue with a discussion of each of these recommendations to
incorporate sustainability into NPD in SCM.

Best Practices

Recommendation: Top Management Support: Development of an Integrated Sustainable NPD-SSCM Strategy,
Resource Allocation, Financial Support and Common, Shared Information System
• Set the sustainable vision, mission, scope, goals and explicit strategic targets that effectively direct NPD decisions
towards sustainable products.
• Develop a cohesive sustainable NPD strategy as well as a green company policy.
• Align the organization and its associated supply chains toward delivering sustainable products and services.
• Support through resource allocation, financial support and a common, shared information system.
• Develop specific managerial skills and coordinate processes for all three aspects of sustainability.
• Adopt proactive supply chain practices.
• Align sustainable NPD through processes and products.
• Provide process management support through buyer-supplier integration and such activities as creating a
management-level sustainability position and employee sustainability training.
• Encourage social sustainable development through increasing designer social knowledge, improving transparency
and encouraging fair trade practices.
• Support the development of a common, shared database for integration.
• Negotiate NPD-SSCM application and align with products and processes.
• Develop a green company policy.
• Create a management sustainability position.
• Increase management knowledge through entrepreneurial and innovation skills.

Recommendation: Focus on marketing demands.
• Develop market planning initiatives with a focus on end customer requirements.
• Incorporate sustainability into NPD by evaluating product safety for the end-user.
• Detect marketing needs for ecological and social demands and restrictions.
• Evaluate market changes to comply with company goals, resources and capabilities.
• Analyze the market for sustainable needs and capabilities.
• Develop procedures and rules to encourage green NPD development.
• Evaluate consumer’s care for the environment and community – and how much they are willing to pay to support
these concerns – and develop appropriate sustainability strategies.
• Manage environmental impact through goal-oriented and market-based mechanisms that provide flexibility.
• Consider market orientation, green targeting, green positioning, and customer outcomes influence green NPD.
• Use structured management processes to bridge market and process management.

Recommendation: Supplier/Customer Integration
• Select partners with the same guiding sustainability principles.
• Co-evolving, collaboration and joint development of products and processes that discourage pollution. Prevention
and innovative environmental technologies, joint knowledge development and development of a code of conduct.
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Best Practices

• Use environmental requirements in the process of selecting new suppliers as well as the continual evaluation of
existing suppliers.
• Develop closer relationship with suppliers by holding regular meetings for enhanced communication, activities that
focus on communication and trust-building toward better relationships, and a focus on improving joint decision-
making.
• Encourage a moderate level of cross-functional integration, and either a low or high level of customer integration
into NPD efforts.
• Encourage collaboration and communication between supply chain members through procedures that encourage a
proactive sustainability approach.
• Identify risks associated with environmental and social problems prior to public exposure.
• Analyze the entire product lifecycle.
• Develop partners through assistance and teach new methods, training, providing expert knowledge, and financial
support.
• Information and data flow between supply chain members encourages collaboration and NPD efforts are more
effective.
• Institute activities that ensure that suppliers use environmentally sensitive procedures.
• Pay attention to monetary and non-monetary costs of implementing integration practices in NPD that may outweigh
the benefits. A moderate level of cross-functional integration but either a low or extensive level of customer integration
(not moderate) in NPD is recommended.
• Encourage social sustainability in the form of decent working conditions by supplier employees by providing
training and expert knowledge.

Recommendation: Integrated Networks (Practices/Processes & Information Technology Management)
• Streamline formal processes and coordination between the stakeholders.
• Use product data management, process improvement management and engineering project management to address
the globally-dispersed processes that extend across departments, companies and international borders.
• Incorporate Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) best practices into sustainable NPD, including formalization of
processes (such as product-focused sustainable data handling processes, process flexibility improvement; common
change management processes for economic and environmental success, and workflow management for economic
process execution) and cross-functional work (including cross-company and cross-functional sustainable process
alignment).
• Support Enterprise Resource Planning system data interchange between supply chain members.
• Use a product/process approach to avoid un-necessary steps that do not support sustainability efforts.
• Use a central location for data management and storage to reduce data duplication and data inconsistences.
• To mitigate the increased risks associated with SSCM, companies should utilize individual company monitoring, use
generalized standards and certifications (such as ISO-14001).
• Establish a central location for data management and storage, and use a common development platform.
• Security concerns across informational boundaries increase with SCM; however, through trust –building procedures,
collaboration between supply chain members improves.

Recommendation: Coordinated, Cross-functional Team
• Require and support departmental cross-functional collaboration.
• Must be supported by top management.
• Define development team roles clearly.
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Best Practices

• Include globally-inclined sustainability experts.
• Collaboration improves through sharing information which focuses the organization on common goals, sharing
resources, communication, creating knowledge, using common procedures, trusting and jointly making decisions.
• Remove barriers that inhibit collaboration such as functional silos and silo thinking solely focused on economic
development.
• Adopt a product/process approach.
• Encourage a resource-based view that reviews inter-firm resources towards increasing competitiveness.
• Encourage cross-functional and cross-company environmental and social data provisioning.
• Manage key sustainability resources.
• Define and jointly control data management resources.

Recommendation: Clear Product Vision
• Develop a clear definition of products.
• Integrate a seamless product delivery process for new product introduction.
• Match market requirements and value stream objectives.
• Develop a clear, defined, sustainability scope and targets that are operationalized.
• Meet a minimum threshold of acceptable performance.
• Use customized tools, databases, design for sustainability methods, and supply chain tools.
• Respect sustainability issues in process definitions.
• Define roles and responsibilities clearly.
• Educate and encourage NPD designers in sustainability.
• Build active knowledge networks.
• Management needs to establish specific sustainability targets.
• Balance program and project management toward a standardized sustainable product development process.
• Address aesthetic design advantages, which is especially important for sustainable products.
• Encourage use of Design for the Environment, design-oriented work for green operations and green supply chain
management.
• Understand the entire lifecycle, the impact upon the environment at each of its stages, and incorporate product
attributes and manufacturing processes into design.
• Address remanufacturing design concerns, such as product/component durability, level of re-manufacturability of
products, managing the highly unpredictable return stream, consumer preferences between new and re-manufactured
products, and supply constraints.
• Consider appropriate alignment of re-manufactured products to its associated reverse supply chain.
• Address Extended Producer Responsibility issues associated with new product and its associated processes.

Table 1. Summary of Key Recommendations and Best Practices in NPD-SSCM

2.1. Recommendation: Top management support: Development of an integrated sustainable
NPD-SSCM strategy, resource allocation, financial support and support a common, shared
information system

Without question, one of the most critical aspects of developing NPD with SSCM is Top
Management support. Top Management involvement in sustainable NPD, which are the
processes that the company’s senior staff use to promote NPD activities [12, 29, 38-40], is
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essential and includes strategy development, resource allocation, financial support and
support for a common, shared information system. Top management needs to actively
promote sustainability through its vision, mission statement, scope, and goals towards
directing NPD decision towards sustainable products [34]. Research supports the best practice
in sustainable NPD as developing a sustainability vision and explicit strategic targets [41, 42].
(Unfortunately, in many industries and firms, sustainability pressures and incentives may be
absent or fuzzy [34], and companies struggle with developing a sustainable vision [18]). Recent
research demonstrates that many companies have some level of sustainability in its strategy
and vision [18]. In today’s business environment, sustainable NPD is internally-driven as
external pressures and incentives are lacking in many industries [18]. A cohesive strategy, and
not merely utilizing one sustainability method, tool or metric (such as life-cycle assessment or
design for environment), is required to drive sustainable NPD [34]. Due to the wider array of
factors, it becomes more difficult to define a strategy, vision and targets. Factors to consider
include: environmental benchmarking, policy, and coordination; cross-functional coordina‐
tion; top management support; and supplier involvement [41, 42]. As management begins to
address sustainability, they should focus on what sustainability means for their business and
products through defining a sustainability strategy, scope, targets, and processes first, and
worry less about the metrics at the beginning [18].

Top management must strategically align the organization and its associated supply chains
toward delivering sustainable products and services. Effective sustainable NPD requires
coordination efforts with other supply chain members [18]. To be successful, companies should
follow a sustainability strategy guided by the triple bottom line and place equal importance
on all 3 dimensions of sustainability in decision-making [14]. For example, companies should
adopt pro-active supply chain practices, such as learning from partners and other sources to
gain knowledge regarding sustainability. In general the ability of companies to be innovative
is especially important for SSCM [43].

With respect to environmental sustainability, top management must align green initiatives
with the strategic objectives of the firm [11], which may be done through developing a ‘green
company policy’ with a focus on green product innovation [31]. The green company policy
indicates the managerial commitment to sustainable NPD through its values, norms and
management practices that limit the firm’s environmental impact [31]. The existence of a green
company policy has a major influence on green product innovation [33]. Green demand and
green regulations do not affect green NPD in the same manner in all firms [44] as industry
effects on green NPD implementation are strong and significant [45]. Complex interactions
between industry environment and firm specific factors exist [31]. Corporate reputation,
specifically green leadership, may compensate for low financial and customer performance of
green products, and is an outcome of green strategies [31]. A stronger feeling of identification
with the organization due to green NPD may also result. A reputation of green leadership is
directly related to a reputation of technology leadership as very green product innovations
generally require advanced technology development [46]. Traditional NPD literature implies
that different performance outcomes should be used for radical products than incremental
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products, and similarly, a different set of performance outcomes should be used for green and
non-green products [31].

With respect to social sustainability, companies are starting to recognize the need to create
social values along with profit generation and environmental protection, and the concept of
corporate social responsibility is growing [26]. Social sustainability issues are difficult to
incorporate into sustainable NPD, but through the corporate mission, vision, policies and
strategies that top management utilizes, upper management may positively encourage
designers to consider social sustainability issues in their decision-making. Additionally,
training designers in social sustainability increases their understanding of the complex issues
and encourages developing socially sustainable designs and processes. Training documents
that promote sustainable NPD include: corporate mission, corporate performance, corporate
responsibility, sustainable product attributes (e.g. healthy), sustainable packaging, reduced
waste, energy reduction and reduction of carbon emissions [18]. Training employees in
sustainability may provide a competitive advantage over other suppliers [18]. As an example,
in 2009, Walmart’s pledge to broaden its sustainability efforts to all functions within the
company, to all parts of the world where it does business, and to work with suppliers (e.g.
Unilever and Proctor & Gamble) and with NGO’s (e.g. the China Green Foundation) [47]. Best
supply chain practices require more transparency in the supply chain due to social implications
of an organization within and outside of the organization [26]. As supply chain strength
increases, the supply chain may positively impact upon fair trade throughout the world.

In general, the NPD process with sustainability is generally the same as traditional NPD;
however, the underlying features and mechanisms needed to address the increased complexity
require specific managerial skills and coordination [31]. Management skills to develop
sustainability involve innovation and entrepreneurial skills that encourage supporting
sustainability knowledge [18]. Management needs to accept a certain amount of uncertainty
in sustainability NPD, and encourage proactive capabilities through exploration, experimen‐
tation, double-loop learning, creativity and entrepreneurship [18].

Top management needs to insist on product and process alignment through instilling the
product vision across departments. Top management establishes processes and the power to
change processes resides with them. Top management provides a strategic view of the product
life cycle and oversees change management [12]. Top management is involved in process
management through establishing processes with development partners that encourage
design team competence and remove process issues [12]. Top Management needs to articulate
that sustainability is critical to the company’s future and important in all buyer-supplier
relationships (and a ‘shared focus’) as well as proliferating resources to support sustainability
efforts through such efforts as creating a management-level sustainability position and
employee sustainability training [18]. For example, top management’s statements in training
documents demonstrate upper management’s support for ‘protecting the earth’s resources as
the right thing to do’. Top management is also responsible to develop process that assist in
coordinating resources toward a sustainable product design [18].

Top management needs to provide the financial resources in various business areas to
encourage employees’ knowledge in sustainability to grow, to utilize environmentally
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processes within the organization and supply chain, to develop stronger relationships with
their suppliers and customers, and to develop and maintain an integrated, common, shared
database. Similarly, top management needs to provide resources and funds to establish a
common, shared database [12]. A centralized, thorough, operating product data management
system, while expensive, can reduce development costs, shorten time-to-market, improve
consistency and data flexibility [12]. Successful data management systems require time,
expertise and resources, and a good development application. (It important that top manage‐
ment negotiates the application’s capabilities and aligns it with the processes and products).

As an example of this critical recommendation, over the past 20 years, IBM, through its business
operations and its products and services, demonstrates the relationship between economic
performance and environmental/sustainability leadership [48]. IBM embedded sustainability
concepts in its NPD processes and its internal continuous improvement processes. IBM’s best
practices in sustainable process development include: development, maintenance and
integration of business and sustainability strategy; seamless execution and maintenance of
operations and sustainability initiatives; develop, promote and maintain a culture of sustain‐
ability performance; and build an organization and management system to drive and execute
integrated operational and sustainability goals [48].

2.2. Recommendation: Focus on marketing demands

In today’s customer-oriented environment, another recommendation follows. A NPD-SSCM
strategy needs to seamlessly incorporate critical market information into these processes and
focus on the end customer. Consumers are increasingly aware of environmental and social
responsibility issues and their purchasing decisions are taking these into account [32]. For
example, some companies seek sustainability certifications, such as ISO-14000 (for environ‐
mental standards) and ISO-26000 (for social responsibility standards), as ways to demonstrate
their engagement in sustainability [29]. Companies that lack certification or fewer then their
competitors may trigger a loss of trust of negative images to the customer [29]. In response,
consumer product strategists are working to bring environmental and socially responsive
products to market through focusing on the key stages of the product life cycle [32]. Through
product lifecycle management, managers expect operational benefits, such as cost reduction
and risk management reduction, and they may influence consumer’s experiences, which
potentially increases revenues and market share [32]. Gradually, management is recognizing
that environmental impacts of products over their life-cycle can best be managed through goal-
oriented and market-based mechanisms that provide flexibility [11]. While consumer’s
interested in supporting environmental and social issues grows, it is important that consumer
product strategists evaluate the consumer’s care for the environment and community – and
how much they are willing to pay to support these concerns – as they develop appropriate
sustainability strategies [32]. Until product sustainability is treated as unequivocally positive
for the end consumer, companies will struggle with sustainability efforts and marketing
products that are more sustainable [49]. Therefore, marketing efforts need to understand the
end customer and develop strategies to positively influence them.
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As mentioned previously, managers can stimulate green NPD through a green company
policy, and through these actions, managers can extend the product’s market orientation [31].
Specifically, to build an extended market orientation toward green NPD that can balance green
and non-green issues during the NPD process, managers should implement procedures and
rules that encourage green NPD [31]. Designers need to balance the consumer’s perceived
trade-offs between product performance and sustainability [49]. To minimize misunderstand‐
ings, a structured management process with market planning and process management is
required [12].

Market planning evaluates current market needs and compares them with company capabil‐
ities to meet these needs [38-40]. Detection and pursuing an understanding of end customer
requirements is necessary to fulfill those requirements [12]. In order to accomplish this, current
best NPD into SSCM success factors (which are supported by Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM)) includes incorporating sustainability into NPD by evaluating product safety for the
end-user, detecting marketing needs for ecological and social demands and restrictions,
evaluating market changes to comply with company goals, resources and capabilities, and
analyzing the market for sustainable needs and capabilities [12]. Customer feed-back for future
products can be incorporated through web-based applications and an integrated database [50].
Changes in market requirements build a source for the next product concepts and need to be
evaluated with respect to sustainable new product development, capability for introduction
and resource skills [12].

Market orientation, green targeting, green positioning, and customer outcomes influence
green NPD [31]. An important driver of successful product innovation strategies is the
proposed market orientation (the processing of information about customers and competitors),
and taking this a step further, research on sustainable NPD indicates that processing infor‐
mation about non-market stakeholders (regulators and special interest groups) is a critical
antecedent of green product introduction [31]. Additionally, the newness of the innovation is
another product characteristic that is associated with green NPD as well as market orientation
and performance. With respect to the introduction of green NPD into the market, strategies
are characterized by the degree to which green aspects are incorporated into green targeting
(degree to which a consumer segment values green attributes) and green positioning (degree
to which green attributes are used to communicate to the market how the product differs from
existing products). Green targeting extends from niche to mass marketing; while green
positioning firms may position green attributes at the core or not at all [31]. Greenness and
industry type affect green targeting, that is, green products tend to be targeted at a green niche
if a green niche is present or emerging [31]. Companies struggle to reconcile greenness with
costs [31]. Unfortunately, while green niches are emerging in some markets, market demand
for green products in many industries is still low [31]. A positive relationship between green
products and reputation may exist as external and internal stakeholders perceptions may be
impacted even though the financial outcome may be low. Very green products are often related
to very innovative products.
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Managers must understand the importance of marketing of green new products which is very
complex due to factors such as greenness of the product and industry factors, which impact
upon green targeting and green positioning.

2.3. Recommendation: Supplier/customer integration

As [51] advocates there is a definitive link between product characteristics and supply chain
structure, as channel structure plays an important role in product success [52]. Selecting the
right supplier and forming the right type of relationships is important in building an effective
supply network [51]. Improper channel design can increase costs and create adversarial supply
chain relationships [8] as innovative products are best delivered through responsive supply
chains while functional products are better served through efficient supply chains.

A critical challenge to sustainable supply chains is to select suppliers that follow the same
guiding principles with respect to sustainability as the company, and to extend this up the
supply chain to not only the direct suppliers but the entire supply chain [15]. Critical sustain‐
ability NPD questions to address include [15]:

• Which components should be made or bought?

• Which suppliers should be used for those products that are to be purchased?

• How should product design related issues be coordinated?

• What information technology infrastructure is needed to support supply chain operations?

• What enterprise production and inventory decisions best support optimal operation of the
supply chain?

• What transportation strategies should be used to support the supply chain?

• What is the best way to coordinate demand planning and forecasting among all suppliers?

Sustainable supply chains are designed differently from conventional supply chains as an
important change lies in searching and selecting the right partners for the supply chain [14].
Selection takes place over time and may include co-evolving, collaboration, and joint product
and process development. Co-evolving evolves by improved relationships amongst members.
An example is a pork producer forming a partnership with an environmental engineering
bureau with similar view on farming [53]. With respect to co-evolving, joint growth in
knowledge and partner development on environmental and social issues may assist toward a
sustainable supply chain. Jointly implementing a code of conduct would improve the social
aspect of SSCM. Collaboration with suppliers and customers is linked to the adoption of
pollution prevention and innovative environmental technologies [26]. Sustainable products
require internal and external interaction and collaboration in NPD [54]. Collaboration and joint
development includes NPD [12, 29-57] and process development [58]. Contract-based alliances
raise organizational challenges for trust and data management sharing, interoperability and
communication [12]. Joint product and process development includes holding regular
meetings for enhanced communication, activities that focus on communication and trust-
building toward better relationships, and a focus on improving joint decision-making [14].
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Process alignment and management is easier in collaborative arrangements like Joint Ventures
[59]. The more partners trust each other, the higher the quality and intensiveness of information
exchange [12].

Buyer-supplier relationships continue to be critical to incorporating sustainability in NPD [18].
Suppliers should be selected based on their technical superiority and cooperativeness so that
a close relationship with critical suppliers can be formed [52]. Successful implementation of
new and more sustainable product designs depend upon suppliers’ willingness to cooperate
in sustainability improvements and to implement changes; however, many suppliers have
little to no interest in sustainability [18] particularly the further partners are from the end
customer. Joint sustainability initiatives emphasize supplier/buyer relationships in NPD/
SSCM lead by top management and linked to metrics [18]. Shared values, goals and under‐
standing are important to the formation of a successful supply chain relationship [18]. An often
cited best practice in SSCM is the development of closer relationship with suppliers; however,
building close relationships can be difficult [60]. Trust and reliability make the relationship
between the partners less exposed to opportunism risks and successful NPD includes process
alignment with development partners [12]. Practitioners should pay attention to monetary and
non-monetary costs of implementing integration practices in NPD that may outweigh the
benefits [61]. Specifically, a moderate level of cross-functional integration, and either a low or
extensive level of customer integration (not moderate) in NPD is recommended.

The purchasing manager’s role and abilities to recognize environmental issues connected to
suppliers is also important in NPD. The coordination between environmental, Research &
Development (R&D) and purchasing departments has a significant influence on product
improvement activities, particularly with respect to the environmental supply chain, and is an
important feature of environmental supply chain cooperation [62]. Cooperation with suppliers
brings positive effects on supply chain management initiatives as the closer relations to
suppliers concerning product-related activities are connected to higher tendencies for coop‐
eration on environmental issues [63].

The supply chain network structure concerns the way supply chain members interact with
one  another  including  their  long-term  relationships,  and  selection  and  development  of
partners [14]. Development of partners may include assistance and teaching of new methods
and financial support even in developed countries. Selection may be by abilities [64] and
willingness to engage in sustainable practices [53]. Issues surrounding political strength in
supplier/customer  relationships  still  exist.  Research  is  still  needed  to  address  which
company oversees  and decides  upon final  processes,  suitability  of  similar  and different
sustainability practices between supplier and customers, and differences in sustainability
visions between corporations [12].

Information and product data flow across companies is important to successfully establish a
joint product development with suppliers toward sustainable products [65]. Extensive data
collaboration with suppliers provides a chance to increase supply chain wide master data,
which facilitates cross-functional work [12].
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Environmental innovation and supplier involvement in the buying organization’s processes
is related to improved environmental performance [26]. Environmental performance as
measured by waste recycling, greenhouse gas reduction and environmental innovation is
positively related to supply chain strength. As demonstrated by Nestle, improved buyer-
supplier relationships may lead to better environmental performance [66]. As supply chain
strength increases, the network becomes richer, proactive environmental management
becomes a competitive advantage and a differentiation factor [26]. Therefore, the adoption of
standards (such as ISO14000) and corporate environmental behavior are positively affected by
the quality and quantity of supply chain relationships [26]. Building close bonds to a supplier
and investing in the supplier’s environmental awareness is the most important prerequisite
for subsequent environmental work [60].

In any supply chain, supplier-buyer metrics need to be jointly delineated, monitored and
managed. Reflective control compares and evaluates the functionality to the needs of the
supply chain, through financial metrics, key performance indicators, transparency, and
information sharing. An example of reflective control is Qualitative Partner Control and
Auditing, whereby certification by a third party, auditing and analysis occur through written
scorecards used to evaluate suppliers. An environmental audit of a supplier is a good method
to monitor supplier compliance with the requirements; however, audits are not commonly
performed [60]. Similarly, corporations need to institute activities that ensure that their
suppliers use environmentally sensitive procedures, such as ISO-14000, or participate in an
industry’s voluntary code of conduct [26]. ISO-14000 represents proof of environmental
performance, the supplier’s environmental ambitions, advancement of supply chain practices
of the customer, and the ambitions of certification bodies [60]. The value of ISO-14000 is a
combination of the supplier’s own environmental ambitions, advancement of environmental
supply chain practices of the customer company and the ambitions of the certification bodies
[60]. IKEA, Sony, Ericsson and Volvo established detailed environmental and sustainability
qualification schemes for their suppliers [60]. In general, another best practice is to use
environmental requirements to select new suppliers and continuously evaluate existing
suppliers for sustainable practices. However, when reviewing suppliers located in different
countries, the decision-maker should consider the level of environmental legislation enforce‐
ment. If the enforcement is weak, a requirement from a customer to demonstrate legislative
compliance may carry different meanings, and therefore, requires different attention as
compared to countries with advanced legal control and sanction systems [60].

Green purchasing is considered to have the most significant impact upon sustainability as
roughly 60% of the cost of a product can be attributed to purchased materials [67]. Research
in green NPD dominates (e.g. [68]) as suppliers play a significant role in green innovations [69].
Within green purchasing research, specific issues addressed include cooperation and com‐
munication between supply chain members to achieve a proactive sustainability approach,
risk management to identify environmental and social problems prior to public exposure, and
analysis of the total life cycle of the product [70].

Life cycle analysis (LCA) addresses the environmental impact of every supply chain stage
(from raw material extraction, through material processing, manufacture, distribution, use,
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repair, maintenance, to disposal or recycling), and in particular, focuses on supply chain
partnerships. LCA is a comprehensive approach to evaluate environmental impacts of
products [71] and it is one of the most commonly discussed pro-active methods used [14]. LCA
emphasizes the physical substance flow and chemical changes, such as ozone depletion, smog
formation and acidification as it focuses on human health, ecosystem quality and resource use
[15]. Chemical and toxic substances negatively influence a company’s LCA [72], and therefore,
reducing chemical and toxic substance use is of interest to company’s pursuing sustainable
products [73]. Current research indicates a gap and need for a more holistic, relational research
in this area [10]. ISO-14000 provides principles, frameworks, requirements and guidelines for
LCA [74-75]. LCA seeks to minimize the negative effects on the environment by looking at all
phases of a product’s life-cycle and taking action where it is most effective [29]. LCA requires
expertise, and assumes detailed information on products, parts, use and production is
available for all product life cycle phases [18]. Therefore, LCA’s effectiveness is limited in early
product design [76] and provides limited guidance to immature NPD organizations due to
methodological problems, lack of knowledge and data [18]. Other problems with using LCA
include weighting the various impacts against each other and the limited suitability for radical
new products [31].

Evaluating supply chain partner’s social sustainability can be difficult as many proposed
indicators are dependent upon the economic resources available to a family (poverty, nutri‐
tional status, healthcare, life expectancy and living conditions). In the US, corporations may
be evaluated on the average wages versus the cost of living in the region, wage equity, gender
and minority wage equity, healthcare benefits, philanthropic activities, educational initiatives
and workforce job safety [15]. Potential indicators for social sustainability include: labor equity
(distribution of employee compensation within an organization measured through average
hourly labor costs to the total compensation package for the highest paid employee), healthcare
(corporations role in providing and supporting healthcare of its employees and their families
measured through healthcare expenses per employee versus market capitalization per
employee), safety (of the workplace for its workers possibly measured as the ratio of average
days not injured to the total days worked), and philanthropy (corporations play important
financial roles within a community potentially measured through the ratio of charitable
contributions to market capitalization) [15]. Another possibility is to consider the United
Nations Division for Sustainable Development (UNDSD) measures, which promotes meeting
basic needs through poverty reductions, human health improvements and ecosystem protec‐
tion as well as higher level needs such as education and gender equity. The UNDSD framework
classified indicators first by primary dimensions (social, environmental and economic), then
by theme (e.g., education benefits, health benefits) and then by subtheme (literacy) [77]. For
social sustainability, the categories include equity, health, education, housing, security and
population [77]; however, many indicators may be difficult to incorporate into decision-
making [15]. Another method to ensure decent working conditions for the supplier employees
is to providing training and expert knowledge [60]. Doing so encourages environmental
awareness and prepares the supplier for more advanced work.
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2.4. Recommendation: Integrated networks (practices/processes & information technology
management)

In NPD, streamlined processes and coordination between the stakeholders are required [12].
Best practices to develop this includes using product data management, process improvement
management and engineering project management to address the globally-dispersed proc‐
esses that extend across departments, companies and international borders [12]. Formalized
processes between supply chain members support doing the NPD project right and clearly-
defined routines assist in developing a dedicated output being agreed upon by all develop‐
ment partners [38-40]. Collaboration links structural aspects of the supply chain to business
processes including decisions on how to technically and logistically integrate supply chain
partners, addresses the quality of information exchange and the operational processes of the
SSCM system [14]. To mitigate the increased risks associated with SSCM, companies utilize
individual company monitoring, use generalized standards and certifications (such as
ISO-14001). In evaluating sustainability efforts, using a product/process approach avoids un-
necessary steps that are not environmentally, socially and economically sustainable [12].
Structured process management to guide projects, align targets and manage sustainability
targets as demonstrated by companies further along the sustainability maturity [18]. From a
NPD and supply chain standpoint, as product complexity increases with a large number of
target components, the value of short lead times increase and the environmental impact due
to shorter distances decreases [78].

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) addresses the information integration through all
phases – including NPD – to every supply chain member [79]. PLM enhances cross-functional
collaboration, reduces product data inconsistencies, and improves coordination and control
of product engineers to improve NPD [80]. Information on revenues, costs, time, energy and
material information is exchanged across the organization and companies by integrating
product-specific processes, skilled people, and product data [29]. PLM’s purpose is to stream‐
line product development and assist in innovation. The PLM information system must support
data exchange from first conceptualization through its disposal, should allow for any data
component to be directly accessible, store relevant information, serve all functional areas,
potentially offer reuse of the product information and provide fine-grained information
regarding the product’s description and rationale [79]. The PLM must support design and
manufacturing process components for large volumes of product information both horizon‐
tally and vertically to systems such as ERP systems [79]. PLM supports collaboration through
a central data provision for product data management [81]. In PLM, processes need to be
designed according to the product and material flow in order to facilitate and accelerate
product development [12]. Sustainable NPD success factors supported by PLM include
formalization of processes (including product-focused sustainable data handling processes,
process flexibility improvement; common change management processes for economic and
environmental success, and workflow management for economic process execution) and
cross-functional work (including cross-company and cross-functional sustainable process
alignment) [12]. PLM supports operations management in reducing managerial complexity in
NPD [82]. A common product development platform toward economic product development
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balanced with program and project management toward a standardized sustainable product
development process is also recommended for a successful NPD [12].

With respect to sustainability, acquiring data on environmental performance and social
sourcing is enabled by product data management [12]. An environmental management system
(such as ISO-14000) requires organizational structures, routines, and a knowledge base to
manage the company’s direct environmental aspects [60]. Organizational benefits are con‐
nected to legal compliance, while financial benefits originate due to a reduction in resource
use, waste reduction and operational efficiency improvements [60]. External driving forces for
an environmental management system come from potential corporate image improvement,
market advantages, satisfying customer requirements and public pressures, while internal
driving forces for working with supply chain related environmental issues include the link
between the purchasing function and other functions, purchasing procedures, partnerships
with suppliers, technical skills and environmental knowledge that impact upon the adoption
of supply chain activities [60]. Product data management supports the idea of a single source
for product data and product sharing, which enhances collaboration activities [12]. Data
management plays a significant role in PLM to store relevant product data, especially the data
that is integrated with development partners [29]. In PLM, a central location for data man‐
agement and storage is required to reduce data duplication and data inconsistencies [12].
Research implies that investment in environmental management systems is related to the
location in the supply chain versus the end consumer [60]. The closer partners are to the end
consumer, awareness increases; while the farther partners are less aware. Additionally,
security concerns across informational boundaries increase with SCM; however, through trust
–building procedures, collaboration between supply chain members improves. Collaborative
product development speed increases after the first years when uncertainty in data security is
replaced with mutual trust [12].

2.5. Recommendation: Coordinated, cross-functional team

Cross-functional collaboration among departments is a success factor for sustainability in NPD
[83]. In today’s business environment, cross-functional development may include internal
organizational integration as well as inter-firm (external) collaboration [61]. Top management
must support cross–functional work – where people from different areas work jointly toward
a new product [38-40].

Cross-functional teams reflect the core values of sustainable new product development [84].
The development team needs to know their roles and functions in detail, so collaboration can
occur [85] and include experts with sustainability capabilities [12] Global design activities
require global-acting experts who are responsible for several projects which provides the
advantage in standardization and expert-resource utilization [12]. Knowledge management
activities support team training and learning for NPD personnel and may facilitate knowledge
creation and sharing [18].

Engineering collaboration across companies is essential to develop innovative and sustain‐
able  products.  Collaboration  is  critical  for  product  improvement,  cycle  time  and  cost
reduction  [86].  Other  benefits  to  cross-functional  integration  in  NPD  include  linking
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occur [85] and include experts with sustainability capabilities [12] Global design activities
require global-acting experts who are responsible for several projects which provides the
advantage in standardization and expert-resource utilization [12]. Knowledge management
activities support team training and learning for NPD personnel and may facilitate knowledge
creation and sharing [18].

Engineering collaboration across companies is essential to develop innovative and sustain‐
able  products.  Collaboration  is  critical  for  product  improvement,  cycle  time  and  cost
reduction  [86].  Other  benefits  to  cross-functional  integration  in  NPD  include  linking
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functional  viewpoints,  information exchange beyond functional  boundaries [87];  efficient
resource allocation and pooling of capabilities, providing access to new skills or technolo‐
gies,  and  sharing  of  R&D costs  and  risks  leading  to  enhanced  NPD [88-89].  Successful
collaboration  is  dependent  on  technology  and  organized  processes  [86].  The  first  step
towards collaboration is for a company to remove functional silos and adopt a product/
process  approach [90].  Specific  to  sustainability,  a  resource-based view that  reviews the
inter-firm resources that are valuable for increased competitiveness is needed [12]. Factors
that assist in collaboration include: sharing information which focuses the organization on
common  goals,  sharing  resources,  communication,  creating  knowledge,  using  common
procedures, trusting and jointly make decisions [26, 29, 86, 91].

A collaborative environment, tools, interoperability standards, and architectures must be
coordinated so that barriers do not prevent collaboration. Barriers to collaborations include
poor communication and a lack of process harmonization [92] that induce silo thinking [12].
Global teams in NPD require suitable applications supporting communication and collabora‐
tion to enable teams to work at different locations [63]. Barriers include: organizational costs,
time and efforts for team meetings, coordinating the workflow of team members from various
functional units, solving inter-functional conflicts and the potential information overload of
NPD members’ processing capabilities [93], opportunistic behavior by one, knowledge
spillover, distrust, costs of monitoring inter-firm partners, and communication problems due
to different organizational cultures [89, 94].

NPD Success Factors supported by PLM includes: cross-functional and cross-company
environmental and social data provisioning, avoidance of silo thinking solely focused on
economic development, and management of sustainability key resources [12]. In strong
collaborative relationships, data management is defined and controlled jointly [12].

3DCE (three-dimensional concurrent engineering) is a concept coined by [51], which is a
potential NPD model supported by concurrent engineering [52]. NPD literature focuses on
support for concurrent engineering, early supplier involvement, understanding customer
requirements and channel structure. While 3DCE extends this view as it focuses on the product,
processes and supply chain simultaneous design through multi-functional teams early in the
process that may include suppliers and customers. Implementing a new system and effectively
managing processes requires active participation and engagement of top management to build
a shared vision. These concepts, such as 3DCE and concurrent engineering, need to be extended
to include sustainability concepts in NPD.

2.6. Recommendation: Clear product vision

During NPD, designers need to evaluate supply chain processes and decisions (such as logistic
channels, the optimal location choice, mode and frequency of transport, inventory levels, and
degree of postponement appropriate for the particular product and its life cycle stage) as well
as predict and understand product life cycle aspects associated with duration, delivery
window, volume, variety and variability [9]. The product delivery process and a new product
introduction must be as seamless as possible so products flow as required by the customer
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throughout the life cycle. The product and its associated supply chain must match market
requirements and value stream objectives in order to best compete [8]. During the introduction
stage, the key order winner is the lead time from concept through design availability and
capability, which favors a ‘design-and-build’ strategy [9]. During growth, product availability
during the increased demand time period is the order winner and as a result the product moves
towards an MRP push-based supply chain [9]. At maturity, the Kanban supply chain becomes
the most effective form as cost is the critical order winner [9]. Finally, at decline, as demand
decreases, the MRP supply chain becomes relevant, until demand significantly tails off and
the ‘design-and-build’ facility is relevant [9].

Unfortunately, there is a wide gap between consumer’s articulated support of sustainability
and disproportionately low levels of actual ‘sustainable consumption’ [95]. To management
this implies that only some consumers may be willing to sacrifice some degree of functional
performance for sustainability; products must still meet a minimum threshold of acceptable
performance, and it is critical to reassure consumers that the product meets an acceptable
minimum level of functional performance [49]. Therefore to promote sustainable products to
market segments, it is important to find ways to improve consumer’s confidence toward these
products. As sustainability importance increases, consumers are increasingly likely, due to an
increase in guilt, to choose the sustainable-advantaged product. In a case study, companies
with a lack of customer demand for sustainable products found that customers tend to stick
to conventional products instead of buying eco-products, even if price, quality and function‐
ality are the same [18]. Researchers continue to explore the perceived trade-off between
product performance and sustainability [49].

Since consumers often believe there is a trade-off between sustainability and functionality [96],
they tend to choose the product with superior functional performance over the sustainability-
superior product until a minimum threshold of functional performance is achieved [49]. The
trade-off depends upon the degree to which consumers’ value sustainability and is mediated
by consumers’ feelings of confidence and guilt. Superior aesthetic design has a disproportion‐
ately positive effect on the likelihood of sustainability-advantaged (versus performance-
advantaged) products due to the effect that superior aesthetic design has on overcoming the
potential lack of confidence in sustainable products [49]. Therefore, a key recommendation for
company’s interested in marketing sustainable products is to develop market-leading product
aesthetic design capabilities [49].

Recently, research on green product innovation activities is growing and includes investi‐
gating  strategy  development,  market  and  environmental  performance  of  green  product
innovations, and design strategies-such as recycling and remanufacturing [31]. Green NPD
is  related  to  market  orientation  and  green  company  policy  as  antecedents  of  product
characteristics  must  be balanced (greenness,  relative advantage,  costs  and newness)  and
introduction characteristics (green targeting and green positioning) must be established [31].
In turn, these product characteristics determine NPD financial, customer, technological and
reputation  outcomes.  Other  aspects  of  green  NPD  include  evaluating  environmental
concerns, design specifications, project team coordination, upper management support, and
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product outcomes. While reputation may not be a measurable outcome of a green NPD
process,  managers  need to  consider  both internal  and external  reputation impact  in  the
NPD process [31]. Methods for addressing specific sustainability issues include: Design for
Environment  (DfE),  design-oriented  work  for  green  operations  and  green  supply  chain
management  [23,  56,  70],  and other  tools  and metrics  that  can be  used to  make design
decisions more sustainable.

In mature sustainable NPD processes and organizations, sustainability scope and targets are
clear and operationalized; customized tools, databases, design for sustainability methods, and
supply chain tools are used; sustainability issues are respected in process definitions; roles and
responsibilities are defined; and NPD designers have expertise in sustainability and are active
in knowledge networks [18]. Management needs to establish specific sustainability targets,
such as energy efficiency, carbon dioxide footprint, product weight, materials (recyclables and
recycling), sustainable packaging, and hazardous substances [18]. Also, a clear definition of
products within product development is needed [97].

In NPD, each component’s economic, environmental and social impact needs to be evaluated.
Product designers need training to understand each of the three sustainability environments.
Designers need to monitor NPD and costs through the all of the NPD phases of idea generation,
idea screening, concept development and testing, marketing strategy, business analysis,
product development, test marketing and commercialization, and to realize that as more
information is gathered, it is easier to estimate NPD costs [98].

Case analysis reveals that companies consider greenness to be a product characteristic that
must be balanced throughout the entire NPD process against non-green characteristics, such
as newness, product costs and relative advantage [31]. The environmental impact of products
occurs across the dimensions of materials, energy and pollution [33] and needs to include all
supply chain management processes including packaging and transportation activities. NPD
designers need to incorporate environmentally conscious manufacturing and product
recovery into design, material selection, manufacturing processes, product delivery to the
consumers, and end-of-life product management [99]. They need to understand the entire life-
cycle and impact upon the environment at each of its stages, and incorporate product attributes
and manufacturing processes into their design for the environment.

DfE addresses designing and developing recoverable products, which are durable, repeatedly
usable, harmlessly recoverable and environmentally compatible in disposal [100]. Currently,
designers are unfamiliar with the associated manufacturing processes, which in turn lead to
coordination issues between supply chain members. Research is particularly lacking in the
DfE area [10]. In DfE, sustainability attributes including recyclability, energy efficiency,
maintainability, and reusability are treated as design objectives rather than constraints [101].
As seen in Table 2, DfE relies on contextual information to select an appropriate DfE strategy
[102] and to establish design specifications and requirements [18]. When contextual factors are
not well defined, firms may struggle to manage sustainability efforts.
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Contextual Factor Comments

Perceived/expected customer demand for
sustainable products

Customers may demand sustainable products or services.

Actual performance of sustainable products
on market.

Actual sales feedback regarding sustainable products in the marketplace.
Positive sales results reinforce sustainable practices, while negative sales
results undermine them.

Competing on Sustainability Competitors’ behavior regarding sustainability may force firms to modify
behaviors to stay in the market. Additionally, sustainability may be used
as a competitive advantage.

Environmental and Social Laws and
Regulations

Firms must comply with laws and regulations.

Sustainability pressure groups/stakeholders Community and environmental stakeholders may exert pressures to
improve a certain aspect of sustainability

Supply Chain Complexities Customers may ‘pull’ and suppliers may ‘push’ sustainable products.
Example: suppliers may develop more sustainable methods to mine
materials or produce parts, or they may not cooperate with sustainability
efforts.

Table 2. Contextual Factors and Comments (Based upon [18])

Reverse value chain activities (reuse, repair, refurbishing, recycling, remanufacturing or
redesign of returned products) may create additional competitive advantages [103]. A
centralized, efficiency-driven reverse network is not always the most appropriate for re-
manufactured goods [104]. When high return rates and recoverable value is high, responsive
supply chains focusing on speed through decentralization should be designed. If returned
products are unused, consideration to an early product differentiation strategy should be
given. Marketing drivers for product re-manufacturability include high production costs for
a single-use product, low remanufacturing costs, and low incremental costs to change a single-
use product to a remanufactured one [105]. Re-manufacturing valuation, pricing and design
decisions include product/component durability, level of re-manufacturability of products,
managing the highly unpredictable return stream, consumer preferences between new and re-
manufactured products, supply constraints, extent of cannibalization between new and re-
manufactured products, competitors in both markets, efforts to gather re-manufactured
products, and the reverse supply network [11]. Management and new product designers must
also consider the timing and volume of used product returns, re-manufacturability, diffusion
rate, and repeat purchase. Additional NPD must consider which components may be reused
for manufacturing products, which components will retain their original functionality, and
how many times a component may be reused for the same kind of product [11].

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) policies are being developed to shift responsibility
for life-cycle environmental performance toward producers and away from local municipali‐
ties through providing incentives to incorporate environmental considerations into the design
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of products [11]. EPR efforts include product take-back and recovery targets (e.g. home
appliance recycling in Japan), disposal fees and material taxes (e.g. states that tax disposal of
tires in the US), and design/performance standards (such as fuel efficiency laws in the US).
Strategies to encourage EPR that impact upon NPD include changing product design to
incorporate end-of-life take back, disassembly and reuse; rationalizing parts and components
to decrease material usage, eliminate hazardous substances, and facilitate remanufacturing;
and choosing optimal product durability to include planned obsolescence and planned take-
backs and replacements. Additionally, EPR considers different contractual arrangements with
suppliers and distributors toward joint planning and responsibility over the product life cycle
to include reverse supply change structure and remanufacturing. EPR contracts, such as price-
replacement interval, two-part tariff and leasing, can assist in supply chain coordination,
improve supply chain profitability and lead to environmentally superior product designs
[106]. Existing ‘fee-upon–sale’ types of e-waste regulation cause manufacturers to increase
their equilibrium development time and expenditure; however, existing ‘fee-upon-sale” types
of e-waste regulation fail to motivate manufacturers to design for recyclability. Contrastingly,
‘fee-upon-disposal’ types of e-waste regulation (such as individual extended producer
responsibility) motivate design for recyclability, but often fail to reduce the new product
introduction frequency [11].

In recent years, environmental protection programs (such as the Title IV of the Acid rain
program developed by the EPA in the US, Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the northeast
or the Western Climate Initiative in the western US and the Kyoto Protocol) have been
instituted throughout the world to limit and reduce greenhouse gas emissions through ‘cap-
and-trade’ programs. Relative to the discussion here, questions regarding the impact of these
programs on sustainable NPD exist. Specific questions that need to be addressed include [11]:

• How do carbon prices affect product line design decisions when different products require
different capacities and have different levels of emissions during production?

• How do different regulatory regimes affect a firm’s technology choice?

In the future, supply chain members may trade ‘emissions’ rights within the supply chain to
optimize the value chain.

3. Sustainability metrics in NPD/SCM

Many companies are concerned about the measurability of sustainability [18]. Top manage‐
ment needs clear, relevant metrics to track implementation progress, benchmark against other
companies and to report their progress to the outside world [20]. The metrics should be linked
to business metrics that executives and shareholders care about as sustainability programs
built solely upon philanthropy will not survive [20]. For example, to track and monitor
customer integration, management may consider using an employee survey or appointing an
expert to track benefits customers give to the NPD process and then assess the feasibility of
the customers’ ideas [61]. To measure the efficiency of internal cross-functional integration,
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management should question employees about how the integration practice contributes to the
progress of the NPD process, and track the frequency and quality of NPD teams’ meetings [61].
With regard to external partners, management may consider monitoring the level of trust and
seek allies that offer complementary capabilities [61]. Corporate attainment of sustainability
certifications, such as ISO-14000 and ISO-26000, represent a commitment to sustainability.

Several frameworks to evaluate sustainability for the entire product life cycle exist, such as the
Dow Jones Sustainability Index, the Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Ratings
and Information Database (CSRHub), and Corporate Executive Board [20]. The DJSI monitors
sustainability for the entire product life cycle across many functions and is useful at the
company level for benchmarking; however, it is expensive and time consuming. CSRHub,
which is a broad-based model that is divided into community, employees, environment and
governance, gives corporate social responsibility ratings for several companies, industries and
countries. With a paid subscription, CSRHub allows additional benchmarking information.
Unfortunately, CSRHub is difficult to use to develop a strategy to improve sustainability
maturity within R&D and NPD functions. CEB uses several dimensions grouped by focus areas
and scores each dimension according to its importance to the organization. With CEB, the
organization’s effectiveness relative to each dimension and information relative to R&D and
NPD is available. Unfortunately, CEB is proprietary and best practice tools and processes for
various elements are only available to Council members, which limits its use as an improve‐
ment tool.

Specific to NPD and the environment, [107] developed a model that considered the impact of
NPD decisions on future resources and environmental conditions. The [107] model uses system
analysis to develop the financial performance relative to design and process characteristics
that affect future resources and the environment, but does not consider social sustainability.
The [107] model focuses on the product definition but is a predictive model rather than an
evaluative model. The IRI Sustainability model focuses on R&D and NPD functions that
support them, using 14 dimensions organized by strategy and design tool to give a holistic
view of R&D and NPD sustainability [20]. Strategic dimensions include: corporate sustaina‐
bility policy, overall sustainability policy, government policy and regulation, impact of trends,
supply chain, green labeling and sustainability DfE, while design tool dimensions include:
specifications/customer insights, life cycle assessment (LCA) process, DfE-Material and Part
Selection, DfE-Supply Chain, DfE-Manufacturing Impact, DfE-Use Phase Impact, and DfE-
End of Life Impact. The IRI Sustainability Maturity Model can be used to measure sustaina‐
bility process maturity and to benchmark against other sustainability innovation programs;
however, a statistically insignificant number of firms to date use this model and each dimen‐
sion is equal [20].

4. Conclusions

In recent years, sustainability is becoming more important in all aspects of business and supply
chains. Companies are developing and implementing strategies to incorporate sustainability
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into the products and services that they deliver to the marketplace. In order to remain in
business, every company and its associated supply chain must design and deliver new
products. These new products must address the growing sustainability movement. However,
NPD incorporating sustainability within SCM is not an easy undertaking.

Based upon experience and a literature review of cases, empirical reviews, and other available
literature, recommendations for NPD in SCM [35-37] are relevant today for NPD in SSCM. As
outlined above, the managerial recommendations include: top management support and
development of an integrated NPD-SSCM strategy, resource allocation, financial support, and
support for a common, shared information system; a focus on marketing demands; supplier/
customer integration; integrated networks; a coordinated, cross-functional team; and a clear
product vision. A single, NPD-SSCM strategy does not exist; however, managers need to
consider the specific product, industry, and country factors relevant to their market and supply
chains in strategy development.

With respect to economic sustainability, new products that fail to meet the cost-value propo‐
sition of the final customer cease to exist in the marketplace. Designers need to carefully
analyze sustainable aspects during the design phase, and these sustainability efforts need to
continue to be managed throughout the product lifecycle. To be successful, designers should
focus on the sustainability requirements of the end customer. Market orientation, green
targeting, green positioning, and customer outcomes all influence green NPD. Products – and
their companies – that do not meet the economic needs of the end customer will cease to exist.
Therefore, economic sustainability is an order qualifier for any new product.

With respect to environmental sustainability, efforts in the past two decades to consider the
environmental impact of new products and their associated processes as the product moves
through the supply chain have increased significantly. Procedures, such as PLM, DfE, and
LCA have all gained in momentum as businesses look to reduce, reuse or recycle their products
and associated materials, and reduce the environmental impact of the various processes
associated with delivering the product from the raw material supplier to the end customer.
However, current research notes that the end customer does not fully recognize the value and
is often not willing to pay the additional costs associated with environmentally friendly
products. A key recommendation to meet this challenge is to develop market-leading product
aesthetic design capabilities geared toward the end customer requirements.

With respect to social sustainability, this is the least researched area of sustainability. To foster,
NPD in SSCM, supply chain members should seek other supply chain members with similar
socially sustainable values. Trust-building and communication are imperative to developing
both internal and external social responsibility surrounding any product and supply chain.
Corporate social responsibility toward the local and global communities that surround
businesses and their supply chains has also gained momentum in the past decade. Companies
have rallied around particular causes, such as the American Cancer Association, or sponsored
employee events that give back to society, such as United Way days. To encourage social
sustainability with respect to new products, companies need to leverage the brand image that
they are creating to foster positive customer perceptions. Similar to environmental sustaina‐
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bility, when customers do not associate with the social sustainability efforts of the company,
they may be less likely to spend more for the new ‘socially’ sustainable product.

In general, the recommendations and the discussion about each of the three areas of sustain‐
ability – economic, environmental and social, all relate to a critical, underlying requirement:
the need for NPD and SSCM to focus on end-customer requirements. In order to develop
successful products, NPD-SSCM strategies need to address moving environmental and social
sustainability into the ‘order winner’ category for the end customer.

This chapter represents a sampling of significant research efforts in NPD-SSCM that support
the continued promotion of the original recommendations for innovative design in supply
chains [35-37]. In general, critical failings for this research include a lack of specific data and
test cases as confidentiality agreements hinder discloser, and a lack of testing interactions due
to difficulties in analysis and interpretation between factors such as industry, quality, cost,
timing, and global factors. As indicated at several points in the above discussion, many
unanswered questions remain in both the research and practitioner worlds. As noted above,
research avenues include: research to address which company oversees and decides upon the
final processes and product; how to resolve differences between sustainability visions between
partners; how to develop more holistic, relational research in LCA; how to resolve differences
in sustainability practices between partners; how to fully incorporate all three dimensions of
sustainability into NPD methods such as 3DCE; how to assess and address customer’s
perceived trade-offs between the three sustainability dimensions; and how to address the
varying prices associated with technology for greenhouse gas emission; and how to address
different global regulatory issues and the technology choice associated with NPD? Research
opportunities abound!
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the continued promotion of the original recommendations for innovative design in supply
chains [35-37]. In general, critical failings for this research include a lack of specific data and
test cases as confidentiality agreements hinder discloser, and a lack of testing interactions due
to difficulties in analysis and interpretation between factors such as industry, quality, cost,
timing, and global factors. As indicated at several points in the above discussion, many
unanswered questions remain in both the research and practitioner worlds. As noted above,
research avenues include: research to address which company oversees and decides upon the
final processes and product; how to resolve differences between sustainability visions between
partners; how to develop more holistic, relational research in LCA; how to resolve differences
in sustainability practices between partners; how to fully incorporate all three dimensions of
sustainability into NPD methods such as 3DCE; how to assess and address customer’s
perceived trade-offs between the three sustainability dimensions; and how to address the
varying prices associated with technology for greenhouse gas emission; and how to address
different global regulatory issues and the technology choice associated with NPD? Research
opportunities abound!
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1. Introduction

The aim of this study is to present the emerging trends in the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain
Management and Logistics flow redesign. Logistics and Supply Chain innovation are becoming
a highly topical issue in the international research agenda, as well as in practice. The reason is
that economic and political factors are raising the attention to healthcare issues: the process of
local health corporatization, which involves the introduction into the National Health System
of control mechanisms similar to the competitive market models; the aging of population; the
increasing demand for healthcare services; the rising cost of inpatient and outpatient care; new
technologies and new drugs that will continue to drive up the total healthcare cost. Indeed,
limited resources and a steady growth in spending, hence, the need of a public health ration‐
alization, especially for meeting increasingly quality demands. All this requires a profound
transformation that affects not only the processes of diagnosis and treatment, but also those
of support, especially logistics, which is essential for the processes of service differentiation,
efficiency, quality and safety processes improvement.

However, the logistics process of pharmaceutical products in the healthcare sector accuses a
relevant gap compared to other sectors: hospital companies tend to behave like “individual
agents” with their own purchasing offices, a pharmacy and an internal distribution system
based on order-delivery process. Additionally, they have to manage very different kinds of
goods, taking care of the impact in the process of patients care. Consequently, a large number
of transactions sent to different vendors and purchases of large quantities of drugs from
individual departments with the resulting generation of high inventory and storage costs. As
a natural consequence of this diversity of assets to manage, the organizational responsibility
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of the logistics function is often fragmented and dispersed across multiple organizational units,
with clear coordination and integration problems.

In order to optimize the inventory control and reduce the material handling costs of pharma‐
ceutical products, it is necessary to manage the Supply Chain following an integrated per‐
spective, capable to overcome boundaries between professional specializations and
organizations involved in the materials flow from warehouses to wards. This appears to be
even more important for the Italian National Health Service, where all the discussions are
concentrated in the fact that the hospitals’ costs should be decreased, even if the materials
managers’ duties are still not defined. The state of the art shows that Italian hospital companies
are in a condition of delay from the point of view of materials management, from which only
recently they have been trying to get out, analyzing and rationalizing their Supply Chain
processes [1].

Due to the critical role Supply Chain play in the healthcare sector, cost control and the
optimization of material flows of drugs have been the subject of numerous studies, and
different approaches and methods have been suggested in the literature [2-10]. They indicate
that, starting from the traditional healthcare Supply Chain Management, some organizations
are applying innovative transformations in the way of centralization, that is the aggregation
under a single organizational unit of all the business functions involved in the overall process
of pharmaceuticals purchasing and logistics. The application of these new models, capable of
ensuring both the maximum efficiency and cost containment, has proven to allow the ach‐
ievement of the objectives prescribed by the Italian’s National Health Plan, which was
developed in 1992 in order to find solutions that improve healthcare services and contain long-
term costs increase.

According to these premises, in this chapter we explore the possibilities of Supply Chain and
Logistics flows optimization and innovation in the Italian healthcare sector, through a process
reengineering project. The literature review and an in-depth analysis of an Italian Local
Healthcare Company help us to explain how changes in the pharmaceutical logistics flow can
improve efficiency and reduce costs.

2. Healthcare supply chain: Definition and characteristics

The Supply Chain (SC) is a process that includes all the activities ranging from the identification
of a customer need through product selection, negotiation with suppliers, payment, storage,
distribution and redistribution. It is a set of three or more entities directly involved in the
upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, and information from a source
to a customer [11-13].

The Supply Chain Management (SCM) therefore, refers to upstream and downstream relation‐
ships with suppliers and customers and to solving problems of functional divisions that occur
within and between organizations. In other words, it extends the concept of partnerships into
a multi-firm effort to manage the total flow of goods from the supplier to the ultimate customer,
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to achieve greater benefits. SCM was developed initially in the context of manufacturing, but
its introduction is beneficial to the healthcare sector, where it shows an important impact on
hospital performance, in terms of reducing wastes, preventing medical errors, improving
quality of care, service and operational efficiencies [14].

In particular, the healthcare SC in the Italian context generally consists of four main actors: 1)
producers (pharmaceutical companies); 2) purchasers (dealers/depositaries and wholesalers);
3) providers (healthcare organizations and pharmacies); 4) patients (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Healthcare Supply Chain

Producers produce goods such as pharmaceuticals, medical devices and implants, and medical/
surgical supplies that are necessary in the delivery of healthcare. Purchasers consist of group
purchasing organizations (GPO) and distributors who facilitate the payment for and the
shipment of goods from producers to providers. Among them, the main actors are depositaries
and wholesalers. The difference between these two subjects is fundamentally linked to the
acquisition of the goods ownership: depositaries work in deposit account and they are paid
on the basis of a fee-for-service; they carry out temporary storage of products and send them
to providers. Wholesalers acquire the ownership of pharmaceuticals and the related business
risk, buying the availability of pharmaceuticals from the industry or by depositories. They
must satisfy the demand of providers quickly, with a widespread distribution and through
the management of a large number of references. To the actors of healthcare SC described
above we must add providers, who may purchase goods from purchasers or directly from the
producers. They use pharmaceuticals to administer healthcare services to patients. In partic‐
ular, pharmacies can distribute pharmaceuticals to dismissed patients or to patients who, due
to debilitating diseases, cannot get to the hospital to access the necessary pharmaceuticals to
their treatment assigned. Patients (both hospitalized and dismissed) are the final customers of
the healthcare process.

Healthcare SCM includes business activities and operations that integrate a continuous, seamless
flow of materials and services for healthcare delivery [15]. One of the biggest challenges facing
healthcare SCM operationally is maintaining sufficient inventory levels to sustain quality and
timely patient care reducing wastages, and for this reason, it is designed to assure a high service
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level by maximizing the resource allocation, in order to respond effectively and promptly to
the patient care needs. Healthcare SCM processes have three types of flows: physical, informa‐
tion and financial flows. The physical flows includes the supply of pharmaceuticals, medicals,
surgical consumables, medical devices, hygiene consumables, food supplies, equipment and
other supplementary products necessaries to support doctors, nurses and of course patients.
Information and financial flows are related to SC decisions for effective product flow and
organizational performance improvement. A successful SCM requires planning, managing
and controlling these flows through the integration of key processes [15-19].

Due to the growing influence of patient-associations and to the necessity to deliver health
services in a more efficient and effective way, many healthcare organisations have started
projects in the area of patient logistics, clinical pathways, data interchange [20]. Moreover, the
redesign of hospital services and the implementation of integrated care programmes are
frequently addressed as being critical strategies to decrease resource utilization and improve
healthcare quality. During the last ten years an impressive number of studies, originated in
different disciplines like economics, organisational behaviour and logistics, have drastically
enlarged our knowledge regarding the healthcare sector [16, 21-23].

Although many healthcare organizations have recognized the importance of adopting SCM
practices, the application of techniques, methods and best practices originally developed in
the industrial setting is often problematic. Their implementation has proven to be more
complex primarily because it handles a diversity of items in widely varying quantities, in
response to the large number of diagnosis types and procedures. Secondly, it requires the
participation of many different stakeholders and it is highly influenced by legislations and
healthcare professionals [14, 24, 25]. Furthermore, healthcare is a customer driven service, which
means that customers are an effective part of the process [26, 27]. However, literature and
practice suggest that numerous opportunities exist to reduce costs and improve delivery of
healthcare by improving the efficiency and quality of healthcare SC operations. The key drivers
of these opportunities are cost and quality of healthcare, and this is the reason why they are
two of the most discussed and debated issues of our time. Healthcare SC innovation has been
regarded as a critical success factor for organisational performance: it refers to tools that can
improve organisational processes needed for effective SCM through seamless interactions with
suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and customers. Thus, it allows reductions in cost and
lead time, creation of new operational strategies, provision of quality and development of
flexibility for dealing with rapid changes in the socio-economic context.

3. The pharmaceuticals logistic management

In healthcare the term logistics encompasses the set of techniques, methodologies, tools and
infrastructure used in the management of the physicals flows (such as drugs and surgical
medical products) and the associated information flows, from the acquisition in the market to
the distribution to wards (Figure 2). The proposed definition allows us to make some important
specifications as regards to purposes and contents.
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With reference to the first aspect, the pharmaceutical logistics is the task of placing the right drugs
and medical supplies, in the right quantities, in the right conditions, at the right health service
delivery points, at the right time, for the right patients/users and for the right cost [28]. In other
words, logistics seeks to pursue simultaneously efficiency – economical use of resources –,
effectiveness – service level maximization – and cost-effectiveness – long term capacity to achieve
the economic equilibrium. Referring to the content on the other hand, the logistics system is a
set of activities (procurement, storage, physical distribution) that must be managed in an
integrated manner.
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Figure 2. The pharmaceutical logistics process

As some authors point out [28], the mains objectives of a good logistics include:

• improve information systems for accurate collects and reports data when and where needed;

• improve forecasting/procurement;

• improve distribution activities;

• obtain clean, secure, organized storage;

• implement a good transportation system.

The increased complexity that characterizes the management of logistics flows within the
healthcare companies is linked to different aspects (Figure 3):

1. Healthcare companies manage at least three broad categories of goods characterized by
markedly different physical, logical and managerial requirements, with important
problems of storage space;

2. Logistics organizational responsibility is often fragmented and dispersed among several
organizational units with obvious problems of coordination and integration;
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3. Healthcare companies treat patients, and this introduces elements of natural variability.

4. Last but not less important point, logistics has an important impact on the processes of
care, that is on the quality and safety of care provided to patients. When healthcare actors
communicate and share information, they are more likely to improve the quality in terms
of patient safety, cycle time reduction and operational efficiency [29-32]. The safety of
patients is the top priority in healthcare, and pharmaceutical managers play a crucial role
in protecting their interest: their biggest responsibility is to ensure that the products
purchased for clinical use are good quality ones. This can be achieved by developing a
product evaluation system, consisting of well-defined parameters, to guarantee that only
approved products can enter a hospital’s stockroom. Additionally, timely placement
factor is probably not as crucial in any other field as it is in healthcare delivery, where
delay of a few seconds can cost a life.

Figure 3. Factors of complexity in the pharmaceutical logistics process.

3.1. Pharmaceutical logistics and information systems

Managers operating in the pharmaceutical logistics process face many problems related to data
quality: products are various and constantly changing, and this results in product data that is
often inaccurate and obsolete; furthermore, product identification codes may not be consistent
between hospitals in the same network or even between floors of the same hospital. The effects
of poor data quality are widespread throughout the healthcare SC: incorrect product data leads
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3.1. Pharmaceutical logistics and information systems

Managers operating in the pharmaceutical logistics process face many problems related to data
quality: products are various and constantly changing, and this results in product data that is
often inaccurate and obsolete; furthermore, product identification codes may not be consistent
between hospitals in the same network or even between floors of the same hospital. The effects
of poor data quality are widespread throughout the healthcare SC: incorrect product data leads
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to increased costs due to pricing errors, and this results in wasted time and rework for
managers trying to resolve rebate, return, and credit issues with suppliers. In addition, the
quality of healthcare can be adversely impacted, because data problems can result in healthcare
procedure delays due to necessary products not being on hand [33].

Optimization of information storage and use requires that the organization and storage of data
throughout the SC is consistent, so that all the data are accessible to multiple entities at different
levels. The results are well coordinated movements of inventories, products that are delivered
quickly and reliably when and where they are needed, as well as high responsiveness to short
lead times [34]. A solution is given by implementing a Logistics Management Information System
(LMIS): managers gather information about each activity in the system and analyse that
information to coordinate future actions [28]. The LMIS provides method feedback for [35]:

• tracking the storage and movement of goods at every level within the supply system in
order to obtain stocks ready for use in healthcare structures;

• ensuring proper stock rotation so that items of earliest expiry dates are used first;

• enabling managers to know the total amounts of commodities that are within the supply
and where they are located.

The purpose of LMIS is to collect, organise, and report the logistics data in order to improve
the customer service by improving the quality of management decisions. A well-functioning
LMIS provides decision makers with accurate, timely, and appropriate data for managing and
monitoring the flow of supplies, accounting for products, reducing supply imbalances, and
improve costeffectiveness.

There are four essential data items in any LMIS (Table 1):

Stock on hand Quantities of usable stock available at all levels of the system.

Rate of consumption An average of stock dispensed to users during a particular period of time.

Losses Include the quantity of stock removed for any reason other than consumption.

Adjustments
They are created when quantities are issued to or received from other facilities
at the same level.

Table 1. Types of LMIS data items.

These data must be available for every product, at every level, and in all times. The additional
data item is known as service statistics and it may be added depending on the needs of the users.
It helps logistics managers to evaluate the success of health programs. Essential data can be
recorded through three different recording systems:

1. the stock keeping records keep quantity of stock on hand and quantity of losses information
about products, and they are completed by anyone who receives or issues stocks from
storage, or who takes a physical inventory of stock;
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2. the transaction records keep information about the movement of stock from one storage
facility to another and are prepared by the warehouse personnel or nurses at both issuing
and receiving facilities when a facility issues or requests supplies;

3. the consumption records keep information about quantity of each item dispensed to the
customer (dispensed-to-user data) and they are completed by the service personnel at the
service delivery point whenever supplies are dispensed to the customers. Only the
transaction records move from one facility level to another with the product, while both
stock keeping and consumption records remain where they are prepared.

At the end of a certain period, particularly monthly or quarterly, reports should be prepared
and sent to the higher levels in the logistics systems for decision making, policy making, and
planning. Reports are used to move the essential data to the logistics decision makers and the
data should be available to the managers in a form suitable for decision making. For this reason,
literature suggests six “rights” for LMIS data: the managers must receive the right data
(essential data), in the right time (in time to take action), at the right place (where decisions are
made), in the right quantity (having all essential data from all facilities), in the right quality
(correct or accurate), and for the right cost (not spend more to collect information than spend
on supplies) [28].

Additionally, the summary report contains all essential data items for a specific facility and for
a specific time period (usually monthly or quarterly) in the form of simple report, aggregate
summary report, or report and request report. The feedback report informs the lower levels about
their performance and even inform higher level managers about how the system is performing.

4. The Italian National Health Service: Mains trends and change forces

The  Italian  National  Health  Service  (NHS)  is  the  institution  through  which  the  State
guarantees its citizens the constitutional right to health (article 32 of the Italian Constitu‐
tion), in conditions of equality throughout the national territory. The NHS is a public system
with universal nature, that is to say that it guarantees healthcare to all citizens (all citizens
are equal  and enjoy equal  rights);  it  is  funded through general  taxation,  direct  incomes
(health tickets) and fees. The NHS is organized according to the National Health Plan, from
which the Regional Health Plans  are derived, and it includes the primary  healthcare (serv‐
ices to which citizens have direct access) and secondary and tertiary healthcare (services to
which citizens access via the General Practitioner).

The public healthcare service considers different levels of responsibility and government at
central, and regional level. In particular, at the national level, the Ministry of Health has the
responsibility to guarantee all citizens the right to health, ensure equity, quality and efficiency
of healthcare and promote actions of improvement, innovation and change. The middle level
has the task of setting the basic level of benefits that the health service is required to provide
to all citizens, for free or with a cost-sharing. In addition, it allocates resources devoted to
healthcare. The regional level has legislative, administrative, planning, funding and monitoring
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responsibilities for the essential levels of assistance, and functions are established by the
Regional Health Plans for three years. Services are operationally delivered from ASL through
internal structures, according to agreements with other public health institutions (Hospitals
Companies, Hospitalization and Healthcare Institutes, University Polyclinics) or with accred‐
ited private structures and healthcare providers.

The need for change the management of public healthcare structures is due to some funda‐
mental reasons: 1) the process of local health corporatization, which involves the introduction of
control mechanisms into the national healthcare system. Hospitals assume managerial and
economic-financial autonomy, and they must set their own goals for quality of service and cost
management in order to ensure the survival over time; 2) limited resources and a steady growth
in spending, hence, the need for a public health rationalization, especially for meeting increas‐
ingly quality demands. All this requires a profound transformation that affects not only the
processes of diagnosis and treatment, but also those of support, especially logistics, which is
essential for the processes of service differentiation and quality improvement [36]. As some
researchers point out [37-40] a significant portion of healthcare costs can be reduced by
implementing effective pharmaceutical SC through the redesign and reorganization of the
materials and information flows with the aim to optimize inventory control and reduce
material handling costs. Actually, the pharmaceutical logistics in most of the Italian Hospitals
is characterized by dispersion and fragmentation, which does not allow efficiency and patient
safety. In particular, the current organization is expressed by a multiplication of warehouses,
diversified by product type and destination end-users; the growth of managed products types;
the absence of economies of scale in the procedures for storage, with a duplication of used
resources; a high number of transactions addressed to a multitude of suppliers.

All these has contributed to the continuous improvement of the healthcare organizational and
management complexity and to the increase in transactions put into place within them. Hence,
the need to make radical changes in the way healthcare companies operate and to provide
clear logistics objectives. In particular, they must ensure a multi-dimensional decision making
process that involves more figures and professional skills, in order to analyze the operational
needs across the board (technical, health, economic and organizational aspects), together with
a graduated scale of intervention, of increasing complexity and directed to the realization of an
operational model based on pre-assessments of opportunities.

In the healthcare sector there is a growing awareness of the significant weight that investment
in consumables and the cost of managing them have on the corporate balance sheet. Therefore,
in order to increase the efficiency it is necessary to operate in the direction of simplifying the
flows of materials and replace the current high level of stocks with a greater amount of accurate
information available in real time about the various stages of the SC.

Unlike what happened in manufacturing companies, in which the SCM is a strategic element
of management, in the world of healthcare it is still anchored, in most cases, to a distribution
with the traditional system (Figure 4): a distribution source – pharmacy – in every hospital
decides what and how to buy according to requests, and delivers medications to the wards
(Cost Centers – CC), where a standard stock of frequently prescribed drugs is always available.
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As a consequence, this system produce highs inventory costs, and deals with different
problems related to:

• the high value of departments fixed deposits;

• the difficult drug consume control at the ward level;

• the high risk of product obsolescence;

• the staff time devoted to administrative and medical medication management;

• the wards stocks location;

• unpredictability of requests for wards and frequency of urgent requests;

• the risk of failure in the early stages of association and patient care, preparation, adminis‐
tration and manual transcription of prescriptions from paper medical records to the nursing
register paper.
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However, starting from this traditional healthcare SCM [7-9], some healthcare realities are
testing the centralized managing: a unique district or regional center among multiple hospitals
recognizes needs, contacts the supplier and deals with pharmaceutical management. There‐
fore, the general future trend seems to be the aggregation under a single organizational unit
of all business functions involved in the overall process of purchasing and logistics.

5. The healthcare supply chain redesign: An Italian experience

The Local Healthcare Company n. 8 of Cagliari – Sardinia, Italy – (hereinafter ASL) [41] was formed
in 1995 from the merger of former Local Health Units. It has authority in 71 municipalities,
with an area of approximately 4,569 square kilometers (equal to 19% of the total regional area
of Sardinia) and for a population of about 550.000 inhabitants. It occupies a number of
approximately 6,000 employees distributed among 7 hospitals units, 20 clinics and 10 accred‐
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ited nursing homes. For dimensions, characteristics, geographical distribution and organiza‐
tion it is considered as one of the most complex healthcare companies currently operating in
Italy. The extent of the territory, the population served, services and resources managed place
it among the top five national healthcare companies.

In order to complete the process of SC redesign and pharmaceutical logistics reorganization,
among the ASL has been set up the experimentation of the Pharmaceutical Department, with the
aim to coordinate all the activities in the drugs area, in order to ensure uniform and centralized
processes and procedures (Table 2).

Ensure the organization and operation of activities and processes aimed at the government of pharmaceutical care;

Ensure the quality of service delivery, at both hospital and community level;

Promote the development of integrated actions for the clinical management of drugs and medical devices;

Support the human resources training process for the improvement of professional qualification;

Identify guidelines for carrying out the activities of clinical pharmacy and patient care at hospital, outpatient, home
and residential level;

Act within the criteria of effectiveness, efficiency, appropriateness and transparency.

Table 2. Pharmaceutical Department functions.

The organizational structure has been defined according to the functions of pharmaceutical
care, attributing coordination and management specialist of the main tasks to specific operat‐
ing units. This reorganization also took into account the problems related to the government
of pharmaceuticals expenditure and the information derived from the ministerial projects
relating to drugs policies. For this reason, in order to facilitate the reorganization and ration‐
alization of processes, the Department consists of six operational units (Table 3):

Operational Units:

Pharmaceutical Assistance in Agreement

Hospital Parmaceutical Assistance

Direct Distribution

Pharmacovigilance and Pharmacoeconomics

Pharmaceutical Warehouse

Central Pharmaceutical Unit

Table 3. The Pharmaceutical Department structure.

With this configuration, skills are reconfigured and redistributed in order to provide greater
support to corporate governance to all the units of the network. In particular:
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1. The Pharmaceutical Assistance in Agreement Unit develops activities and processes related
to the pharmaceutical assistance organization in the territorial field and to the adminis‐
trative control of the prescribing activities carried out by the healthcare personnel.

2. The Hospital Parmaceutical Assistance Unit guarantees the supply and distribution of
medicines, medical supplies and medical surgical devices to hospitalized and discharged
patients.

3. The Direct Distribution Unit ensures the direct delivery of drugs to patients in their own
home, or the dispensing to the patient via pharmacies affiliated with the ASL, in accord‐
ance with specific agreements.

4. The Pharmacovigilance and Pharmacoeconomics Unit develops activities and processes to
facilitate the proper use of medications, guide treatment decisions and formulate strat‐
egies and programs aimed at the appropriateness and containment of pharmaceutical
expenditure.

5. The Pharmaceutical Warehouse Unit manages the inventory of drugs through the distribu‐
tion to the hospitals and the supply requests for the Central Pharmaceutical Unit.
Additionally, it ensures, through the consumption analysis, rationalizing processes,
avoiding the accumulation of stocks not justified by current usage or predictable, at the
central level, in peripheral storages and wards. It also optimizes the inventory through
the definition of procedures, distribution processes and balanced choices in terms of
frequency distribution and minimization of inventories at the peripheral level. Finally, it
prepares detailed perspective programs for the supply, in order to rationalize the timing
for the execution of supply contracts and the preparation of new contracts.

6. The Central Pharmaceutical Unit governs the centralized purchasing process of drugs and
medical surgical devices at the company level. It operates with the Pharmaceutical
Warehouse Unit for the management of supply contracts and whit the Purchases Service
for the preparation of new contracts. It also operates with the Pharmacovigilance and
Pharmacoeconomics units for the technical evaluation of drugs to be purchased, and for
the choice of substitutes and new products. Additionally, it prepares needs programs to
fit the timing of supplies, preventing stock breakages or increased costs for the company
due to urgent situations. It contributes for the implementation of regional guidelines for
the realization of the regional program about rationalization and containment of phar‐
maceutical expenditure and strategic planning in the field of corporate purchases. Hence,
it operates in order to constantly ensure the availability of drugs and medical devices.

5.1. Pharmaceutical Logistics Hub Project

The current logistics organization of the ASL presents strengths but especially criticalities. In
particular, the presence of six pharmaceutical warehouses located in six different hospitals
guarantees some advantages when compared to a possible centralized management of ware‐
houses:

a. a reduction of the time for the procurement of health goods by Cost Centers;
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b. the optimization of emergencies management;

c. a cost reduction for the transport of goods from the pharmacy to the user centers.

Conversely, weaknesses resulting from the presence of six pharmaceutical warehouses are the
following:

a. the replication of the same activities in the six hospitals, such as order management,
receiving and distribution to Cost Centers;

b. inefficient management of stocks, as each pharmacy define their own needs independently
from the others, with a resulting disproportionate total data compared to the real needs
of the company;

c. ineffective management of stocks, because each pharmacy is completely independent
from the other, whereby in case of drug stock breaking in a pharmaceutical warehouse
the pharmacy purchase it even if it is present in sufficient quantity. In fact, the exchange
from one warehouse to another is activated only in case of emergency;

d. the need for a large number of operators resulting from the localization of stocks in the
different six warehouses and from the replication of the same activities;

e. a difficult inventory management with the multiplication of activities and different
timings for each pharmaceutical warehouse;

f. inadequate places with inappropriate surfaces and volumes, architectural barriers that
make it inadequate the storage and handling of goods;

g. high risk of consistent stocks in the wards.

The aim of the project is the outsourcing of logistics services and the unification and stand‐
ardization of all the logistics procedures related to the supply, storage and distribution of
health and non-health goods in the ASL, by improving the effectiveness, efficiency and safety
of all logistics processes. The main objective is the rationalization of pharmaceuticals man‐
agement, in order to contain risks associated with clinical processes for medication manage‐
ment, and to improve efficiency and effectiveness of supply logistics management, storage and
distribution/administration of pharmaceuticals and medical devices. The overall project
involves the concentration of existing warehouses in one site, and the structuring of stocking
points of proximity, coinciding with the current hospital pharmacies and local pharmaceutical
services, together with the centralized management and unified inventory of materials through
an integrated information system (Figure 5).

The project involves the reengineering of the main logistics processes (order management,
procurement, inventory management, distribution) through the centralization of the commons
activities, in order to contain the pharmaceutical expenditure.
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Figure 5. The reorganized pharmaceutical management with the Centralized Warehouse. 

 

This centralization will cause an effect even in the organization of the drugs and medical devices procurement requests 
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This centralization will cause an effect even in the organization of the drugs and medical
devices procurement requests process to Cost Centers, which will be managed exclusively by
computerized means (Figure 6).

As already pointed out, the reengineering includes the transition from an empirical manage‐
ment of inventories to a computerized management (Figure 6). Therefore, it becomes essential to
implement an information system with the indication of under-stock and reorder point for
drugs and medical devices in stock in pharmacies, in order to create a virtuous circle that will
eliminate the empirical management, which in the past has led to frequent stock-outs, with
obvious negative consequences. The redesign provides, firstly, the analysis of historical
consumption data, the definition of under-stocks and reorder point by the pharmacist and, in
the next phase, the weekly print execution of under-stocks by administrative operators. At this
point pharmacists validate the under-stocks for the order execution, the administrative
operators predispose the supply orders and pharmacist validates orders. Finally, the admin‐
istrative operators send orders to the economic operators. The pharmacist then will provide
for the periodic revaluation of under-stocks and reorder point of pharmaceuticals and medical
devices in stock.
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This centralization will cause an effect even in the organization of the drugs and medical
devices procurement requests process to Cost Centers, which will be managed exclusively by
computerized means (Figure 6).

As already pointed out, the reengineering includes the transition from an empirical manage‐
ment of inventories to a computerized management (Figure 6). Therefore, it becomes essential to
implement an information system with the indication of under-stock and reorder point for
drugs and medical devices in stock in pharmacies, in order to create a virtuous circle that will
eliminate the empirical management, which in the past has led to frequent stock-outs, with
obvious negative consequences. The redesign provides, firstly, the analysis of historical
consumption data, the definition of under-stocks and reorder point by the pharmacist and, in
the next phase, the weekly print execution of under-stocks by administrative operators. At this
point pharmacists validate the under-stocks for the order execution, the administrative
operators predispose the supply orders and pharmacist validates orders. Finally, the admin‐
istrative operators send orders to the economic operators. The pharmacist then will provide
for the periodic revaluation of under-stocks and reorder point of pharmaceuticals and medical
devices in stock.
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Figure 6. Inventory management in case of centralized warehouse

5.2. The rationalization of pharmaceuticals flows

Actually, the predominant activity of the pharmacists is represented by the orders issuance,
which requires the 20% of their time/work; the control of healthcare goods entering and
leaving the ASL requires approximately the 60% of the time/work available; the remaining
10% of the workload is dedicated to procurement practices, and only the 10% of the time is
dedicated to give information in the wards. Therefore, it is clear that the management proc‐
esses related to logistics absorb almost all the work of the pharmacist, which is mainly spent
in non-strategic activities and that may be delegated to non-management figures.

With regard to the orders management, the phase of issuance actually entails that each hos‐
pital pharmacy produce supply orders for the same supplier, the same drug and the same
day, with a useless replication activity. Additionally, inventories are not managed according
to a computerized management with under-stocks and reorder point, but with a merely em‐
pirical verification. This generates the emission of orders for the same supplier at a distance
of a few days, with obvious managerial repercussions.

Conversely, with the centralized warehouse, the under-stock and reorder point will be indi‐
cated and orders will be created on the basis of computerized data, assembling goods for the
same supplier with a reduction in the number of orders: it will be generated only one order,
and not six different orders for the same supplier. Additionally, the order will be prepared
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on the basis of a date processed electronically and not according to an empirical verification.
In the centralized warehouse there will be an area dedicated to the acceptance of drugs and
medical devices in stock, followed by a qualitative and quantitative control, with the load‐
ing of transport documents in the computer system, followed by the print of the position in
the central warehouse and the storage of medicines and medical devices.

As regards to medical devices in transit, after the qualitative and quantitative control and
the loading of the document in the computer system, the delivery of the material will take
place. The expected result is a significant reduction of supply orders and a consequent re‐
duction in the number of bills that will affect positively the timing of their settlement. In ad‐
dition, the replication of activities in the various hospital pharmacies by pharmacists will be
avoided, allowing a reduction in the time/effort devoted to the orders issuance manage‐
ment, and consequently prescription appropriateness increase.
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As regards the procurement process managed, the Figure 7 shows how the process will
change with the exclusive use of the computerized procedure. The figure describes the new
drugs and medical devices procurement requests process to Cost Centers. It will start with
the “coarse profile” preparation, on the basis of historical consumption by Cost Centers, to
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As regards the procurement process managed, the Figure 7 shows how the process will
change with the exclusive use of the computerized procedure. The figure describes the new
drugs and medical devices procurement requests process to Cost Centers. It will start with
the “coarse profile” preparation, on the basis of historical consumption by Cost Centers, to
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be followed by a custom profiling managed by the pharmacist. The next phase will involve
the preparation of the computerized request of the Cost Center and the subsequent electron‐
ic transmission to the pharmacy. At this point, the pharmacist performs qualitative and
quantitative computerized assessment of health goods required, and prints the request that
is then delivered to warehouse personnel, who will provide for the preparation of pharma‐
ceuticals and medical devices. If a discrepancy turns out during the preparation, it will be
reported and the appropriate changes in the information technology will take place. At this
point, the administrative operator closes the request, and the computerized unloading to
Cost Centers will take place. The final demand of drugs and medical devices will be printed
and delivered to Cost Centers. The expected result of this innovation is a constantly updated
inventory and a full Cost Centers expenditure monitoring, as well as the possibility of pro‐
viding an annual program of supply on the basis of consumption data.

6. Conclusions

The motivation for this research field is driven by the need to lower healthcare costs and to
improve patient care quality by identyfing opportunities for healthcare organizations to
improve their logistics processes, considering that hospitals represent the largest cost compo‐
nent of the national healthcare expenditures in most of the countries.

In the first part of the chapter we have provided general definitions and charactersitics of
Healthcare Supply Chain and pharmaceutical logistics. We have emphasized the importance
of both concepts in relation to emerging trends in healthcare system. Healthcare Supply Chain
has become an important research topic in the past decade and its popularity is still increasing.
This has resulted in the need to reenginering the Healthcare Supply Chian and, in particular,
the pharmaceutical management, the importance of which is fundamental to the delivery of
quality services to patients and reduction of costs.

There are two opportunities in this work where reenginering is applied: a) centralized supply
system, and b) material management. In the redisigned system, several benefits have been
achieved, in terms of:

1. cost and inventory reduction, due to more frequent deliveries, and the minimization of
hospital central stores;

2. staff reduction in terms of amount of work of both hospital pharmacies and patient care
staff, previously occupied in the point-of-use replenishment;

3. higher level of service;

4. exploitation of economies of scale, due to large orders and the absorption of uncertainty on
the estimates due to the large numbers.

The transformation of the SCM model requires three mains conditions: collaborative governance
structures, efficient processes and integrated information system. The right governance structure for
SCM allows hospitals to maintain the balance between reducing costs and providing high-
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quality care. It requires that the SCM governance evolves to a collaborative approach involving
all stakeholders, without which all other efforts to move to the transformation model simply
will fail. This collaboration requires the appropriate governance structure and processes.
Indeed, when processes are fragmented or incomplete, they cause errors in terms of ordering
the wrong item or wrong quantities of an item.

At last, automating and integrating IT systems will allow hospitals to seamlessly link their
logistics processes. The centralized management requires that hospitals in the network
dialogue continuously with the warehouse, together with a flow of information that travels in
both directions (from the hospital to the Central Warehouse and vice versa).
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1. Introduction

The management of supply chain is a special field of the general management for production
and services systems. This special kind of management is required to be adaptive to the nature
of the industry evolution. The current industry is distributed around geographic places
different for the main production plan.

In this chapter it is going to be described, from a systems science perspective, how will the
new nature of the industrial processes be managed. In systems sciences, there is one manage‐
ment principle - to know the Ashby’s law: “the variety of ability to response to the industrial
processes and the environment change should be greater than the variability on industrial
processes and of the environment

To describe accurately Supply Change Management (SCM), we are going to use the official
concepts of the American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS) Dictionary “The
design, planning, execution, control, and monitoring of supply chain activities with the
objective of creating net value, building a competitive infrastructure, leveraging world-wide
logistics, synchronizing supply with demand, and measuring performance globally” [1]. There
are several functions included in the definition of SCM which are represented in Systems
Science with a Mode called Viable System Model (VSM) [2]. For example, the scheduling and
execution is the main function of component number 1 of the VSM. The control is the task of
component number 2 of VSM. The monitoring and auditing is the task of component number
3 and 3*of VSM. The planning is the function of a component number 4 of VSM. The creation
of net value is the main task of component number 5 of VSM.

The design and diagnosis of the full SCM system is the main function in VSM. All the five
components of VSM interact inside by information systems called Enterprise Resources
Planning System (ERP).

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



In this chapter we are going to make a brief description of SCM and VSM. At the end of the
chapter an application emphasizing the bullwhip effect is presented.

In [3] it is reported an industrial case of DuPont“credit the corporate survival and success
during the recession, to their employees’ strong SCM knowledge which has given them
visibility across business units. DuPont started in this area with Kaisen, Lean and Six Sigma.
Once low cost sourcing was added, SCM was a natural segue”.DuPont management started
its SCM with ERP implementing several modules like Material Requirement Planning (MRP),
Customer relationship management (CRM), etc.

2. Systems/cybernetics sciences

In accordance with the title of this chapter, it is convenient to define some systems concepts.

Cybernetics. Studies the flow of information around a system, and the way in which this
information is used by the system as a means of controlling itself: it does this for animate and
inanimate systems indifferently [4].

Environment. The set of systems in which is immersed the system in focus.

Function. The main activities performed by the system to reach the purpose.

Human activity system. A special system composed mainly for functions performed by human
beings.

Model building. To abstract the main attributes from a portion reality interest, in order to obtain
a conceptual representation.

Recursion (a level of). A level at which a viable system is in operation as an autonomous part
of a higher-level viable system, and contains within itself parts which are themselves auton‐
omous viable systems [5].

Subsystem. Is a component which is embedded in a superior system.

System. A set of interrelated components with a purpose whose boundary are defined by the
observer

Systems science. A scientific field to research taxonomies, concepts, theories, and methodolo‐
gies. According to [6] the field of scientific inquiry whose objects of study are systems.

Variety. Number of possible states that a system is capable of exhibiting [7].

Viability. The ability of a system to maintain a separate existence [7].

Viable system model (VSM). According to [2], is a system able to maintain a separate existence,
capable of maintaining its identity and transcend independently.

Systems science uses the construction of models to represent real systems; for example, the
viable system model (VSM) was elaborated by Beer [7] to represent human activity systems
like as SCM.
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The VSM is a recursive model that represents viable organizations, the viability are based on
five functions or subsystems. A viable organization is integrating by viable sub-organisations
and at the same time the organization is embedded. In the VSM there are five interactive
systems [8]. In order for an organizations to survive changes on the environment it is necessary
to have the five subsystems of VSM. Change in the environment could include socio-political
new laws, change in the global economy, etc. The five subsystems are designated in this chapter
as follows: operations 1, coordination 2, and plant management 3 which includes auditing/
monitoring 3*, strategic management 4, and board of directors 5.

All the five subsystems should be interconnected by a management information systems like
as ERP. There are several information systems in the market, the selection of any one depends
on the characterization of each SCM.

3. The VSM: Brief narrative

In figure 1 it is shown the three basic components: environment system, operating system and
management. The three basic components are interrelated by information channels, subject to
the Ashby’s law. The Ashby‘s law established that the variety of the management system
should be grater or equal to the variety of the operating system. The variety of operating system
should be larger or equal to the variety of the environment system [9].

Operating 
System

Environment 
System

Management
System

Figure 1. A simplified model of a production system

Human organizations are much more complex than we are usually prepared to admit.
Organizational charts do not show how the organization really works, and in fact, real-world
systems have variety which is effectively almost infinite. Consider Fig. 2 as a model of a
simplified production system.

The VSM has the ability to maintain its identity according to the general purpose on the
organization. The VSM model could be used to design new organization or diagnosing current
organizations [10]. Not only in the management of the manufacturing industry, e.g., the
explanation of the general production management model of the enterprise resources planning
systems [11], but also in financial management and in the service industry.

For further details of the five subsystems components and its interrelations see [7] and [8].
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3.1. Modelling a general SCM with VSM and ERP

In Fig. 2 we present an SCM according to the VSM interconnected with ERP.

Figure 2. A general supply chain management model based on VSM.
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System 1: It is the component of a production system that perform tasks which produce what
the systems is supposed to do. Some of the task performer by system one are facilitated by
ERP modules like those shown in table 1.

1. Sales and operation management (SOP) to develop
tactical and strategic plans to achieve competitive
advantage

2. Customer relationship management
(CRM) to understand and support existing and potential
customers’ needs

3. Quality function deployment (QFD) to ensure that all
major requirements of the “voice of the customer” are
incorporated in the product or service

4. Master production schedule (MPS) to reflect the
anticipated production schedule

5. Material requirement planning (MRP) and informatics
algorithm that processes data from BOM, IM and MPS

6. Capacity requirement planning (CRP) to determine in
detail the amount of labour and machine resources required
to accomplish the MPS

7. Bill of material (BOM), an organization of the product
structure

8. Bill of processes (BOP), an organization of the processes
of manufacturing

9. Shop floor control (SFC) Control of manufacturing
activities

10. Production activity control (PAC), control of
manufacturing activities.

11. Supplier relationship management
(SRM), relationships with vendors.

12. Total quality management (TQM)

13. Maintenance management (MM), Preferably total
quality maintenance.

13 Distribution requirement planning (DRP), to improve
logistic of parts and finished products.

Table 1. ERP’s modules for system 1 of VSM [11].

All components of the supply chain, are interconnected between them and to a management
suprasystem. In order to facilitate management of variety, currently screens to receive
instructions and to report performance, are used. The organization viability of the total systems
and its components are inherent to the VSM. Which include communications of decisions
according to Master Production Schedule. The ERP system reduce the bullwhip effect, with
the help of one of the modules of ERP called distribution requirement planning (DRP). The
algorithm of this module avoids the quantitative subjective process of planning order receipts
(see Fig. 3).

System 2: Is a system that coordinates the activities of various productions departments, in
order to avoid conflicts between them when using common resources of services. This
coordination activity avoid the problematic situation known in systems dynamic, as “tragedy
of the commons”. Coordination activities are based on what is best for the whole (see table 2).

Systems 3 and 3*:  System 3 activities are the command and control of the operations of
system  1,  with  the  help  of  information  from  system  2  and  the  monitoring  or  auditing
information from system 3*.The main activities  of  system 3  are  supported by the  mod‐
ules of ERP shown in table 3.
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- Production scheduling (MPS) - Quality control of major raw materials

- Work procedures/bill of processes
(BOP)

- Maintenance management (MM)

- Supply chain event management
(SCEM)

- Manufacturing auditing (MA)

Table 2. ERP’s modules for system 2 of VSM [11].

The work of the accountants will be facilitated with the online data communications [13], this
online data collections is performer with one module of ERP [14]. The free time of the ac‐
countants now will be dedicated to assist management in the system 3. In addition to the free
time of the accountants could be used to improve performance of management (system 3). Real
time data will be filtered to adjust variety of system 1.

In others words auditing/monitoring coordinates and control system 1 through some ERP
modules, such as: 1) advanced planning system (APS); 2) available to promise and capable to
promise functions (ATP); 3) production activity control (PAC); and 4) inventory management
(IM); which are standard modules of ERP

System 4: System 4 performs strategic planning and interpretation of polices elaborated by
system 5. Some of the tasks of system 4 are supported by modules of ERP shown on table 4.
System 4 is the point where internal and external information can be brought together.

Source: APICS

Figure 3. Two-tier distribution requirement planning (DRP) example.
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Shop floor control (SFC) Financial business modules such as:

Manufacturing execution system (MES)
(to control and monitor plant-floor machines and
electromechanical systems)

Activity-based costing (ABC) to obtain real cost of
finished products or services

Input-output control and production activity control (PAC)
(to control details of production flow)

Accounts payable (AP)

Human resource management (HRM)
(for payroll, time management benefits administration, etc.)

Accounts receivable (AR)

Plant and equipment management (FA)
(fixed assets management)

General ledger (GL)

Cost Accounting of BOM’s and BOP’s (CA) Financial supply chain management (FSCM)
Manufacturing execution system (MES)
(to control and monitor plant-floor machines and
electromechanical systems)

Payroll (PR) for salary administration

Profit and cost centre accounting, etc.

Table 3. ERP’s modules for system 3 and system 3* of VSM.

Human resources (HR) Advanced planning system (APS)
Product life cycle (PLC) Long-range forecasts (LRF)
Legal and fiscal planning Business planning under various scenarios

Table 4. ERP’s modules for system 4 of VSM [11].

According to [11]:“The database of the human resources module (HR) helps to build a portfolio
of human resources, by identification of employees. The system 4 use modules of ERP like
shown in table 4. This system maintain procedures to forecast future changes of equipment in
other resources for example 3 D printers instead of traditional tool-room equipment.

System 5: System 5 keeps enterprise identity and congruency with its environment. This
System is integrated by board of directors. One of the main the outputs of the board of directors
is to issue general management policies for inside operation system as well as the interrelation
with the environment. ERP is lacking appropriated modules for the activities of system 5, this
fact is an opportunity to improve ERP [11]. At the present there are not modules of ERP to help
activities of system 5. For example, to improve decision taking on consensual agreements,
strategies and policies, could be based on methodologies such as Syntegrity [15], Interactive
Management [16] or CogniScope [17]. In case of critical situations, the algedonic channels
communicate this situations directly to system 5.

4. Case Study: VSM applied in an aftersales spare parts service in
telecommunications industry

According to [18] “all economic activities whose output is not a physical product or construc‐
tion, is generally consumed at the time it is produced, and provides added value in forms (such
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as convenience, amusement, timeliness, comfort or health) that are essentially intangible
concerns of its first purchaser”. Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons says the society is changing
from a manufacturing-based society to service based society [19]. Modern telecommunications
are like a catalyst of states’ sustainable development: these represent a vital element in the
proper functioning of enterprises, and are part of the quotidian life of almost every individual
on this planet [20]. The telecommunications industry requires main preventive and corrective
maintenance of high service level which includes, spare parts, technical support and training.
This kind of maintenance offered by original equipment manufacturer (OEM). The corrective
maintenance is offered after sales [21]. This case of study concerns only the level of an OEM
dedicated to aftersales spare parts service. Customer operators (CO) try to reduce capital
expenditures and inventory cost, as well as to improve cash flow. In reference [22] it is say,
that 47 % of mobile CO outsource spare parts activities.

In the area of service parts, the relationships between OEMs and COs are often established
through detailed service contracts. In this contracts are specified the delivery time, prices, etc.

The purpose in this section is the VSM application in an aftersales spare parts service in
telecommunications industry. If the organization adopt the VSM it will improve the total
performance. For example reduces inventory, reduces delivery time, better relationships with
suppliers and customers, etc.

5. Service of spare parts to an original equipment manufacturing
telecommunications industry

There are different aftersales services that OEMs provide to their customers, for example return
for repair (RfR), advance and exchange (AE), spare parts, field corrective maintenance, etc. As
stated before, OEMs and COs establish the service scope through an agreement. In this
agreement it is specify several aspects of service delivery, for example the metrics to measure
the effectiveness of the service [23]. According to [24] the service level agreement (SLA) should
be identify include the geographic region.

In this particular industry the two kind of repair services are AE and RfR (see Fig. 4). Some
details of the process are as follows: issue of a requisition of spare parts which should be
delivery in two, four or twenty four hours in according to SLA document. The delivery is done
from the near warehouse (W1-n). At the same time, the main warehouse centre (DC), delivers
the parts to the local warehouse in order to maintain inventory level. As soon the goods parts
are on hand at the OEM, it returns the failed part, afterward the defective part is delivery to
the repair centre; when repaired part it is delivered to the distribution centre (DC). The total
time elapsed since the requirement order to the delivery of the repaired part, is called the
turnaround time (TAT). In case of urgent repair service the best alternative is the AE.

There are two types of variability in the AE services: 1) the variety of the demand/failure of
parts process; 2) the variety in defective collection process. In order to tackle the first variability.
To cope the variety 1), the OEM uses a database and part failure rate [25] to forecast require‐
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ments (demand). The other source of variability is located inside the OEM operator and
depends on the speed on return of failed spare parts [26].

Figure 4. Schematic of materials flow in an aftersales AE spare parts service SC.

6. Modelling an OEM’s SC spare parts service with VSM and ERP

Organizations need a link between the strategy and operations. OEMs compete on services
but they need to make a trade-off between the service level and the costs.

Figure 5. Service cost trade-off and the efficient frontier.
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6.1. System 1: Operations of SC of OEM

This system develop the physical operations required to give AE and RfR services. The main
operations performed in System 1 are: replenishment, rebalances, redeployment, new pur‐
chase and disposal of scrap inventory. In order to reduce inventory cost and service failure
risk, it is recommended RfR services (see Fig. 5). The ERP system consider all the above
transactions.

6.2. System 2: Coordination and anti-oscillatory actions

In Fig. 6 the supply chain shown several organizations levels. According to [27], it is necessary
to coordinate: (i) bottlenecks, (ii) variability; (iii) conflicts on of resource utilization, (iv) lot size.
The increase variability is referred to as the inefficient bullwhip effect [28]. To reduce the
bullwhip effect it is required a good coordination between supply and demand. There is
another needed coordination between the information flow and the spare parts flow; the last
taking in consideration that the repair centres are located in several countriesThe lack of
coordination between the flows of information and spare part, are very expensive in money
and [29]. According to Bar-Yam [30], the structure of the hierarchical organization also
coordinates the tasks of different individuals in the supply chain. All flows: material, data and
money are properly registered by the ERP system.

6.3. System 3 and 3*: General management and auditing/monitoring activities

System 3 attended the now and here activities of the aftersales spare part service. For example:
quality and punctuality of delivery are KPI’s. The customer relationship management (CRM)
module of ERP helps to perform this activities. MRP helps to perform the material planning
activities for example: identification of failed and missing parts.

At the same time, system 3 perform the activities related to the supplier relationship manage‐
ment (SRM) and purchasing activities.

System 3* the surveillance and audit of system 3, control the quality of the service operations
management. The control information is used to improve the output of System 1. The auditing
information of system 3 together with the strategic management information of system 4 is
used to establish the master operation plan.

System 3 knows that sales forecast and other variables are always wrong. Following [31],
employees working in systems 1, 2 and 3 interpret strategies of system 4, corporate policies
and business plan of system 5 with the help of ERP identified lead times, capacities, level of
quality service and production schedules.

To improve the inventory management of spare parts, considering the bullwhip effect, in
section 7 it is applied the fractal theory to characterize the number of failures in spare parts.

6.4. System 4: Strategy management of SC of OEM

System 4 see the future in the outside of services enterprise, for example budget, human capital
in future organization change; market research and research and development of future kind
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of services. Briefly system 4 use internal and external information to position the services
enterprise and suggest future orientation, according to the growth market.

6.5. System 5: OEM’s SC board (policy purpose)

System 5 The mains roles of this system is to establishing cultural and social identity, for example
to establish values and purposes, social benefits and others internal policies. In reference to [30],
“the rule of thumb is that the complexity of the organization has to match the complexity of the
environment at all scales in order to increase the likelihood of survival”, which is an exten‐
sion of the Ashby law of requisite variety; “only variety can absorb variety” [2].

Figure 6. The OEM’s SC aftersales spare parts services according to VSM and ERP.
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7. Bullwhip effect in aftersales spare parts supply chain, Case:
telecommunications industry

7.1. General description

The “bullwhip effect” is defined in [1] as “an extreme change in the supply position upstream
in a supply chain generated by a small change in demand downstream in the supply chain.
Inventory can quickly move from being backordered to being excesses”. An example of this
effect was reported by [28] in Procter & Gamble where variability of supply order to replenish
the upstream distribution inventory was larger than the variability of downstream retail
inventories. To cope with unexpected variability it is necessary to increase the safety buffer
levels upstream, causing cost inefficiency to the total system of SC.

Of course the bullwhip effect is not new since the foundation of industrial dynamic in 1958 by
Forrester [32] up to S Lee, Padmanabhan and Whang [33], and Sterman [34] have published
about this effect. Some authors have identified several causes of the bullwhip effect, for
example [1] attributed the effect to “the serial nature of communicating orders up the chain
with the inherent transportation delays of moving product down the chain. [33] Identified four
factors: batching, forecasting, pricing and gaming.

Chen et al. introduced quantitative relations in supply chain [35]. [36, 37 and 38] used control
theory to illustrate the bullwhip effect. The study of supply chain from the point of view of
complex dynamical systems theory has only recently begun [39]. Concepts from statistical
physics and nonlinear dynamics have recently been used for the investigation of supply
networks [40]. The authors Helbing [39] and Radons & Neugebauer [40] have researched
nonlinear causes of the stability of SC.

By simulation of a supply chain model, Larsen et al. [41] showed a wide range of nonlinear
dynamic phenomena that produce an exceedingly complex behaviour in the production
distribution chain model. Hwarng and Xie [42] used chaos theory through the Lyapunov
exponent.

In figure 7 it is shown the interaction/transportation relationships, under the service level
agreement (SLA), between telecommunications equipment manufacturer (TEM), repair
vendors (RV) and Carriers (C)

Figure 7. Closed-loop supply chain of repairable items.
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The fractal behavioural study of complex systems consists, in general, of three major ap‐
proaches: theoretical, experimental and computational. The goal is to create the most parsi‐
monious description of the phenomena under study and the most faithful representation of
the observed characteristics [30, 43 and 44].

One of the fractal characterization technics is based in the methods of Scale range (R/S). This
is the method that will be explained in nest section.

7.2. Fractal characterization

The fractal characterization applied in this chapter is oriented to the self-affine processes
[45].The standard definition of self-affine states that a process of continuous time Y={Y(t), t>0}
is self-affine if the distribution probability of {Y(t)} has the same distribution probability of
{aHY(at)} for a>0 [46].

The parameter H takes values between 0 and 1, and it is known as the Hurst exponent. This
parameter measures the correlation persistence of data of the process over a long time.

• For 0<H<0.5, the process is said to have anti-persistent correlation.

• For 0.5<H<1, the process has persistent correlation and infinite variance.

• For H=0.5, the time series is said to be memoryless or short-range dependent.

To estimate H, we use the method rescale range (R/S) analysis. This method allows the
calculation of the self-similarity parameter H, which measures the intensity of long-range
dependence in a time series [47 and 48].

The time series are plotted using cumulative data of each echelon of the process of the supply
chain [36, 37]. In Figure 8, the vertical axes show the cumulative units in queue of spare part.
In the horizontal axes show the average difference of elapsed time that one spare part need to
be transported from one echelon to the next one. The curves should be almost statistically the
same in the each echelon and statistically symmetric. The meaning of each curves are:
D(t)=Demand, DC(t)=collect spare parts, R(t)=Repair processes.

Figure 8. Data of Demand, Collect and Repair
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7.3. Results

The actual data for spare parts are 4217, due to some exceptions, the number of spare parts
was reduces to 3617. In Figure 8 it is observed some symmetry between the three curves. After
some statistics of the time series it is detected a large variance between demand and others
processes (see Table 5), which suggest bullwhip effect.

Demand
Defective

Collect
Inbound
Repair

Outbound
Repair

Median 9.909589041 8.334101382 8.334101382 7.795258621

Standard
Deviation

7.087757678 8.592998291 11.46805537 9.128734872

Table 5. Simple statistics of the time series of the supply chain

Figure 9. Data of the spare parts in SC.

Another way to look at the data is by calculating the difference between two cumulative
curves of the process, i.e., the queue of material waiting to be processed by the following
steps of the SC.

In Fig. 10 it is shown statistical characteristics of tree queues: the average of the repair queue
(223.42 units), standard deviation (105.03 units). Average of collection queue (147.70 units),
standard deviation (60.91 units). Spare parts waiting to the repair process: average (32.40
units), standard deviation (19.49 units).

In summary, using the R/S method to obtain the Hurst exponent are shown in Table 6. The
value of the Hurst exponent for defective collection process (0.6481) suggest persistence. The
value of the Hurst exponent (near 0.5) suggest a random behavoiur for the inbound and
outbound repair.
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Summary H

Demand 0.8449

Defective collect 0.6481

Inbound repair 0.5164

Outbound repair 0.5649

Table 6. Hurst exponent value of each process of the supply chain.

In Annex 1 there are four figures that refer to the log-log graphs of the Hurst exponents
analysis, computed with the Benoit 1.3 software, for demand, defective collection process,
inbound to repair process, and outbound process.

8. Conclusions and recommendations

Some conclusions are:

The systems science perspective provides a framework to better comprehend the supply chain
management system. This approach describes how to equate the VSM and ERP to the case of
an OEM’s SC of a telecommunications firm. The bullwhip effect is a phenomenon experienced
by supply chains when demand at the top tends to exhibit more variability than demand at
the bottom.

Some recommendations are:

1. Improve trust and reliability of communications between the components of SC.

2. Implement ERP modules in the suppliers and customers information systems.

Figure 10. Queue of parts waiting to be processed in each echelon.
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3. Train suppliers and customers in the basic modules of ERP: MPS, MRP, BOM, IM, CRP,
DRP and S&OP

4. Some future researches could be included knowledge of system dynamics, complex
systems and others systems concepts to improve understanding and diagnosis of systems.

Annex 1

Figure 11. R/S analysis of demand data (H=0.8449).

Figure 12. R/S analysis of defective collection process data (H=0.6481).
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Figure 13. R/S analysis of inbound to repair process data (H=0.5164).

Figure 14. R/S analysis of outbound of repair process data (H=0.5649).
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